2021 BolognaRagazzi
Award Winners
Fiction: Winner

Home
Author: Lian-En Lin
Illustrator: Lian-En Lin
Publisher: Yes Creative Agency / Papa Publishing House
What the jury said:
“The pandemic has highlighted that home - whether we
have one or not- is the most important place on earth.
Lin Lian-En’s much-needed book Home is an exquisitely
produced poetic consideration of space. From the rounded
corners of the book to the cardboard covers and thoughtful
understated use of endpapers, the book makes full use of
material elements to create an inviting rich space that can
be revisited endlessly… just like home.”

Poetry - 2021 Special Category: Special Mention

Love Letter
情批

Author: Animo Chen
Illustrator: Animo Chen
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
What the jury said:
“This tender, tense and somewhat mysterious series of
poems is accompanied by exquisite illustrations by the
Taiwanese illustrator and author, Animo Chen. The book
opens with several double page spreads of a stunning
landscape of mountains, trees, sea and houses before
the words begin. After that, on most pages, each poem
is accompanied by an evocative and striking illustration
which does not simply reflect the text but encourages the
reader to think and wonder. The quality of the art work
almost takes your breath away.”
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Featured
Artists

Meet our talented ones who shine on the
Bologna stage!

Here we are honored to
introduce 10 outstanding
Taiwanese artists: eight
2021 Bologna Illustrators
Exhibition winners, and
two illustrators whose
works are selected by
the 2021 “The ChildrenSpectators”, an exhibition
hosted by the Bologna
Children’s Book Fair.
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Winners of the 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition

Hsiao-Chi Chang
張筱琦

Hsiao-Chi Chang is an illustrator who is currently based in Taipei, Taiwan. Her illustration style
is whimsical and playful. She is often inspired by the humorous situations she encounters in daily
life. What drives her to create is the desire to play and express emotions. A majority of her artworks
are illustrated for children. She usually works with acrylic, watercolor, gouache, and Adobe Photoshop, but she is open
to experimenting with all types of media.
Oh, one more thing about Hsiao-Chi, she loves black tea latte.
Website: http://www.hsiaochichang.com/
Email: im.hsiaochi@gmail.com
Facebook @hsiaochichangillustration
Award
2021 - Bologna Children's Book Fair, Bologna, Italy, Selected Illustrator.
2020 - Kaohsiung Public Library Picture Books Sprouting Awards, Kaohsiung, Taiwan, New Talent Award.
2020 - Bologna Children's Book Fair, Bologna, Italy, Selected Illustrator.
2015 - 3x3 Illustration Show No. 12, New York, NY, USA, Honorable Mention/ Picture Book Show: Professional
2014 - Creative Quarterly 35, New York, NY, USA, Runner-Up/ Illustration: Student.
Exhibition
2020.08 - The 2020 Illustrators Exhibition, Itabashi Art Museum, Tokyo, Japan.
2019.10 - “Not at home” Mini Exhibition, Gallery Shibafu, Tokyo, Japan.
2019.09 - “At Home + Not at Home” Group Show, 3331 Arts Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan.
2019.04 - “Talent 100” Creative Expo Taiwan, Taipei, Taiwan.
2018.08 - Book Illustrators Gallery, Asian Festival of Children's Content, Singapore.
2015.01 - “To the Little Prince” Solo Show, Grand Central Library, New York, NY, USA.
2014.04 - Solo show, Seesaw studio, San Francisco, CA, USA

I Preferred Not To Open My Eyes

I preferred not to open my eyes while I was walking.

I preferred not to open my eyes while I was flying.

I preferred not to open my eyes while I was flying.

So, I didn’t have a clue.

I didn’t have a clue about here. I didn’t have a clue about there.

No wonder I got here. No wonder I am here.

When I Was Waiting for My Mom
等媽媽來的時候
A blue elephant who is waiting for his mom to pick him up after
school, when he is waiting, the imagination is a superpower to
transfer the waiting time to wonderful time. He helped the delivery
guy send a package along the most dangerous Alligator Boulevard;
He climbed trees with the cat and he got 6 fish…until he learned
how to be a silent mountain, finally, his mom is here!

Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
24 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789863383079
Rights Contact: ying@1945.com.tw

*Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Fairy of Night
黑夜裡的小精靈
Through the riddle-like text full of rhythm and the cute pictures, let
children observe and imagine the characteristics of nature while
reading.
*Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Publisher: The Eastern Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
48 pages | 22 x 24 cm
ISBN: 9789863381662
Rights Contact: ying@1945.com.tw

The Moon Today
今天的月亮
Trivial things trouble us and usually make our heads spin.
Fortunately, there’s always someone out there giving us a hand.
Everyone tries a little bit to help, so the head stops spinning. What
troubles us is no longer a trouble.

Publisher: Kido Family Time
24 pages | 20.5 x 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436675
Rights Contact:
mengying@bardonchinese.com
Image Credit: Hsiao-Chi Chang
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Winners of the 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition

Wei-Hsuan Chen
陳瑋璿

Wei-Hsuan is a Taiwanese illustrator currently based in Tokyo. She loves to use vivid
colors to draw nature and furry friends which made her works full of warmness and
pure energy.
Website: https://weihsuan.com/
Email: weihsuan921@gmail.com
Instagram @weihsuan921
Award
2021 - American Illustration 40, chosen.
2021 - Bologna Children’s Book Fair, Winning Illustrator.
2020 - American Illustration 39, chosen.
2017 - Turner Award 2017 Illustration, selected.

Street Animals Around the World

A Sleeping Dog in Tainan, Taiwan

A Stretching Cat in Nagasaki, Japan

A Gazing Cat in Teshima, Japan

A Dazed Dog in Chiang Mai, Thailand

A Yawning Cat in Naoshima, Japan
Image Credit: Wei-Hsuan Chen
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Winners of the 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition

Yi-Chin Chen
陳怡今

Yi-Chin Chen graduated from the Design Institute of National Taiwan Normal University, and is
now a full-time illustrator and creator.
Born in winter, grew up in the beautiful Nantou, and now lives in Taipei, searching for the truth of life
through creation. The studio is located on the 6th floor of the old apartment with plenty of sunshine and breeze. Yi-Chin
feel that "drawing makes her a better person", and she wants to create works that make her and the viewers feel calm
and gentle. In addition to painting, her favorite things are storage and walking.
Website: https://www.jinjinchen.com/about
Email: jinjinchen.ill@gmail.com
Instagram @jinchen.jinjin
Award
2021 – "Contour of Daily" Series, the 55th Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, Winner.
2015 - "Wei Lan", the 3th China Illustration Award, the Best Published Illustration Award, selected.
2014 - "Wei Lan", the BIG 2014 Showcase Photos for Illustrators, selected.
2010 - "Zhoumei Heart", the 1th Linkong Picture Book Award, Winner. The picture book project "Zhoumei Heart" was then
published.
Exhibition
2020.05 - “Counter of Daily: Yi-Chin Chen’s Objects” Solo Exhibition Featuring Original Artworks, Taipei, Taiwan.
2017.02 - “Thank You My Life: Original Artworks of Yi-Chin Chen’s Botanical Illustration and Science Picture Book” Group
Exhibition, Taipei, Taiwan.
2016.03 - “100 Dollars ZINE”, Taipei, Taiwan.
2014.07 - Picture Book “Wei Lan” was showcased in the Asian Festival of Children's Content/Book Illustrators Gallery,
Singapore.
2013.11- “Zine Zine Fair in Taipei”, Taipei Taiwan.
2013.09 - “#22” Photography and Illustration Group Exhibition, Taipei, Taiwan.
2013.08 - “#22” Photography and Illustration Group Exhibition, Kaohsiung, Taiwan.
2012.09 - “Pick Up a Flower and Say Cheese!” Picture Book Solo Exhibition, Taipei, Taiwan.

Contour of Daily

Contour of Daily – 1, Jujubes in the Enamel Plate.

Contour of Daily – 2, Sweet Potatoes in the Enamel Plate.

Contour of Daily – 3, Paper Tape.

Contour of Daily – 4, Porcelain Cup.

Contour of Daily – 5, Stainless Steel Kettle.

Bab's Adventure
巴布的探險
Babu was going on a long-awaited space trip, but when he arrived,
the spaceship broke down unexpectedly. OMG! Babu's earth
exploration journey begins. What thrills will he encounter? There is
only one beautiful earth. What will Babu’s expeditions tell us about
the earth’s environment? Come and join the adventure!

Publisher: Kido Family Time
Author: Mr. Smile
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436408
Rights Contact:
mengying@bardonchinese.com

Where Do Radishes Go
蘿蔔去哪裡
Where are the carrots and white radishes going in the cold winter?
What are the vegetables waiting in a long line? Come take a look!
The unexpected development of the plot will definitely make you
amazed at the scenes, with hilarious bursts of laughter!
*Rights Sold: Korean

Publisher: Kido Family Time
Author: Mr. Smile
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436149
Rights Contact:
mengying@bardonchinese.com

Veterinarian Heilulu's Hospital
獸醫黑嚕嚕的醫院
Dr. Heilulu is a doctor at an animal hospital in this small town. Early
in the morning at work, Dr.Heilulu finds a box of abandoned kittens
at the door and also receives a call from a patient whose ears
were bitten by a pet poisonous spider. Meanwhile, the cows in the
dystocia delivery are in critical condition…
There are so many emergencies every day, which test the
professional knowledge and wisdom of Dr. Heilulu!

Publisher: Linking Publishing Company
Author: Momo Chen
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
48 pages | 21 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789570844672
Rights Contact: whsu@nurnberg.com.
tw

Zhoumei Heart
洲美心
The concept of "walking" is used throughout the picture book.
Following the lead of the white egret, "Little Egret," and the map
in the book, readers will be guided to walk along the beautiful
continent and appreciate the peaceful rural scenery and cultural
customs of the beautiful continent.
The picture book is hand-painted combined with photographic
photos, presented with a panoramic map, and full of a sense
of overall design, and the delicacy of the characters with real
characters, so that "Zhoumei Heart" not only has a reading
comprehension, but also a fun to play. It is definitely a book worth
savoring!

Publisher: Linking Publishing Company
Author: Yi-Chin Chen
48 pages | 21 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789570836776
Rights Contact: whsu@nurnberg.com.
tw

Who Is Your Good Friend?
誰是你的好朋友？
Simple text, repetitive plots, and bright colors, combined with
animal graphics composed of tangrams, constitute a colorful baby
book. It is surrounded by small illustrations about animal habits and
characteristics. While training the baby's observation, imagination,
discernment, and logical thinking abilities, it also improves the little
knowledge about animals.
*Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Publisher: Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.
Author: Shi-Zhen Lin
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
24 pages | 22 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789862112366
Rights Contact: singing@tienwei.com.
tw

Wei Lan
洄瀾
A wordless book with time as the axis. The guide text appears at
the end of the book. It can be read together with an audio CD.
From ancient times to the aboriginal period, the Japanese rule,
the Qing dynasty, and today, the entire Hualien City's evolution
is drawn page by page. With the changes of the times and the
change of generations, children are led to understand the evolution
of a city. Hualien was called "Qilai" in ancient times. It came from
the homophony of the aboriginal people "Sakizaya". They lived in
the northern end of the East Rift Valley of Hualien for the whole
time, so this place was named after Qilai.

Publisher: Cultural Affairs Bureau,
Hualien
Author: Mingzong Cao, Beijing ,Zhang
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
36 pages | 21.5 x 28.5 cm
ISBN: 9789860342857

Image Credit: Yi-Chin Chen
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Pei-Hsin Cho
卓霈欣

Pei-Hsin is a Taiwanese visual storyteller with a particular focus on illustration and
animation, currently based in London.
Her work is narrative-based and revolves around sensationalism and sentimentalism, at themes of self-introspection,
mentality, and psychology. She combines traditional and digital mediums to depict a variety of inward feelings that
attempt to transcribe subtle emotions of humanity into tangible and visually tactile images. Personal sentiments are
always present in Pei-Hsin’s work, wrapped with rational narration to catalyse unaccessible subjective experiences and
memory fragments.
Pei-Hsin has worked with various clients from all over the world including: Adobe, The New Yorker, The New York Times,
Royal Society of Literature, Where The Leaves Fall Magazine, Patient Access, Oh Magazine, London Print Studio,
Lenovo Legion, Patient ltd UK, Spicy Fish Cultural Production Limited, P&T Berlin, Taiwan Film Institute, Ministry of
Culture (BAMID, Taiwan)
Website: https://www.peihsincho.com/
Email: peihsincho@gmail.com
Instagram @peihsincho
Education
2019 - MA in Visual Communication/ Illustration, Royal College of Art
2016 - BFA in Animation, Taipei National University of the Arts
Award
2021 - Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, Winning Illustrator.
- World Illustration Awards, Longlisted.
2020 - Taoyuan International Illustration Exhibition, Gold Prize. World Illustration Awards, long listed & shortlisted.
- South Taiwan Film Festival, Rookie of the Year Award. American Illustration 39, Chosen Winner.
2019 - World Illustration Awards, shortlisted. Sheila Robinson Memorial Drawing Award, Winner.
2017 - 3x3 Magazine, Student Show Winners No.14, Merit. Creative Quarterly 48, professional illustration, Runner-up.
2016 - Windows of Formosa Film Festival, Taiwan, Award of WOFFF Picks.
Exhibition
2021 - Fest An a International Animation Festival, Slovak.
- Primanima World Festival of First Animations, Hungary.
- Monstra Lisbon Animation Festival, Portugal.
- Stuttgart International Festival of Animated Film, Germany.
2020 - Taoyuan International Illustration Exhibition, Taiwan.
2019 - World of Illustration Award Exhibition, Somerset House, London, UK.
- Royal College of Art Degree Show, London, UK.
- InShort Film Festival, Animated Realities, London, UK.
- Royal College of Art Work in Progress Show, London, UK.
2018 - Guilty Pleasure, ASP4, Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, UK.
- Dance of Life: Tales from Church Street, London, UK. The Reader, Tenderbooks, London, UK.
2017 - The Self-Portrait for me and us - Onground gallery, Seoul, Korea.
- Ani Film Studio - King Car Art and Cultural Center, Taipei, Taiwan. Immerse into Art, YZU, Taiwan.

Crown Shyness

Crown Shyness – 3

Crown Shyness – 5
Image Credit: Pe-Hsin Cho
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Winners of the 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition

Wei-Chun Dai
戴維君

Born in Taipei, Wei-Chun Dai loved to draw as a child and still does. She used to
be an art teacher, and then set up her own studio and worked on various design
projects. However, after years of practice in education and design fields, called by
her everlasting passion for painting, she gradually shifted her focus to artistic creation in recent years.
She has been the contract artist of HESS International Educational Group to make children's book illustrations. In 2021,
Wei-Chun Dai was selected in the Bologna Illustrators Exhibition with her illustration series "The Night Market", which is
also a picture book project. “The Night Market” will be published soon, and it will be Wei-Chun’s first individual published
work.
Email: daiweichun.studio@gmail.com
Instagram: @weichun_dai
Education
Department of Fine Arts, National Taiwan Normal University
Fine Arts Experimental Class, Taipei Zhong Zheng Senior High School
Award
2021 - 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, selected.
2020 - King Car Coffee Cup Creative Design Award, Merit Award.
2018 - 107 Information Technology Month Graphic Design Award, First Prize.
2018 - First Prize in The 13th Zhangqihua Culture & Art Foundation Painting Award

The Night Market

Come for the temple, stay for the snack.

If you think you can easily beat them, you're all wet.

When you have good intentions, you may meet an angel.

Better luck next time.

Life may always have regret, but the future is still good.
Image Credit: Wei-Chun Dai
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Winners of the 2021 Bologna Illustrators Exhibition

Hui-Yin Hsueh
薛慧瑩

Hui-Yin Hsueh is an illustrator, mother and housewife. Her work is often seen on covers of
books. Her comic book publications include “Big and Small: Everyday Battles between Mothers
and Children”, and her picture books include “Mr. Alzheimer” and “Sleepwalking”.
Website: http://hsuehhuiyin.ill.idv.tw/
Email: huiyin.hsueh@msa.hinet.net
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/hsuehhuiyin/

Sleepwalking

Sleepwalking – 1

Sleepwalking – 2

Sleepwalking – 3

Sleepwalking – 4

Sleepwalking – 5

Sleepwalking
夢遊
In the deep night, there's always something mysterious happening.
The little boy is still with his eyes closed, but his adventure has
already started. He walks on the wires, playing the balancing
game. He walks into the zoo, passing by the fierce lion. He keeps
walking, walking, walking... until he arrives that beautiful hill...

Publisher: Yes Creative Agency / Papa
Publishing House
Author: Yen-Chih Hao
Illustrator: Hui-Yin Hsueh
60 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743785
Rights Contact: rhea.babayes@gmail.
com

Big One and Little One: The Daily Life Between Mother and Child
大的小的：媽媽與小孩的日常生活大戰
The "big” one is the author as a mother, and the two "little" ones
are the seven-year-old calm son, Xiaoyu, and the five-year-old son,
Xiaozhan, who is very dramatic. There is also one who can make
the little ones obedient without speaking loudly -- dad, and the aunt
and grandma who sometimes show up. The book contains thirtysix drawings full of interesting family life, as well as six creations of
the brothers and the mumblings of the mother.

Publisher: Diancan Art and Collection
Ltd.
Author: Hui-Yin Hsueh
160 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789579057493
Rights Contact: tinachien@artouch.com

*YouTube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xLXDOyxI1A

Mr. Alzheimer
阿茲海默先生
What does memory look like? What does it feel like to forge about
your most intimate ones?
People said those precious memories are taken away by Mr.
Alzheimer. Ever since Mr. Alzheimer met grandpa, he runs inside
grandpa's head, carries grandpa's memories, and put them all
around...

Publisher: Heliopolis Culture Group
Author: Yi-Hui Chen
Illustrator: Hui-Yin Hsueh
40 pages | 21 x 29 cm
ISBN: 9789862486214
Rights Contact: service@heliopolis.com.
tw

Image Credit: Hui-Yin Hsueh
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Arwen Huang
阿文

Arwen Huang (b. 1994) is known as an illustrator, comic artist and picture book author. She
studied Fine Arts at Taipei National University of Arts, graduating in
2016. In 2018, Arwen graduated from Cambridge School of Art (Anglia Ruskin University) with a
Distinction in an MA in Children's Book Illustration.
Her comic work “Bored” has been shortlisted in New Talents Contest of Angouleme International Comic Festival. Arwen’s
first picture book “Have You Seen Mr. Robinson?” was published in 2019. Her newest book “Wake Up! Daddy!” is going
to be published in 2021.
Website: https://arwen-h.com/
Email: arwenillustration@gmail.com
Instagram @arwenillustration
Award
2021 - Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, Winner.
2019 – “Have You Seen Mr. Robinson?”, published by Starfish Bay Publishing Group.
2018 - New Talents Contest of Angouleme International Comic Festival (FIBD 2018), shortlisted.

Wake Up! Daddy!

Wake Up! Daddy! – 1

Wake Up! Daddy! – 2

Wake Up! Daddy! – 3

Wake Up! Daddy! – 4

Wake Up! Daddy! – 5

Have You Seen Mr. Robinson?
你有看到羅賓森先生嗎？
Anna is a shy, booking-loving girl whose only friends are the
characters in her books, but when Grandpa suggests she go
outside to play, Anna has trouble talking to the other children.
That is until she meets a boy who wants to find a cat named Mr.
Robinson. A sweet story about a friendship between two shy,
reserved children.

Publisher: Starfish Bay Publishing
40 pages | 25 x 21.5 cm
ISBN: 9781760360818
Rights Contact:
books@starfishbaypublishing.com

*Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Image Credit: Arwen Huang
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Yi-Wen Huang
黃一文

Yi-Wen Huang is a Taiwanese illustrator who started her illustration career since 2019. She
loves to experiment with different materials and textures. Adding variety into her artworks is
especially crucial for her when it’s about making picture books, which she believes should
not only be targeted at children readers, but for adults at all ages to enjoy.
Website: https://www.facebook.com/yiwenillustration
Email: yiwenillustration@gmail.com
Instagram @yiwen_illustration
Award
2021 - Bologna Illustration Exhibition (Italy), Winner.
2020 - KPL Picture Books Sprouting Awards (Kaohsiung, Taiwan), Cutting Edge Awards.
2020 - National Human Rights Museum, Picture Workshop (Taiwan), First Prize.
2019 - Taoyuan Illustration Exhibition (Taoyuan, Taiwan), Excellent Work.
Publication
2020 – “The Old Man and the Sea”, The Eastern Publishing, Illustrator. “No Worries When You Are Not as Fast as
Others”, Global Kids Books, a Member of Commonwealth Publishing Group, Illustrator.

Train

The train arrives at the little island.

“The island shall become wealthy and mighty, as long as all the residents follow my rules!” says the chief conductor.

People who don’t enjoy reading books will be send away.

Same happens to those who speak up, who don’t do sweet-talk, who block its ways, and…

More and more people have disappeared, but no one knows where they are taken to.
Image Credit: Yi-Wen Huang
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Selected Illustrators of 2021
“The Children-Spectators”

Tzu-Chun Chang
張梓鈞

Chun is a freelance Taiwanese illustrator with an MA in Children’s book illustration from
Cambridge School of Art and a BA in Motion picture from Taiwan University of Arts.
Her work mainly focuses on human relationships and socio-political issues, she enjoys
playing with word-image relationship and the use of metaphors for people to interpret. She loves film, philosophy as well
as nature and would love to do more book/editorial illustrations. Her aim is to tell stories about difficult subjects in an
approachable way.
Her clients include Oh Magazine (UK), Popshot Magazine (UK), Fleurs Des Lettres (HK), Linking Publishing, 500times,
ARTouch, Watch Taiwan, Mandarin Daily News, and more.
Website: http://tzuchunchang.com
Email: tzuchun.contact@gmail.com
Instagram: @chunchun.c_
Award
2021 - The Children-Spectators for Bologna Children’s Book Fair, Selected illustrator
2021 - Bologna Children’s Book Fair, Illustrators Exhibition, Finalist
2021 - Picture Book Workshop for National Human Rights Museum, Third prize
2020 - Golden Pinwheel Young Illustrators Competition, Finalist
2020 - The Children-Spectators for Bologna Children’s Book Fair, Selected illustrator
2020 - 3×3 student show No.17, Honorable Mention
2019 - 3×3 student show No.16, Honorable Mention
2019 - The Macmillan Prize, Highly Commended
2019 - Creative Conscience Awards, Shortlisted
Exhibition
2021 - Unfamiliar Mundane, Solo exhibition, Taichung, Taiwan
2021 - Our Home, Pop-Up Shop, Taipei, Taiwan
2020 - Practice On Returning Home, Solo exhibition, Taipei, Taiwan
2019 - The Good Old Days, Group exhibition, Taipei, Taiwan
2019 - The Macmillan Prize, Group exhibition, London, UK

Virtual Reality

Image Credit: Tzu-Chun Chang
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Selected Illustrators of 2021
“The Children-Spectators”

Poppy Li
李品萱

Poppy Li is a Taiwanese self-taught freelance illustrator based in London.
She graduated from university degree in theater arts and loves to express herself in a variety
of ways like digital and traditional media, gouache, acrylic, animation, and ceramics at the
moment.
She loves fantasy and enjoys developing her own ideas and stories into books such as picture books or graphic novels.
Poppy is greatly inspired by nature, enjoys a sense of calm, and all the mystery tales in the universe. She enjoys going
on small adventures to observe the natural world around her and get lost in small details, welcome to her magical
illustration world, and be inspired.
Website: https://www.poppyli.art/
Email: poppyli.art@gmail.com
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/PoppyLi
Instagram: @poppyli.art

When It Starts

Image Credit: Poppy Li
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Award-winning
Books
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Award-winning Books
Children's Books

Urban Wildlife
怪咖動物偵探：城市野住客事件簿
The author humorously introduces 27 common Urban wild lives and
their behavior.
220 lovely illustrations and 45 real photos are included.
Readers get to know those urban wild animals gradually in funniest
way while reading.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Author: Yi-Feng Huang
Illustrator: Yi-Feng Huang
Publisher: Sun Color Culture Co., Ltd.
120 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789576582134
Rights Contact: ken_kao@suncolor.
com.tw

Fiction

The Jianghu Adventure: the Lost Martial Art Contest
江湖，還有人嗎？
The lost legends were hidden in a peaceful small village: the lost
martial art contest, an iron pillar carving winners’ name and the
mysterious beast. One day, a bunch of strangers came and tried to
retrieve the lost legends. Can these two 13-year-old boys build up
their own jianghu when they were confronted by this chaos ?
*2020 TIBE Book Prize, 2020 Golden Tripod Award, 2020 the White
Ravens

Author: Yeou-Yu Chang
Illustrator: Yi-Shian Lin
Publisher: Yuan-Liou Publishing Co., Ltd.
288 pages | 14 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789573285861
Rights Contact: jenny@ylib.com

Children's Books

Once Upon a Time – The Story of Princess Kavalan and the
Turtle General
從前從前-噶瑪蘭公主與龜將軍
Legend has it that Guishan Island, also known as Turtle Island,
and the Yilan Plain are the incarnations of the Turtle General and
Princess Kavalan. The author's unique style, replete with rich colors
and bold curves, brings the characters vividly to life and shapes
the landscape. The result is a powerful rendition of this ancient
Yilan tale.
*2020 Golden Tripod Award

Author: Yao-Yu Tsai
Publisher: My House Publication, a
division of Cit Publishing Ltd.
48 pages | 28 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789864085545
Rights Contact: yihsuan_wu@hmg.com.
tw

Comics

The Short Elegy
小輓：阿尼默漫畫集
An elegy is a song or poem lamenting the deceased. In
each loss there is a gain, just as in every gain there is
a loss. This adage is underscored in each of The Short
Elegy’s three short stories—Dry River, House Mosquito, and The
Ribbon—each of which offers fleeting glimpses of death.
*Winner of the 2020 BolognaRagazzi Award for the Comics Young
Adult category, 2020 Books From Taiwan x TAICCA, 44th of The
Golden Tripod Award, Children's and Young Adult Book Awards

Author: Animo Chen
Illustrator: Animo Chen
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
304 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865406226
Rights Contact:
vinelle@locuspublishing.com

Others

I Hope that One Day You Will Understand
但願有一天你會懂
Hsiao-kuang wants his parents to spend time with him, but they’re
always too busy. They nag him and tell him to do things instead of
showing that they care about him. He knows the adults want the
best for him and hope that he would understand one day, and he
wants to live up to their expectations. But everything is so hard and
miserable. The only thing that helps him cope with the pressure is
sharing his feelings with his teddy bear……

Author: Jimmy Liao
Illustrator: Jimmy Liao
Publisher: Locus Publishing Company
136 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789862139752
Rights Contact:
vinelle@locuspublishing.com

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese
*The 2020 Golden Tripod Award, Children's and Young Adult Book Awards

Comics

For the Time Being
暫時先這樣
From the commuter experience of an office worker, to a single girl
enjoying a meal alone, to cat lovers crossing paths in the middle of
the night, to a cross-generation romance, For the Time Being is a
collection of 9 short stories of the city.
Rights Sold: French, Simplified Chinese
*2021 TIBE Book Prize, 2020 Golden Comic Award, 2020 Books
From Taiwan x TAICCA

Author: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Illustrator: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Dala Publishing Company
144 pages | 18.5 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789866634987
Rights Contact:
vinelle@locuspublishing.com

Comics

A Graphic Novel Adaptation by Ruan Guang-Min of Selected
Stories from The Illusionist on the Skywalk and Other Stories
by Wu Ming-Yi
天橋上的魔術師圖像版：阮光民卷
A graphic novel adaptation by Ruan Guang-Min of selected stories
from The Illusionist on the Skywalk and Other Stories by Wu Ming-Yi
is based on the 2011 novel of the same name by Wu Ming-Yi. The
graphic novel is a collection of eight short stories that take place in
the seventies at the famous Chunghwa shopping centre in Taipei.
The shopping centre consisted of eight buildings in a row. The
illusionist and the skywalks connecting the buildings are prominent
in these stories, with childhood memories of the shopping centre
as a central theme. The protagonists, narrators and perspectives
are all different in each of the stories, but personae that appear
in one story sometimes appear in another as passers-by. Besides
this, memories also create a continuity that makes it seem that
the narrators have overlapping memories despite their different
pasts. Spinning memories into stories becomes magic, and the
narrator skillfully demonstrates his tricks in a marvellous illusion
of disappearances, reappearances and invisibility. The last story
sheds new light on the stories, making the reader want to re-read
them again and again.

Original Author: Ming-Yi Wu
Author: Guang-Min Ruan
Publisher: Thinkingdom Media Group
Ltd.
262 pages | 16.4 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869801591
Rights Contact: sandrahliang@gmail.
com

*2020 Golden Comic Award

Comics

Time Swirl
時渦
Shi Lang, the protagonist, in order to rescue his lover who was
held hostage by First Emperor of Qin, he embarks on a journey to
find the secret of immortality. In his journey, he encountered many
people who pursue immortality for their own passions, desire and
fate...
*2020 Golden Comic Award

Author: Chun Chang Huang
Publisher: KEKO Creative
220 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869246347
Rights Contact: KEKO.press@gmail.
com

Comics

Rescue Wild Bird
再見信天翁
This comic is adapted from a Taiwanese true story, about the
volunteers devoted themselves to rehabilitating the injured birds.
With unconditional love, they spare no efforts to relight the fire of
each heartbreaking life.
*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Author: LONLON
Publisher: Dyna Books Co., Ltd.
220 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869718660
Rights Contact: alan@gaeabooks.com.
tw

Comics

Nine Lives Man-Wallow In Light
九命人 溺光
(Original Work : NINE LIVES MAN / AH TUI - PUSH COMIC) To ZiYang Lin, Qing Lee is his crush since he was 14, and has always
been as sacred as a goddess. But from today on, is she his
subordinate? What is the hidden message that lies in the lifebar
over his head ever since he has a crush on Qing? Is she and that
sentiment a life savior or a haunting nightmare? Meanwhile, the
stories between Ai-Wen Hsu, a girl from a band, and Qing Lee are
also the focus of the work.

Author: Monday Recover
Publisher: Tong Li Publishing Co., Ltd.
176 pages | 12.8 x 18.2 cm
ISBN: 9789572640104
Rights Contact: billfan@tongli.com.tw

Rights Sold: French
*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Comics

Big City, Little Things 4
大城小事4
Le-kao and his father run a fried chicken stand in a night market.
But due to his father's laid-back personality, they don’t make much
money. They live poorly and eat toasts with sauce every day. One
day, after a dispute between Le-kao and a customer, the fried
chicken stand was given a bad name in the Spill It community
online. Netizens raised the banner of justice and denounced the
stand severely. Could a one-sided account decide whether a
person is guilty or not? How could Le-kao and his father get away
from cyberbullying?

Author: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
176 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571376899
Rights Contact: rights01@readingtimes.
com.tw

*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Comics

Big City, Little Things 5
大城小事5
The side dish of McDonald's combo meal is always french fries,
and those who want ice cream will have to order an extra cone.
Toya, who wants to have children; Huan-yuan, who needs a
marriage to disguise his sexual orientation from his parents; and
Cheng-hao, who wants nothing more than to be by Huan-yuan's
side. The three of them choose this marriage combo meal. But
it is a marriage without love and a love without marriage. When
everyone craves for ice cream, what additional cost will that be?
*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Author: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
176 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571378299
Rights Contact: rights01@readingtimes.
com.tw
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Books from
Taiwan
Books from Taiwan is a new initiative funded by TAICCA (Taiwan
Creative Content Agency) to introduce a select list of titles, ranging
from fiction, non-fiction, children's books and comics, to foreign
publishers and readers alike. On this website you will find information
about authors and books, along with who to contact in order to license
translation rights. All titles featured are eligible for the Translation
Grants Program, sponsored by the Ministry of Culture of Taiwan.
https://booksfromtaiwan.tw/
Contact: Catrina Liu
booksfromtaiwan.rights@gmail.com
+886-2-2705-9231 #208
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Books from Taiwan
Children's Books

Sleepwalking
夢遊
With his eyes closed, a little boy climbs out of bed and begins a
big adventure. He walks across the ceiling, along an electricity
cable, and takes a ride on a Ferris wheel. Where is he going?
Wherever he goes, someone is following, secretly, silently, looking
out for him.

Author: Chih Hao Yen
Illustrator: Hui-Yin Hsueh
Publisher: Yes Creative
60 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743785
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Fox Hatches an Egg
狐狸孵蛋
A hungry fox finds a beautiful duck’s egg, but would rather eat a
tasty little duck, so he becomes a super-nanny, and waits patiently
for the egg to hatch.
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese (Tomorrow)

Author: Chyng-Feng Sun
Illustrator: Nan Jun
Publisher: Pace
44 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789579380485
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

The Oviraptor
偷蛋龍
Watch out for the Oviraptor, the dinosaur that steals eggs and oval
things! If it smells wee, it will sniff out the boy who wet the bed,
and steal his balls. Didi hates wearing a nappy at night, and is
determined not to let that happen.
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese (Poogoyo)

Author: Leo Tang
Illustrator: Leo Tang
Publisher: Global Kids
40 pages | 25.5 x 21.6 cm
ISBN: 9789864799626
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Leilong the Library Bus
騎著恐龍去圖書館
Can the children get to the library in time to hear the story? They
can if they call for Leilong! But the brontosaurus can’t go inside
the library: he’s too big and he doesn’t have a library card. But he
wants to hear the story too!
Rights Sold: French (Rue du Monde), English (Gecko), Korean
(Crayon House), Simplifed Chinese (CheerFly), Thai (B2S)

Author: Julia Liu
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
Publisher: Pace
32 pages | 25.5 x 25.1 cm
ISBN: 9789579380591
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Little Mouse's Dream
小老鼠的夢想
Little Mouse dreams of travelling around the world. He envies
his friend Big Mouse, who is always going somewhere. They live
different lives and read different books, but it seems Little Mouse is
closer to fulfilling his dream than he thinks.
Rights Sold: Simplifed Chinese (CheerFly)

Author: Hsu-Kung Liu
Illustrator: Hsu-Kung Liu
Publisher: Les Gouttes
36 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579529471
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

The Crow and the Cherry Blossom
小黑與櫻花
The crow and the cherry blossom meet at the beginning of spring,
and part at the end of spring. In the shortest of friendships, each
learns to appreciate the other’s beauty, and a beautiful memory is
created.

Author: Shao Ni
Illustrator: Shao Ni
Publisher: Hsin-Yi
36 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789861615325
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Heroes of the City
城市小英雄
An evil rat has come to town! How will little puppy Lucky and
the cats catch him and become Heroes of the City? The latest
masterpiece by Peter Pan Prize-winning picture book author and
illustrator Chen Chih-Yuan is a detective story with details and
clues hidden in the pictures – children will have fun reading the
story and solving the mystery!

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
Publisher: CommonWealth Education
52 pages | 26 x 31.7 cm
ISBN: 9789575035945
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

The Secret of Zheng He’s Voyages to the West
鄭和下西洋的祕密
Over 600 years ago, in the Ming dynasty, Zheng He’s fleet
prepared to sail to the west. A young carpenter called -Wu was
excited to be part of this grand undertaking. He thought he’d just
be hammering and chiselling, a tiny screw in the whole project, but
thanks to a packet of seeds from his grandfather he came to play a
much larger role.
Rights Sold: Simplifed Chinese (Phoenix)

Author: Ru-Qing Lee
Illustrator: Ru-Qing Lee
Publisher: SACCA
52 pages | 22.2 x 30.6 cm
ISBN: 9789869914918
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Teeny Tiny: We are Microbes! Welcome to the Wonderful World
of Bacteria, Viruses, and Fungi
小不隆咚
All around us are little things that are too tiny to see. They grow,
divide, mutate, and evolve, without us even noticing. They may
be small, but they affect all life on Earth, and every movement we
make!

Author: Miki Lee
Illustrator: FUN art studio
Publisher: San Min
48 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571467474
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Children's Books

Ms. Penny Teaches … Science is Fun!
Penny老師教你創意玩科學：黑膠唱片機、針孔相機、擴音喇叭……全部自己
做，25個必學原理╳75個超酷實驗，在家上最有趣的理化課！
Does science give you a headache? Do you find it impossible to
get to grips with scientific principles and how to apply them? This
book presents 25 essential scientific principles from everyday life,
and 75 simple but super-cool scientific experiments and offers
children a stress-free way of learning about science.

Author: Nai Chi Chen
Publisher: Rye Field
272 pages | 23 x 16.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869458238
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Nine Lives Man: Time’s Wheel
九命人-時之輪迴
Everywhere he looks, Guy Ninemann sees nine tally marks – and
somehow finds himself caught up in a cycle of reincarnation. He
witnesses the destruction of the city he lives in, is shot in the head
and… awakens as another Guy Ninemann.

Author: Chang Sheng
Illustrator: Chang Sheng
Publisher: Tong Li
392 pages | 19.5 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789572638774
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Guardienne
守娘 上
In the Taiwan of the early 1900s, the happiness of a married woman
depended on providing a son. Doing so became an obsession,
involving various rituals. Nownow combines traditions and history
to provide a visually ravishing look at the lives of women in Qing
dynasty Taiwan.
*2020 Golden Comic Award

Author: Nownow
Illustrator: Nownow
Publisher: Gaea Books
188 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863194460
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Dutchman in Formosa
蘭人異聞錄II：溪之南，山之北
During the Age of Discovery, Dutch surveyor Phillip meets Dalai,
a Taiwanese indigenous boy. Dalai helps Phillip as he learns
about the local indigenous culture – but a conflict between the
newcomers and the locals is brewing…
Rights Sold: Thai (Siam Inter)

Author: Kinono
Illustrator: Kinono
Publisher: Gaea Books
202 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863194637
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

The Funeral Concerto
送葬協奏曲
In search of herself, Lin Chu-sheng quits university and ends up
living and working for a funeral director. From her shock at seeing
her first corpse, to becoming a practiced yet still compassionate
employee, her experiences help her realize who she really is, and
what she really wants.
*2020 Japan International Manga Award – Gold

Author: Rimui
Illustrator: Rimui
Publisher: Gaea Books
234 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863194668
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

The Illusionist on the Skywalk
天橋上的魔術師圖像版
Man Booker prize nominee Wu Ming-Yi’s much-loved collection of
nostalgic short stories, as a graphic novel. Let the artists whisk you
back to Taipei of the 1980s, to the long-gone Chunghwa Market
Bazaar and a world of magical memories.
*2020 Golden Comic Award, 2020 Japan International Manga Award
– Silver

Author: Ming-Yi Wu
Illustrator: Guang-Min Ruan, Sean
Chuang
Publisher: Thinkingdom
260 + 266 pages | 16.4 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869801591, 9789869862103
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Iron Boy: Pirate Town
鐵男孩：山寨之城1
In a future dominated by robots, the human outpost Pirate Town is
under threat. But when cantankerous robot designer Max arrives
in town and meets young mechanical prodigy Davy and a martial
arts master who cannot believe humanity will fall to the robots –
anything could happen.

Author: Richard Metson
Illustrator: Richard Metson
Publisher: Dala
128 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869855723
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
When my mother gets cancer for the second time, she asked if
I would keep her company through her chemotherapy. And of
course, I said yes. But how am I meant to cope with it all? Pam
Pam uses a clean but comical style to portray the joys and sorrows
of accompanying a loved one through an illness.

Author: Pam Pam Liu
Illustrator: Pam Pam Liu
Publisher: Slowork
184 pages | 15 x 15 cm
ISBN: 9789869509053
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

For the Time Being
暫時先這樣
These are tales of women making lives for themselves in the big
city: commuting to office jobs, enjoying cooking for one, and
wandering through the historic streets with an old friend. In the
city, everyone is playing a role in their own stories, and our author
depicts those ordinary yet meaningful scenes of everyday life,
building up a Taipei tapestry.
Rights Sold: French (Actes Sud)
*2020 Golden Comic Award, 2021 Taipei Book Fair Award

Author: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Illustrator: Pei-Hsiu Chen
Publisher: Dala
144 pages | 18.5 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789866634987
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

The Short Elegy
小輓：阿尼默漫畫集
Death can shake us, and it can prompt us to reexamine our lives.
Death can be physical, and it can be an emotional or spiritual loss.
In these short tales told through exquisite images, Animo takes a
thought-provoking look at three aspects of death.
*2020 BolognaRagazzi Award (Comics - Young Adult), 2020 Golden
Tripod Award (Children and Young Adult), 2019 OpenBook Award

Author: Animo Chen
Illustrator: Animo Chen
Publisher: Locus
304 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865406226
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com

Comics

Son of Formosa
來自清水的孩子1 + 2
The true story of Tsai Kun-lin, born in Qingshui, Taichung, in
1930, as he lives through Japanese rule and the arrival of the
Kuomintang. Polite and a good student, Tsai found himself
sentenced to ten years in jail for “membership of an illegal
organization” after attending a high school book club. This graphic
novel recounts his tenacity and determination.
Rights Sold: Japanese (Iwanami Shoten)
*2021 Taipei Book Fair Award

Author: Peiyun Yu
Illustrator: Jianxin Zhou
Publisher: Slowork
162 + 182 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857307
Rights Contact: booksfromtaiwan.
rights@gmail.com
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Exhibitors
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Exhibitors

Abundant Light Co., Ltd.

丰光國際有限公司

Founded by Stephen Chen , the main work of publishing and promoting children's
picture books is to allow parents and children to read high-quality picture books
created by Taiwanese authors and painters, and promote Taiwan's picture books to
more children around the world.

Contact: Steve Chen
ccl0316@gmail.com
+886-2-2908-0280 #100

Fiction

Grandma's Lucky Congee
阿嬤的幸運粥
At the age of six, my parents sent me back to the country to live
with Grandpa and Grandma because of work. I did n’t have my
parents around, so I was uneasy. I ’m afraid what the next day will
look like?

Author: Jin Long Chen
Illustrator: Li Zhu He Hao
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789869744423

Fiction

It Stinks Terribly!
好臭啊！
Smell a weird smell in the classroom. Everyone turned upside
down to find the strange smell. Will you find it at last? How to deal
with it after finding it?

Author: Jin Long Chen
Illustrator: Yu Hua Lin
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789869744416

Fiction

Pink Tree
粉紅樹
One day Man Man drew a pink tree. Grandma said, "How can the
tree be pink? It should be green!" So...is there any pink in the tree?

Author: Jin Long Chen
Illustrator: Fang Liu
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789869744430
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Exhibitors

Abundant Light Co., Ltd.

飛行船文化教育事業有限公司

Aeroship Culture and Education Co. wishes to contribute to the education field,
provides more imaginative space for children, and helps them appreciate different
culture, experience the power of language and grow with all the nutrition they
absorb.
Aeroship Culture and Education Co. takes culture, language, arts, and education
as our responsibility and brings children to explore the unknown with curiosity and
ambition.
Aeroship Culture and Education Co. publishes children’s books, holds story
concerts and performances, and designs arts, language and science courses.
We hope to create more engaging and fun activities to bring kids to explore the
world

https://www.aeroship.com.tw/
Contact: Peng Li
aeroship321@gmail.com
+886-988-986-734

Children's Books

Captain Helen, the Kitten's Monster, and Their Fantasy Journey
機師姐姐和貓妖怪的奇幻飛行
Wimmelbook – Transportation series
Captain Helen, The Kitten’s Monsters and Their Fantasy Journey
Who took the kitten’s toys from the pilot?
Was it the sweet-tooth San-Tai-Zi? Or Mr. Fox with a whole suitcase
of boxers? Or the old Grandpa who couldn’t find his denture?
What are people busy with at the airport? What do duty-free stores
sell? How do passengers check in? Where have all the suitcases
gone?
Before the planes take off, what needs to be done? How does the
check-up work? What does it look like in the cockpit?
Find out all the fun facts about the huge carrier in the sky!

Author: The Aurora Chasers
Illustrator: Jhanpao
16 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869707923

Children's Books

Taichung Wimmelbook
台中樂多多
The Wimmelbook encourages children and adults to explore the
world!
It brings out fun, engagement and surprises!
Speaking of Taichung, what comes to your mind? Is it the night
market that sells different kinds of local street food? Is it the
splendid architecture, the Luce Chapel in Tunghai University? Or
the art center, National Taichung Theater? There are more to see in
Guguan and Gaomei Westland, too. Oh, see who comes along with
us? A cute black doggie and the Grandpa Dentist, who protect us
all the way through.
Can you spot any Taiwanese protected species? Let’s find their
tracks! Also, a great bird, a giant gorilla, and some special aircrafts
are surrounding us!
Everywhere countless, lovingly drawn details ensure a smile of
young and old. There is so much to see! Come and explore!

Author: Family L'Homme
Illustrator: Sean Chuang
16 pages | 24 x 34 cm
ISBN: 9789869707930
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Exhibitors

Anke Media Corp.

侒可傳媒股份有限公司

Anke Media is a professional media service company with two media content
platforms, AnkeMedia and AnkeCare, focusing on the life and care industry,
respectively, of the elderly and advocating the innovative model and industry
development for the Ageing Society. Anke Media also established the “Ankě Picture
Book House” team, which is the first platform in Taiwan to design a full range
of activities specifically for picture books for older readers, develop innovative
and multifaceted picture book application solutions for senior citizens, provide
consulting services for such picture books, and train talents of picture books for
older readers.

https://ankemedia.com/
Contact: Karen Chang
karenchangpa@gmail.com
+886-2-7729-6189 #127

Fiction

100th Silver Hair
第100根白毛
When you’re having 100 strands of silver hair, it seems the right
time to embark on the journey looking for the key to life and
opening up the door to the new world. Without the key, you’ll
become smaller and smaller until you’re turned into a cat-shaped
stone.
The four old black cats decided to take an adventure together as
they all wanted to find the key to life. Then it occurred to them:
While overcoming obstacles require life experiences, some lessons
simply need to wait till you’re approaching old age. And some
friendships are meant to last forever…

Author: Yi-Fang Lu
Illustrator: Lin Yu Jen
40 pages | 23.5 x 20.2 cm
ISBN: 9789869897914
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Exhibitors

Bole Publishing Co., Ltd.

柏樂出版有限公司

Bole Publishing Co., Ltd.was founded in 2018 in the hope of being the readers'
good friends and good listeners and trying to attract more people to read books
and enjoy them.
We have three major focuses in publishing: “Life”, “Study” ,“Knowledge.” Besides,
we also have “Chips Lion”and “Bole Primary School” series of children's books. All
of which compose our catalogue in a balanced way.

https://www.facebook.com/
BolePublisher/#
Contact: Yen Ping Wu
bolepublisher@gmail.com
+886-8911-0825 #806

Children's Books

Chips Lion: I Can Help
薯條獅之我是小幫手
Empathy and the habit of helping others need to be cultivated from
an early age. However, not every child knows what empathy is
and how to emphasize others since birth. Seizing the chances to
educate and giving lessons through playing are both good ways
to cultivate habits. By amusing stories in this picture book, parents
can deal with their children’s growth and learning issues at ease.
They can gradually develop their kids’ habits, and the kids’ are
also willing to be helpful!

Author: Mei Chi Liu
Illustrator: Mei Chi Liu
48 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789869871198

Children's Books

Chips Lion: I Don’t Want to Dry My Hair
薯條獅之我不要吹頭髮
Through a simple, lovable, and childlike style of drawing, the author
humorously shows us the big worries in the little children’s world.
When parents can’t properly cope with their children in life, they
can read this picture book together. This book serves as a way to
reach a consensus. The attachments of the book are eight pages
of interesting game cards. Children can enjoy the game after they
know the norms of living.

Author: Mei Chi Liu
Illustrator: Mei Chi Liu
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789869871181

Children's Books

Word Building in Seconds I: Graphical Learning About
Creatures, Numbers, Shapes, and Colors
識字小學堂1：認識生物、數字、形狀、顏色，圖像學習 一秒認一字
The most practical audio literacy book: the seamless preparation
for elementary school, offering you the most correct knowledge
and diverse worldview.
The most adorable game/learning book: plentiful content to read
through, creative games to enjoy. Learn everything while playing!
The best reader for parents and children: improve the relationship
between parents and children. Develope the literacy skill through
the audio resource. The best choice for the non-native speakers:
learning Mandarin efficiently and knowing well about the local
culture.

Author: Language Team
Illustrator: Tzu Ha Hsu
120 pages | 20 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869962124

Children's Books

Word Building in Seconds II: Graphical Learning About Body,
Characters, and Feelings
識字小學堂2：認識身體、角色、感受，圖像學習 一秒認一字
Strongly recommended by writers, elementary school teachers,
composition teachers, dietitians, and presidents of the parents
association.
Educational entertainment: become literate while playing games
and enjoy all kinds of works from now on!
This is the best and incomparable choice for your word building.

Author: Language Team
Illustrator: Yen Chen Hou
120 pages | 20 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869962179
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Exhibitors

Caves Educational Training Co., Ltd.

師德文教股份有限公司

Publication of self-learning books for English/interactive learning books for parents
and children.To provide the general public with useful self-study books for English.
We also publish interactive learning books for parents and children intended to
facilitate interaction and generate children’s interest in English learning.

www.cet-taiwan.com
Contact: Stacy Chiou
stacy.chiou@cet-taiwan.com
+886-2-2382-0961

Children's Books

Word Family 1 Stories and Activities
This series of books teach the word families in a fun, engaging
way with stories and activities. As teaching the young children, this
will help students start the very beginning reading, especially get
the sense of sounds and words. Each lesson covers a word family
story and followed by exercises to help students to: recognize
word patterns and common phonetic sounds; build the vocabulary
and improve spelling skills; learn to read and understand stories;
enhance oral reading fluency and have fun!

Author: Archie Yang, Ian Yang
83 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869753838

Children's Books

Word Family 2 Stories and Activities
This series of books teach the word families in a fun, engaging
way with stories and activities. As teaching the young children, this
will help students start the very beginning reading, especially get
the sense of sounds and words. Each lesson covers a word family
story and followed by exercises to help students to: recognize
word patterns and common phonetic sounds; build the vocabulary
and improve spelling skills; learn to read and understand stories;
enhance oral reading fluency and have fun!

Author: Archie Yang, Ian Yang
83 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869753845

Children's Books

Word Family 3 Stories and Activities
This series of books teach the word families in a fun, engaging
way with stories and activities. As teaching the young children, this
will help students start the very beginning reading, especially get
the sense of sounds and words. Each lesson covers a word family
story and followed by exercises to help students to: recognize
word patterns and common phonetic sounds; build the vocabulary
and improve spelling skills; learn to read and understand stories;
enhance oral reading fluency and have fun!

Author: Archie Yang, Ian Yang
83 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869753852

Children's Books

Word Family 4 Stories and Activities
This series of books teach the word families in a fun, engaging
way with stories and activities. As teaching the young children, this
will help students start the very beginning reading, especially get
the sense of sounds and words. Each lesson covers a word family
story and followed by exercises to help students to: recognize
word patterns and common phonetic sounds; build the vocabulary
and improve spelling skills; learn to read and understand stories;
enhance oral reading fluency and have fun!

Author: Archie Yang, Ian Yang
83 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869753869
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Exhibitors

Cheerful International Creative Co., Ltd.

綵灃文創有限公司

Toheartworld is one of our brands and is committed to caring for children's issues.
With picture books, activity courses, and customized emotional connection gift
services, it enriches the expression of hearts and emotions, and enhances the
warmth of caring between people.
We made exclusive companion dolls for disadvantaged ill children at Taiwan
Children's Hospital and donated picture books to rural education units. Good
deeds were reported by the media and selected as teaching materials for
character education in kindergartens. We believe that starting from the heart can
inspire more good sparks.

toheartworld.com
Contact: Vanessa Kao
plushlandpal@gmail.com
+886-2-2947-0288

Children's Books

Toheartworld Wonderland
同畫世界：萌萌園長與他的七個顏色
Painting is an expression of emotional subconsciousness. Due to
physiological factors, the development of children's emotional and
expressive abilities are still need the guidance and help from adult.
The seven daily stories in this picture book are using children's
own drawings as a medium to communicate with children to turn
their drawing to life , into a child's exclusive companion doll to give
the child a sense of identity and security.
Let the children know they are still surrounded by loves when they
expressing their emotions and inner thoughts.

Author: Wen Ying Kao
Illustrator: Wen Ying Kao
40 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 97809869954006
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Exhibitors

Chen Fang-Yi Children Book

芳怡繪本有限公司

Chen Fang-Yi children Book is an independent publisher and also a personal
brand, founded on 2019. Mrs. Chen is a fine art artist, good at watercolor painting,
oil painting and ink painting. After her girl was born, she feels so much feelings
want to share with the girl; no matter the feeling is about the love between mother
and children or the perspective of this world. Mrs. Chen publishes picture books for
her girl and also share the books with all parents and children in the world.

https://www.chenrfangyi.com/
Contact: Chiu-Yao, Paul, Huang
chiuyao.huang@gmail.com
+886-929-331-968

Fiction

But
但是
It was for a short time, I thought I could training her to on schedule,
which is mine. Soon, I understand, child always lives in NOW. I
have to learn to fix in her schedule, it is slow, but I could appreciate
her rhythm.

Author: Fang-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Fang-Yi Chen
22 pages | 20.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869783903

Children's Books

How Many Kilos Father Is?
爸爸幾公斤
When the father is happy, the whole family is happy; when the
father is angry, the whole family becomes very quiet, afraid of
offending the angry father. One day, the father turned into a
bear and hibernated. When he woke up, the children would not
recognize him! What should dad do?

Author: Fang-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Fang-Yi Chen
38 pages | 21.5 x 27.8 cm
ISBN: 9789869783927

Children's Books

You Have to Come and Get Me!
一定一定要來接我喔
The kid first day to go to kindergarten, it is also the first time to
separate with father and mother. The kid is scared and frightened.
The father and mother comfort her by tell her the schedule of
kindergarten and promise to get her after school.

Author: Fang-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Fang-Yi Chen
30 pages | 25.7 x 25.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869783910
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Exhibitors

Children's Publications Co., Ltd.

青林國際出版股份有限公司

Children’s Publications Co., Ltd. (CPL) is a publishing house featuring both local
and international children’s books. Since our establishment in 1994, CPL has
specialized in producing professional and high quality children’s picture books and
learning materials. We collaborate closely with the authoritative and professional
scholars and consultants in fields including art, literature, languages, nature,
science, and children’s education. CPL also cooperates with publishers and media
companies globally in producing world-famous publications. As one of the leading
children’s book publishers in Taiwan, our main prospect is to dedicate ourselves to
producing the most initiative and interesting books and products for children, and
to become the best learning partner for families in Taiwan.

https://www.012book.com.tw/
Contact: Lilian Lin
lilian.lin@012book.com.tw
+886-2-8797-2777 #616

Children's Books

Daddy, Wait for Me!
爸爸，等等我！
Family matters most.
When the boy was little, he always chased around his father.
They cherish the moments spent together.
After the boy grew up, he had to be busy with schoolwork, and
eventually left home for work. Although he couldn’t stay with his
family, he always kept them on mind. The bonding between the boy
and his father is the most important thing to him.
Every time his father tried to reach him, he is always busy and has
to keep his father waiting. One day, the boy finally managed to go
back to his family.
However, his father was already so sick that he had to stay in the
hospital.
The moment the boy saw his father, all he could say was, “Daddy,
Wait for Me!”

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Fang-Ru Xu
48 pages | 29.5 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789862744536

Children's Books

Hunting Books in Europe for 80 Days
歐洲獵書八十天：插畫家x古繪本x繪本書店x兒童圖書館，童書尋訪之旅
This is a book about the adventure of two book lovers in Europe.
Traveling for 80 days, visiting over 13 countries and 60 cities,
their adventure is all dedicated to find the books they love, to
explore the mysteries behind those amazing picture books, and
eventually, to bring them back to the readers in Taiwan, who are
also enthusiastic in reading picture books.
But their journey didn’t end there, it continued with the first
bookstore featuring foreign languages in Taiwan….

Author: Yi-Zhen Su, Yi-Ling Xie
Illustrator: Yi-Ting Lee
276 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789862744291

Children's Books

I Can
我會
Remember the days when everything was new to you?
Everyone was once a kid, a kid that is eager to grow up, eager to
show the world that he/she is ready to do anything like an adult.
However, it’s never easy learning new things, especially for kids.
The more they try, the more mistakes they might make.
On the other hand, parents are sometime too busy to have time for
their children, and even lose their patience when children make
mistakes.
This is a book for children, who can understand that it’s OK to make
mistakes and learn at their pace, and also for parents, who can
learn to have more patience for their children while accompanying
them grow up.
*This is the first book of the “Better Me” series. We planned to
publish three more books for this series in the future.

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Zito Hsu
40 pages | 21 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789862745113

Children's Books

I Want
我要
Remember the days when everything was new to you?
Everyone was once a kid, a kid that wants or does anything he/she
likes.
However, parents are sometime too busy to have time for their
children, and even lose their patience when children ask for
something.
This is a book for children, who can understand that it’s OK to
express themselves and learn at their pace, and also for parents,
who can learn to have more patience for their children while
accompanying them grow up.
*This is the second book of the “Better Me” series. We planned to
publish two more books for this series in the future.

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Mori Chiang
40 pages | 21 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789862745380

Children's Books

Jinguashi, and the Golden History
金瓜石——金仔山的黃金歲月
Jinguashi, a beautiful town in Ruifang District, New Taipei City,
Taiwan.
Notable for its historic gold and copper mines, it was once named
a potential World Heritage site in 2002. What's the story behind
its development? Find out about the culture and history hidden in
its astonishing landscape through a trip back to the old times in
Jinguashi.

Author: Zheng-Ting Shih, Jin-Zhang
Xiao
Illustrator: Zheng-Ting Shih
40 pages | 28.6 x 21.3 cm
ISBN: 9789862745236

Children's Books

Justice and Courage: Tang Te-chang
正義與勇氣──湯德章
Born in Tainan, Taiwan, Tang Te-chang was half Japanese and half
Taiwanese.
He was most known for his courageous behavior related to the
February 28 incident. Tang used to be a respectful policer officer
and a lawyer. What made him framed by the government, got
arrested, and in the end, sentenced to death? Why did he choose
to sacrifice himself to protect innocent people and the justice for
Taiwan? Find out more about Tang Te-chang in this picture book.

Author: Zhen-Ming Su
Illustrator: Min-Jie Chen
48 pages | 28.7 x 21.8 cm
ISBN: 9789865430559

Children's Books

Little Tudigong ── Lord of the Soil and the Ground
小小土地公
A-Bin is a hard-working farmer who takes good care of his family
and field.
One day, he found an old stone, and decided to make it the lord
of the Soil and the Ground, and called him Tudigong. Tudigong
teaches him to be humble and diligent. Every year, he and his
neighbors prepare a feast for Tudigong’s birthday. This time, he
wanted to make a home for Tudigong. Will A-Bin successfully make
it and will Tudigong accept it?

Author: Zheng-Ting Shih
Illustrator: Zheng-Ting Shih
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789862745267

Children's Books

Story of Ông Iók-tek, the first Taiwanese scholar in Taiwan
本町草花街的臺語博士──王育德的故事
Ông Iók-tek was the first Taiwanese scholar who devoted his life to
Taiwanese language.
He believed that language is the spirit of people. Although he
was forced to flee to Japan due to political instability, he never
forgot about Taiwan or gave up on his belief. On the contrary,
he continued working on his studies and publish several work
in Taiwanese. Ông Iók-tek never managed to come back to his
hometown Taiwan, but his efforts and achievement will be passed
down and long live in everyone's mind.

Author: Yu-Jin Chen
Illustrator: Da-Yuan Cai
44 pages | 21x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789865430665

Children's Books

Traveling in Taiwan Through Stories! (A Set with 4 Books)
講古囉！跟著故事遊台灣
This set is a collection of his books that feature local culture and
customs in Taiwan.
1. Jinguashi, and the Golden History
Jinguashi, a beautiful town in Ruifang District, New Taipei City,
Taiwan. Notable for its historic gold and copper mines, it was once
named a potential World Heritage site in 2002. What's the story
behind its development?
2. Little Tudigong (Lord of the Soil and the Ground)
A-Bin is a hard-working farmer who takes good care of his family
and field. One day, he found an old stone, and decided to make
it the lord of the Soil and the Ground, and called him Tudigong.
Tudigong teaches him to be humble and diligent.
3. Salt Mountain
Salt is a common seasoning in our daily lives. However, do you
know how does it come from? Salt producing used to be an
important industry in Taiwan, and the Salt mountain in Tainan is the
biggest landscape of it.
4. Wushantou Dam and the Story of Yoichi Hatta
In the early 20th centuries, Taiwan was governed by Japan, and
farmers living on Jianan Plain can only work with little resource.
The situation didn’t change until a Japanese engineer, Yoichi Hatta,
built Wushantou Dam, which helped the farmers obtain water a lot
more easily.

Author: Zheng-Ting Shih
Illustrator: Zheng-Ting Shih
40 pages | 21.5x 28.5 cm
ISBN: 4714150671770

Children's Books

Wow! The Park the Goshawk
哇！公園有鷹
Look! There’s a hawk in the sky.
Living in a big city which is filled with tall buildings and heavy
traffic, the hawk has cultivated great surviving skills. It needs
bold flying skills to fly through the crowded streets and enjoy the
precious sunshine and air in the park. It is the largest bird in the
park. Whenever it shows up, other birds flew away.
In spring, the hawk met another hawk in the park. Luckily, they
got together. The two hawks built a nest on a tall tree, which later
became a luxurious home for them. Before long, they have two
baby hawks in their family. The hawk father and mother carefully
protected their babies, and accompanied them as they grew up.
Years later, the baby hawks grew up and they couldn’t wait to
leave the nest and see the world themselves. The hawk father and
mother encouraged them to spread their wings and fly in the sky.
Since then, there are four hawks in the park. Happily living and
flying.
Once upon a time, there’s a hawk in the sky. Now, there are four,
flying in the midsummer night.

Author: Hua-Ren He
Illustrator: Hua-Ren He
48 pages | 20.5 x 27.3 cm
ISBN: 9789862744345
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Exhibitors

China Times Publishing Company
時報文化出版企業股份有限公司

China Times Publishing Company, established in 1975, is one of the leading
publishing houses in Taiwan, and it became the first and only publishing house
with an IPO in Taiwan in 1999. China Times Publishing is dedicated to introducing
distinguished authors and writings to readers and to preserving knowledge and
culture for the future generations.

www.readingtimes.com.tw
Contact: Peggy Liao
rights01@readingtimes.com.tw
+886-2-2306-6600 #8411

Comics

Big City, Little Things 4
大城小事4
Le-kao and his father run a fried chicken stand in a night market.
But due to his father's laid-back personality, they don’t make much
money. They live poorly and eat toasts with sauce every day. One
day, after a dispute between Le-kao and a customer, the fried
chicken stand was given a bad name in the Spill It community
online. Netizens raised the banner of justice and denounced the
stand severely. Could a one-sided account decide whether a
person is guilty or not? How could Le-kao and his father get away
from cyberbullying?

Author: HOM
176 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571376899

*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Comics

Big City, Little Things 5
大城小事5
The side dish of McDonald's combo meal is always french fries,
and those who want ice cream will have to order an extra cone.
Toya, who wants to have children; Huan-yuan, who needs a
marriage to disguise his sexual orientation from his parents; and
Cheng-hao, who wants nothing more than to be by Huan-yuan's
side. The three of them choose this marriage combo meal. But
it is a marriage without love and a love without marriage. When
everyone craves for ice cream, what additional cost will that be?

Author: HOM
Publisher: China Times Publishing
Company
176 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571378299

*2020 Golden Comic Awards: Comic of the Year

Children's Books

Ellie and the Whale
來大鯨魚的肚子裡玩吧！
What do you have to work?” This is the book that answers the BIG
question that every child would ask their working caretakers.
Ellie, a quiet, little girl living in a fishi village, encountered a giant
whale one day, and it asks her to get into its mouth! The villagers
didn’t like the idea, but after Ellie’s first step, they ended up having
fun exploring different kinds of jobs and teamwork in the whale’s
stomach. On one day, strangers came to the village, saying
working is a waste of time. What would Ellie and the villagers do?
This is a book that guides the readers to think about the nature of
work- in addition to paying the bills, it is about helping others by
doing the things we are passionate about and good at, making
contributions to the community, and carving ourselves through the
challenges while having fun. There will always be people doubting
your decisions and path, Ellie demonstrates one of the ways to
deal with uncertainty and questioning.
Join Ellie and the whale’s journey to learn to be a team player, a
pioneer, and an explorer.

Author: Ching-Jen Jill Chang
Illustrator: Nan-Jun Qiu
42 pages | 29.5 x 20.8 cm
ISBN: 9789571384771
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Exhibitors

CommonWealth Education Media and
Publishing Co., Ltd.

親子天下股份有限公司

CommonWealth Education Media & Publishing Co., Ltd., Taiwan's most influential
education & parenting media. Also a member of CommonWealth Magazine Group,
Taiwan’s leading media for over 40 years. Our children’s book publishing was
launched in 2005. Furthermore, the CommonWealth Parenting magazine was
launched in 2008, as the credible information resource for parents of children aged
up to 15, and also the only educational magazine in Taiwan that combines current
issues on education, parenting and family lifestyle. We offer reading experience
of the highest quality through various categories for children and teenagers,
successfully built up a strong following of parents, educators, scholars and
education policy makers.

https://www.parenting.com.tw/
Contact: Sheryl Ho
sherylho@cw.com.tw
+886-2-2509-2800 #596

Children's Books

Hand Washing Competition
動物村洗手大賽
Hand Washing Competition in Animal Village began! All animals
tried their best to show various ways to wash their hands. Did they
wash their hands clean? Who will be the winner?
Rights Sold: Korea

Author: Chih-Ying Huang
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
32 pages | 16 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789575036263

Children's Books

Welcome to the Mask Village
歡迎光臨口罩動物村
The boy and Mom came to Animal Village and found all the animals
were wearing masks. The boy was very curious and asked why
they wear masks. He got several odd but interesting answers but
sounds reasonable!

Author: Chih-Ying Huang
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
32 pages | 16 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789575036119

Rights Sold: Korea

Children's Books

Heroes of the City
城市小英雄
An evil rat has come to town! How will little puppy Lucky and
the cats catch him and become Heroes of the City? The latest
masterpiece by Peter Pan Prize-winning picture book author and
illustrator Chen Chih-Yuan is a detective story with details and
clues hidden in the pictures – children will have fun reading the
story and solving the mystery!

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
24 pages | 19.5 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789575036560

Rights Sold: Korea
*2020 Books From Taiwan

Children's Books

I'm Sorry
小豬乖乖6 : 乖乖說對不起
Guai Guai went to the supermarket and helped Mom push the cart.
Guai Guai was so happy to chat that didn't notice Flora was hitting
by the cart. But Guai Guai insist no to say sorry to Flora, why and
how should Mom do?

Author: Chih-Yuan Chen
Illustrator: Chih-Yuan Chen
24 pages | 19.5 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789575036560

Rights Sold: Sipmlifed Chinese

Children's Books

Kingfisher
翠鳥
Mr. Chiu's curiosity, observation, amazement, and touch of the
kingfisher all turned into beautiful illustrations. Following the
remarkable illustrations, readers practiced their own ecological
observation angle, and saw the hidden details in the behavior of
kingfisher.

Author: Chen Tsung Chiu
Illustrator: Chen Tsung Chiu
40 pages | 22.6 x 29.6 cm
ISBN: 9789575036799

Children's Books

Officer Panda: The Missing Egg
貓熊警察：恐龍蛋失竊事件
Mayday! Mayday! The baby egg of the Triceratops mother was
stolen!
Officer Panda and his assistant Chacha rushed to the dinosaur
market to investigate who stole the egg. Can they break through
the traps and arrest the sneaky thief?
The people in the background also have their stories, what hilarious
events will happen to each of them?

Author: Nobuko
Illustrator: Nobuko
48 pages | 25 x 36.5 cm
ISBN: 9789575034726

Children's Books

Our New Classmate, Benjamin Marley
我們班的新同學 斑傑明•馬利
There’s a new kid in our class today.
His name is Benjamin Marley. He looks different from us.
He has different pattern, different hairs and different ears.
What is he?
We sit in class together, learn together, sing together and play
together.
We discovered Benjamin Marley picks his nose, doesn’t like green
peppers and can’t fall asleep in naptime.
Benjamin Marley is JUST LIKE US!

Author: Lai ma
Illustrator: Lai ma
44 pages | 26 x 31.7 cm
ISBN: 9789575035945

Children's Books

The Cheetah No. 57
57號小豹
Sometimes you hope to be “the same” with others; but you just
happened to be different with others.
Cheetah the no. 57 looks so different with other cheetahs. Other
cheetahs warned him that if he did not act like a cheetah, he will
be made to a scarf. No. 57 was really scared and tried to be the
same with others or just dig a hole to hide. Unexpected No. 57 dig
a tunnel to outside!

Author: Tina Kuo
Illustrator: Hsinyi
40 pages | 22.6 x 29.6 cm
ISBN: 9789575036799

Children's Books

The Duckbill Files 8: The Animal Olympic Games
達克比辦案8：驚魂奧運會 物競天擇與適應
Hot-blooded detective Duckbill has brand new cases again!
The organizer of Animal Olympics received a threatening letter
threatening to make the games “fair”. Those animals who often win
gold should be very alert this time….

Author: Ami Hu
Illustrator: Yung-Chen Peng, Chih Yuan
KE
144 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789575035716

Children's Books

The Most Treasure Present
最棒的禮物
What is the best present in your mind? There is a big event
happening in Angel Town, everyone come to celebrate with a
variety of presents. There are long, round and fragrant presents,
but the best present will be….
Rights Sold: Sipmlifed Chinese

Author: Lai ma
Illustrator: Lai ma
52 pages | 25 x 26 cm
ISBN: 978-9575034382
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Exhibitors

Cosmos Culture Ltd.

寂天文化事業股份有限公司

Cosmos Culture Ltd., established in March 1998, is composed of intellectuals from
different professions. The staff is devoted to cultural education and hopes to make
a significant contribution to the inheritance and development of world culture by
providing knowledge and high quality reference books to our readers.

https://www.cosmoselt.com/#!/
Contact: Kim Pai
kimpai@thepaishaagency.com
+886-2-2365-0733

Children's Books

Let's Sing and Learn English Songs
唱吧！英文歌謠：聽歌謠說故事【二版】（32K+寂天雲隨身聽APP）
This book is a collection of 144 famous English nursery rhymes. It
introduces the historical origins of these songs and hence provides
readers with valuable cultural enhancement. This book is divided
into three levels based on the length of the songs, the difficulty
of the sentence patterns, and the complexity of the rhymes. With
ample vocabulary items, example sentences, attractive illustrations,
and an accompanying MP3, it is easy for children to digest and
learn these popular nursery rhymes, and thereby enjoy learning
English.

Author: Gloria Lu
496 pages | 12.9 x 17.5 cm
ISBN: 9789866963797

Children's Books

Tell Tales in 1000 Words
看完故事就學會國小1000英單（20K+1MP3+WORKBOOK）
Learn My First 1,000 Words Through Stories is a vocabularyteaching storybook which aims to provide children with a fun
English-learning experience. The content comprises 22 creative
short stories that take place in an imaginary world, written in basic
and useful sentence patterns that can be applied in children’s
everyday lives.

Author: Rouan Chen, Yahung Fang
232 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789866963773
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Exhibitors

Croter Illustration & Design Studio

洪添賢插畫設計工作室

Croter, designer and illustrator. In 2004 he started individual creation and design.
He is good at combining design with different styles of illustrations. He draws
illustrations with the superrealism technique, combining myths and ironic humor,
which aims to show the reality of life and society in an innocent tone. He lives in
Kaohsiung now, creating his works with reality and ideals.

https://croter3.myportfolio.
com/
Contact: Croter Hung
croter@gmail.com
+886-919-002-861

Non-fiction

What Would Take You away
什麼將把你帶走
This is a picture book of poetry. The poet Miao Wang used
brief words to describe the parting quietly, perhaps only like the
occasional sound of the wind. Illustrator CROTER creates a scene
of Whispers and talkative, like an invisible lens shot on the side, to
provide a noisy but speechless background for this poem. This is
a picture book about "WWhat would take you away". Perhaps after
you read it, you will know more about parting than you thought.

Author: Miao Wang
Illustrator: Croter Hung
50 pages | 26.5 x 30.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869993401
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Exhibitors

Cultural Affairs Bureau, Hsinchu City /
Kent Animation Digital Independent
Production, Inc

新竹市文化局 / 肯特動畫數位獨立製片股份有限公司

The Cultural Affairs Bureau, Hsinchu City
Since our creation, the Cultural Affairs Bureau, Hsinchu City has actively organized
all kinds of different activities to become a catalyst for change in city life through
social education, highlighting local specialties and promoting local culture. In the
future, we will continue building munity consensus and cultivate local arts & culture
in order to inspire local residents to love the city, enhance the standard of culture
and make Hsinchu a city of culture.
Kent Animation Digital Independent Production, Inc.
Since our founding on September 22nd 2000, we use novel technologies to
achieve breakthroughs on visual imaging. Our in-house-produced animation “Little
Samba” was awarded The Best Animation from Illustrated. In the future, we will
continue to employ original content in Mandarin with the newest digital animation
technology to form a “story factory” of laughter and amazement.

https://culture.hccg.gov.tw/ch/
index.jsp
Contact: Monica Tsai
kentadip2000@gmail.com /
monica@mirax.com.tw
+886-922-260-380

Children's Books

Bon Bon & Jo Jo's Journey Home
邦邦喬喬要回家
From the perspective of two rare Asian parti-colored bats born in
the Sixth Fuel Factory in Hsinchu, this painting book shall bring
you a journey of the little bats finding their way home. Through the
interaction and communication with other animals on their way,
the two bats can gradually piece together the appearance of that
building with chimney in their memories. We hope that children can
explore, understand, and find out the characteristics of the fuel
factory in the paintings.

Author: Kent Chang
Illustrator: Wei Da Lin
Publisher: Cultural Affairs Bureau,
Hsinchu City
40 pages | 30 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865421403
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Exhibitors

Dala Publishing Company

大辣出版股份有限公司

Founded in 2003, Dala Publishing Company has been devoted to promoting
local comic artists to readers in Taiwan and abroad. It also provides channels for
Chinese readers to discover European comics and coordinated the creation of
cross-regional illustrated projects.

www.dalapub.com
Contact: Vinelle Pan
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 #35

Comics

Four in Love
四天
What is love, ideally, for you? Is it a red string, with someone at the
other end waiting for you? Or maybe like a neon lamp late at night,
a fantasy? Perhaps it’s the internet world, so close yet so distant?
Crystal Kung uses the colors of joy, haze, heartbreak, and relief to
illustrate love, and to describe those searching for it.

Author: Crystal Kung
Illustrator: Crystal Kung
144 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869855761

Rights Sold: French

Fiction

Hostel of Lost Function
失能旅社
Hostel of Lost Function is a magic Building, which satisfies all
people’s needs. It’s so perfect that no one can bear to lose it.
This graphic novel is mainly designed for adults to encourage
them to accept their vulnerability after losing a family member.
The metaphorical nature of the imagery makes the traumatic
experience and the grief visible.

Author: Gami
Illustrator: Gami
72 pages | 18 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869949675

Comics

Iron Boy: Pirate Town 1
鐵男孩：山寨之城1
Pirate Town. You won't find it on any map of Ghost Island. Only one
attraction keeps new visitors coming—robot fighting tournament
known as the Battle of the Bots. Davy a 13-year-old boy who
dreams of creating his own fighter bot for the tournament but it is
strongly opposed by His grandfather. One day the local gangsters
dare Davy to bet in the Battle of the Bots—and Davy loses big. The
gangsters threaten Davy to pay up or else. When all hope seems
lost a rogue Max who owns a heart of gold and his charming robot
sidekick Shitbox suddenly come into the picture.

Author: Richard Metson
Illustrator: Richard Metson
128 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869855723

Comics

Sometimes in the City
城市裡，有時候
There is no dialogue and no traditional storyline. Each chapter
is a full single page of illustration, divided into between 3 and
9 frames, telling a story of city life, drawn as if snapped by a
camera in sequence from a fixed position. These stories are
moments, vignettes just seconds in length. The illustrations and
accompanying text descriptions evoke a wide range of emotions
and experiences, and constitute a fresh, unconventional comic
book reading experience.
*The 13th Japan International MANGA Award, Bronze Award,
Nomination of 2020 Golden Comic Awards for Comic of the Year
category

Author: 61Chi
Illustrator: 61Chi
144 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789866634949
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Exhibitors

Diancan Art and Collection Ltd.
典藏藝術家庭股份有限公司

Diancan is a medium that embraces art and then shares art. Our expectation is that
everyone in Diancan can have more respect and love for life because of art.
In "Diancan", as an art media, we have a very diversified perspective. For
magazines, We have various angles of appreciation from caring for contemporary
art, in-depth understanding of the art market, to appreciating Chinese cultural relics
and art.
In terms of books, we have the "ARTCO Kids", which cultivates art culture from
education, as well as a collection of professional art theory series and art education
collections. At the same time, all the latest publication information will be instantly
presented on the "ARTouch.com" website, expanding the message is on the
interface of online media.

https://bookstore.artouch.com/
Contact: Tina Chien
tinachien@artouch.com
+886-2560-2220 #363

Children's Books

Beep Beep Beep…Take It Away!
嗶嗶嗶…帶走!
The animals living in the woods find it very boring.
On this day, a poster floated over and said that the amusement
park was newly opened. The happy animals can't wait to set off,
but the city is different from what they imagined...
The tame hedgehog was so frightened by the sound of the car that
it spread its bristles and burst a bunch of balloons from the flyers.
Beep Beep Beep...take it away!
The boar saw the sandpit in the park and rushed over to play, but…
Beep Beep Beep...take it away!
The hungry lion saw the pet dog and couldn't help but open his
mouth... Can the animals complete a pleasant journey?

Author: Yu-Rung Shiu
Illustrator: Yu-Rung Shiu
40 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789579057578

Children's Books

Big One and Little One: The Daily Life Between Mother and Child
大的小的：媽媽與小孩的日常生活大戰
The "Big"one is the mother of an illustrator, and the two "Little" ones
are the seven-year-old calm brother, Xiaoyu, and the five-yearold brother, Xiaozhan, who is very dramatic. There is also one who
can make the little ones obedient without speaking loudly, Dad,
and the aunt and grandma who sometimes show up. The book
contains thirty-six drawings full of interesting family life, as well as
six creations of the brothers and the mumblings of the mother.
These are big one and little ones daily life words (paintings).

Author: Huei-Ying Hsueh
Illustrator: Huei-Ying Hsueh
160 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789579057493

Children's Books

How the Along The River During the Qingming Festival Got to
the Museum
清明上河圖是怎麼到博物館?
What wonders did the 12th-century documentary "Along the
River During the Qingming Festival" paint? This picture has been
admitted to the palace five times, and was exiled to the public
four times, and many "clone paintings" have also appeared. What
happened?
When the painter finished the painting and gave it to the
emperor, he didn't expect the painting to be robbed during the
transportation, so a series of thefts and injustices occurred. Even
the woman who vowed to keep the famous painting, the scholar
who loves painting and a group of businessmen who copied the
painting were all together.
In the end, the emperor turned out to be a member of the
smuggled national treasures.
Starting from the twists and turns of stories and interesting pictures,
take a trip to the museum, allowing you to travel through historical
facts and fictional history, and explore a volume of famous
paintings. The original story behind the " Along the River During the
Qingming Festival " is so exciting!

Author: Shih-Jen Lin
Illustrator: Li-Zhen Huang
40 pages | 23 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789579057530

Children's Books

I Want To Tell You
我想告訴你
All mothers in the world are all looking forward to the birth of a
child. With a child, the mother's world is different. When the child
cries, the mother is also at a loss.
Time is moving forward, in the blink of an eye, the child grows into
a bear child, I can spend less time with him...
A lot of words, I want to tell you, do you hear me?

Author: Shu-Huei Wang
Illustrator: Shu-Huei Wang
40 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579057622

Children's Books

The Gift of Summer
夏天的禮物
Summer is coming, Grandma Chunman owns a grocery store. She
often helps her neighbors receive letters or post announcements,
such as a contact station. Xiaoguang's mother is a regular
customer at the grocery store, and Xiaoguang occasionally goes to
help Grandma Chunman.
Recently, a bright and novel supermarket opened nearby, and the
customers of the grocery store were attracted. Xiaoguang was also
fascinated by the model trains in the supermarket and wanted to
buy it for fun. On this day, he thought of a bad idea. He opened the
drawer when Grandma Chunman was not paying attention, trying
to satisfy his wish...

Author: Guang-Fu LIG
Illustrator: Fifi Kuo
40 pages | 19 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579057486

Children's Books

Wedding in the Tribe
到部落共餐
Early in the morning, the pastor called out the tribe and announced
that the Han people wanted to come to the tribe to hold a wedding.
However, the couple were not church members, but they had come
here to join the Christmas event before and liked it.
After the meeting, they made a decision and started to get busy.
On the wedding day, everyone prepared all details carefully. This is
a wedding full of blessings from the tribe.

Author: Sz-Yin Yeh
Illustrator: Yuan-Ting Tsai
44 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869690065
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Exhibitors

Ecus Publishing House
木馬文化事業股份有限公司

In 2001, the first year of the new century, it was not for attacking Troy, nor was it
because of computer viruses. This time the Trojans existed for reading. The Trojan
Horse of the new century will promote the New Renaissance Movement this time.
Starting from the fields of literature, art and architecture, it will become a knowledge
transmitter with both depth and breadth. Then it plans to extend its publishing
reach to encyclopedias, graphic books and comics , Detective reasoning, type
reading, childern’s books......

https://www.bookrep.com.tw/?
md=gwindex&cl=press&at=pre
sscontent&id=1
Contact: Yi-hsuan Chen
yihsuan@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 #1236

Children's Books

Children's First Picture Book about STEAM 01-10
孩子的第一套STEAM繪遊書01-10
After reading the story, there are some activities about STEAM.
Through observation and simple operation in life, children
experience the scientific power of everyone in the story.

Author: I-Fen Hu, Yi-Hsuan Chen, Yi-Ting Liu, Jian-Qi
Huang, Hsing-Yu Cheng, Mei-Hui Pan, Jian-Qi Huang,
Jung-Chen Chang, Shu Yen
Illustrator: Xian Yiu, Aping Wu, Hsiao-Feng Chin, Jofan Liao,
Aping Wu, Frank Ho, Li-Wen Chu
48 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789863596929, 9789863596936, 9789863597070,
9789863597087, 9789863597131, 9789863597148,
9789863597322, 9789863597360, 9789863597490,
9789863597544

Children's Books

Decisive Battle Against the AI Sun Kingdom
阿宅聯盟:決戰AI太陽王國──超進化人工智慧歷險漫畫
Xuanyuan, Yaoyao and A Shun are the main members of the A
Zhai League (well...there are actually only three people). They are
good at solving big and small things in life with technology, such
as dispatching drones to help find lost dogs, and even playing
baseball. I also wrote programs to analyze the opponent's pitching
trajectory and so on.
On an ordinary to no good afternoon, the three of them always
failed to swing their bats as usual, and they couldn't hit the ball
anyway. Finally, Xuanyuan sent Millie, a robot with deep learning
capabilities, to play. "Qiang------" A home run changed the result of
the game and accidentally intervened in the chase by the temporal
police in 2121...
Who is the time and space police pursuing? What is the big crisis
behind this, and the secret?

Author: Foxconn Education Foundation
Illustrator: Hsin-Ju Hsieh
240 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863598701

Children's Books

Super Engineering Project in Taiwan 01 Let’s Go! Hsuehshan
Tunnel
超級工程MIT 01 穿越雪山隧道
The first book of the architecture and construction work for
children!
The Hsuehshan tunnel is Taiwan’s first tunnel over 10 kilometers. It
is not only long in length, but also passes through six faults in the
Hsuehshan Mountains. The project was a tall order which took 15
years and collapsed more than 60 times as well as destroyed a
TBM during the process. The highly difficulty was also reported by
Encyclopedia Britannica.
Base on the professional investigation and objective news
collections, we appreciate to introduce the book and the Taiwan
pride of architectural technology to our generation. Through
reading this book, children can see the construction process of
the tunnel and learn about the science, technology and how it
influences the environment and our daily life.

Author: Jian-Qi Huang
Illustrator: Aping Wu
64 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863597940

Children's Books

Super Engineering Project in Taiwan 02 Cable-stayed Bridge
Across Gaoping River
超級工程MIT 02 跨越高屏溪的斜張橋
The first book of the architecture and construction work for
children!
The length of the Kaopingxi Cable-stayed Bridge is 2,617 meters
and the height of the tower is 183.5 meters. It is the first composite
cable-stayed bridge in Taiwan and the longest asymmetrical
single-tower cable-stayed bridge in Asia.
Base on the professional investigation and objective news
collections, we appreciate to introduce the book and the Taiwan
pride of architectural technology to our generation. Through
reading this book, children can see the construction process of
the tunnel and learn about the science, technology and how it
influences the environment and our daily life.

Author: Jian-Qi Huang
Illustrator: Aping Wu
64 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863598008

Children's Books

Super Engineering Project in Taiwan 03 The Tallest
Building,Taipei 101
超級工程MIT03 觸碰天際的台北101
The first book of the architecture and construction work for
children!
Taipei 101, which once occupied the title of the world's tallest
building for 5 years, has overcome the frequent earthquakes and
typhoons in Taiwan during its design and construction, and has
continuously set world records. It is still the tallest building in the
Asian seismic zone.
Base on the professional investigation and objective news
collections, we appreciate to introduce the book and the Taiwan
pride of architectural technology to our generation. Through
reading this book, children can see the construction process of
the tunnel and learn about the science, technology and how it
influences the environment and our daily life.

Author: Jian-Qi Huang
Illustrator: Aping Wu
64 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863598664

Children's Books

Super Engineering Project in Taiwan 04 Taiwan High Speed Rail
超級工程MIT04 奔馳南北的高速鐵路
The first book of the architecture and construction work for
children!
For the construction project alone, a total of 19 engineering
companies from all over the world took over the various sections,
and each project section faced different challenges: some routes
passed through ecological areas, some routes were in danger
of geological subsidence, and some routes had cities. We must
strive to set up stations...How does the high-speed rail solve these
problems.
Base on the professional investigation and objective news
collections, we appreciate to introduce the book and the Taiwan
pride of architectural technology to our generation. Through
reading this book, children can see the construction process of
the tunnel and learn about the science, technology and how it
influences the environment and our daily life.

Author: Jian-Qi Huang
Illustrator: Aping Wu
64 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863599036

Children's Books

The Small Big1
The Small Big台灣特有種1：跟著公視最佳兒少節目一窺台灣最有種的物種
In Taiwan, there is a group of young people who love the rich and
diverse flora and fauna around us, and insist on this passion for
ecology, insist on loving their love, and take practical actions to
protect the species they love. They can be regarded as alternative
"Taiwan endemic species."
This book not only records their growth story and the process
of their practice of ecological conservation, but also introduces
the endemic species of Taiwan that are rarely seen in ordinary
times. Including Taiwanese Stag Beetle, Pachyryhnchus sarcitis
kotoensis, Emerald Green Treefrog, and Pareas Atayal.

Author: Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Illustrator: Chao-Chi Fu
144 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863597827

Children's Books

The Small Big2
The Small Big台灣特有種2：跟著公視最佳兒少節目一窺台灣最有種的物種
In Taiwan, there is a group of young people who love the rich and
diverse flora and fauna around us, and insist on this passion for
ecology, insist on loving their love, and take practical actions to
protect the species they love. They can be regarded as alternative
"Taiwan endemic species."
This book not only records their growth story and the process of
their practice of ecological conservation, but also introduces the
endemic species of Taiwan that are rarely seen in ordinary times.
Including Oncorhynchus masou, Taiwan Fiddler Crab, Formosan
macaque, Mikado Pheasant.

Author: Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Illustrator: Chao-Chi Fu
144 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863597889

Children's Books

The Small Big3
The Small Big台灣特有種3：跟著公視最佳兒少節目一窺台灣最有種的物種
In Taiwan, there is a group of young people who love the rich and
diverse flora and fauna around us, and insist on this passion for
ecology, insist on loving their love, and take practical actions to
protect the species they love. They can be regarded as alternative
"Taiwan endemic species."
This book not only records their growth story and the process of
their practice of ecological conservation, but also introduces the
endemic species of Taiwan that are rarely seen in ordinary times.
Including Eastern Grass-owl, Formosan Serow, Agehana maraho
Taiwan Lesser Salamander.

Author: Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Illustrator: Chao-Chi Fu
144 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863598251

Children's Books

The Small Big4
The Small Big台灣特有種4：跟著公視最佳兒少節目一窺台灣最有種的物種
In Taiwan, there is a group of young people who love the rich and
diverse flora and fauna around us, and insist on this passion for
ecology, insist on loving their love, and take practical actions to
protect the species they love. They can be regarded as alternative
"Taiwan endemic species."
This book not only records their growth story and the process of
their practice of ecological conservation, but also introduces the
endemic species of Taiwan that are rarely seen in ordinary times.
Including Manis pentadactyla, Chinese white dolphin, Carabus
(Coptolabrus) nankotaizanus Kano, Takydromus viridipunctatus.

Author: Taiwan Public Television Service
Foundation
Illustrator: Chao-Chi Fu
144 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863598275
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Exhibitors

Ever Glory Publishing Co., Ltd.

長鴻出版社股份有限公司

Founded in June, 1991, Ever Glory Publishing Co., Ltd. has mainly had educationaland entertainment-oriented children’s books published and distributed. Moreover,
local cartoonists cultivated by the company are widely recognized nowadays
and bring the eyes of the world to the international comics market. For 30 years,
Ever Glory Publishing Co., Ltd. has embraced a concept of extensive reading
to introduce a broad variety of books in expectation of enabling people to read
extensively. This way, we can take a different stance and introspect, and shed new
light on social diversity in hope of instilling new insightful perspectives to Taiwan
and spawning opportunities to stimulate Taiwanese soft power.

https://www.egmanga.com.tw/
index.jsp
Contact: Tzu-Chun Chen
service@mail.egmanga.com.
tw
+886-6-265-7951 #3705

Comics

Bellita's Magic Notes
貝莉塔的魔法手札
The fantastic adventure and journey of a girl who uncontrollable
magic power---In this world, a child born from a magician and non-magician race
is called "a hybrid."
They are viewed as the source of world chaos.
One day, Bellita the hybrid, lost control of her magic powers and
got herself in to a mess.
In the process of escape, Bellita met her mother's former mentor,
the Grand Magician – Grando.
Grando forced back the law enforcers and took Bellita in as a
disciple.
Later, Belita embarked on a journey to complete the task given by
Grando---Can Bellita, in the process of completing her assignment, learn to
master her magic powers?

Author: Ya-ya
Illustrator: Ya-ya
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865045289

Comics

Farewell, Pinocchio!
再見！皮諾丘∼雙子物語∼(2)
The journey of little pinocchioes begins!
A twin sister suddenly appeared in Ruian’s life. She knows that she
didn’t have a twin sister, yet families and friends seemed to know
her. Is she an alien? Though called twins, she is drastically different
from Ruian... Is she, who is a perfect incarnation to Ruian, her
blood sister? Or is there something more...

Author: Yu-Shi Wu
Illustrator: Yu-Shi Wu
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865043728

Comics

Flame Phoenix (Episode16)
燄凰~ 凝秦遺夢 ~(16)
All the keys have gathered. The gate of fate is now opened!
The records left by Wujun made Amo alerted them of the possible
scenarios that may occur in the future. She must marry someone
before her entry into the palace three years later... And Lord Lin,
who knew of Amo’s true identity, asked her to marry him, which
made Amo greatly restless. What would she choose in the coming
of Lord Lin and the possible terrible fate? On the other hand,
Tuhwa, a volunteer doctor in a poor village, suddenly saw a servant
being abused and beaten. No one expected that this servant would
turn the tide...

Author: Rou-Xuan Wu
Illustrator: Rou-Xuan Wu
176 pages | 13 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789865043711

Comics

Fuzzy Travel to Tainan GO
糊旅糊塗台南GO
An unexpected trip to Tainan unlocks the author’s food fanatic
desires ~ 
Collecting materials, or getaway?!
With a nervous heart, the dork cartoonist, Guan sets out on her first
ever muddled trip to Tainan!
As an unpredictable person, Guan and her friends are in for an
exciting adventure.
Within the alleyways, the understanding between tourists and shop
owners (? naturally form comical mems,
Trying new gourmet has given her a shocking amazement!?
Let the real McCoy tourist Guan, act as a tour guide to all the fun!!
Unbelievable--Who knew Tainan was so much fun!?

Author: Kuan-kuan
Illustrator: Kuan-kuan
176 pages | 14.6 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865045401

Comics

May I Add Some Sugar in My Pickled Mustar Green
我的酸菜可不可以加點糖
Hsu Tian Ning is a rookie teacher from Tainan who travelled to the
north to teach,
She came to a Hakka village featured a culture totally different to
that of Tainan.
Every day, she would receive sauerkraut from the older women of
the village.
It was there that she met Chiou Peng Hao, a young Hakka who also
happened to be a teacher.
During her time there, she experienced various traditional customs
that are unique to the Hakka people.
These were all pleasant surprises she has never experience
before.
However, just as she was gradually getting used to her new life,
an unexpected accident happened...

Author: Mu-ti
Illustrator: Mu-ti
184 pages | 14.6 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865043216

Comics

Nice to Meet You Again
再次見面，請多指教
"After being in love… I can barely recognize myself... Is this
relationship normal? “
Hsiong HsuTai is a mysterious tenant who lives as a hermit at room
No. 5 of the old house apartment of Riri Village.
Withdrawn, introverted, lacking in social skills, and serving a
"special occupation",
He is often regarded as a weirdo...
One day, an invitation party from his high school classmates
brought a change to his daily life.
Just as he was considering how to refuse the invitation, Hsiong was
treated by friendly and passionate sunny tenant, YouLi, who forced
him to undergo a "huge makeover"!!!
Not only that, he also found his ``secret crush'' in high school…
on his way to the class reunion?!

Author: Ebi
Illustrator: Ebi
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865045241

Comics

The First Clearing After Rain
煙淡雨初晴(1)
To dodge the loan sharks, fulfill her brother’s dying wish, and learn
the art of Hsuanwu,
Su Pan arrived at the bustling Er Town all alone.
Working part-time at the inn, she was almost discovered by the
loan sharks.
In a panic, she had to hide in the secret wing on the second floor.
By a stroke of fate, she broke into Er Town’s well-known toff – Mo
Xiao's resting place.
Thanks to Mo Xiao’s rescue, the two gradually enhanced their
relationship...

Author: Chi-fei
Illustrator: Chi-fei
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865045173

Comics

Today is Another Lucky Day for the Chairman
今日會長也吉星高照！
To protect people from being attacked by karma ghosts in real
time, every Earth God temple assigns representatives in the Human
World to guard disciples. Those assigned young representatives
are known as “Lucky Stars”. Tao Li, the lucky star of the FortuneComing Temple, works very hard today. He stalks Gui Yuan, who
likes doing good deeds, to earn daily Lucky Star points. Is it OK for
a Lucky Star to do something like this?

Author: Twinkle
Illustrator: Twinkle
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865043735

Comics

Unspeakable Encounter of the Third Kind
我不忍說的第三類接觸
Xiao Zhuang has been able to see spirits since her childhood. She
thinks that her body constitution was the main reason for being
unable to get along with her parents, so she gets gloomy and
lugubrious day after day.
In the second year of high school, she accidentally meets an alien
named White from a faraway planet and a junior student named Bo
Wei, who is particularly interested in supernatural phenomenon.
White begs Xiao Zhuang to lend her the body so that White can
stay with Bo Wei, her old friend. Later, a series of events brings
Xiao Zhuang major changes to her life.

Author: Angela
Illustrator: Angela
176 pages | 11.2 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865043704
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Exhibitors

Frontier Anime Co., Ltd.

開拓動漫事業有限公司

Frontier Anime Co., Inc., which hosts the only model contest themed event in
Taiwan, aims at exploring the three-dimensional creations by new talents.

http://www.f-2.com.tw/
Contact: Wei-Ru Chen
service@f-2.com.tw
+886-2-2703-3387

Comics

Find My Way
走在陣的路上
Based on Taiwan's traditional folk culture " Leader of the Parade",
it describes how two people who were originally unrelated to solve
the case under the guidance of the gods.
Zhang Yong, who can suppress and exorcise evil, and the ghost
cop Boan, who is possessed by Zhang Yong's girlfriend, are
hesitating because of their own anxiety in their hearts.
After going through trials and hardships, they finally understood
that the gods guided them by believing in their own decision, and
parade officer waving the flag, and through baptism, they bravely
marched into the future.

Author: Chia-Li Huang
Illustrator: Chia-Li Huang
176 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789689674171

Fiction

Remember My Fac
英容宛在（上、下卷，共2冊）
"It was a suicide incident that caused Duan to accidentally can
see ghosts, He was forced to help ghosts of different identities
fulfill their last wishes and leave the world. However, there was an
amnestic ghost who wandered around and did not leave, causing
him to have nightmares.
The encounter between humans and ghosts resolved the
shortcomings of each other’s lives. He looked at the ghosts who
faced everything calmly, and began to change their escape
personality. He had the courage to face the female ghost with
amnesia, and found that she was the sister who drowned to save
her, Duan can finally let go and grasp life."

Author: Chia-Li Huang
Illustrator: Chia-Li Huang
352 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869674126
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Exhibitors

Garlic Crush Studios

妙蒜工作室

Garlic Crush is a children's story studio based in Taipei. We believe laughter
and fun have the same effect on childhood that garlic has on food. They make
everything taste more flavorful, meaningful and wonderful.

https://www.garlic-crush.com/
Contact: Ching Yi Lin
order@garlic-crush.com
+886-2-2798-8816

Children's Books

Brownc Kindergarten: Roll Call + Vacation + Back to
School + Run + Nap + Eat + Friend
布朗克系列 - 7本
Brownc Kindergarten is a spin-off series
from the popular Brownc series, this
time the characters are students at a
kindergarten.
The new series has 7 books to date,
each tells an interesting story about an
aspect of kindergarten life, from first day
to school, so making friends, to napping.
The stories are humorous and strongly
relate to children, and have become a
top selling series in the 3-6 age group.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
40 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869757010, 978986975702,
9789869757041, 978986975709,
9789869850308, 9789869901529,
9789860614817

Children's Books

Family Secrets (Set of 4 Books)
全家一起說秘密 (套書-全四冊)
Family's Secret is a series of 4 books,
each illustrating an unique relationship
between two specific members of the
family, including father and daughter,
mother and son, grandpa and grandson,
and grandma and granddaughter.
While the parents' books focus on the
deep bond between the family members,
the grandparents' one focus on the
difference and fun between generations.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
40 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869648943,
9789869757003, 9789869850315,
9789869850377

Children's Books

Food Villains
食育天團：健康三拒頭 (套書-全三冊）
Food Villains is a series of 3 books focusing
on balanced and healthy eating habits.
The villains in the three books represent
sugar, processed foods, and high temperature
cooked foods, and as they show up to disturb
the lives of the 6 main characters (representing
the 6 main types of food), the characters learn
what they do and how harmful they can be to
the eater's health.
The books are adventurous and fun, delivering
lasting messages without lecturing.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
48 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869901512, 9789869901550,
9789869901574

Children's Books

Good Habits • No Good Habits
美好習慣 沒好習慣
Good Habits, No Good Habits is also a specially binded book that
can be read as 3 different books.
First the readers see a child with good daily habits, such as
washing her hands or cleaning her room, then the readers see
the same child but without the good habits. Then together, the
comparison speaks to children without lecturing, that with good
habits come better health and life.
Because it’s interesting and useful, it can equip children with more
skills and habits that can protect them from the virus and remain
healthy.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
40 pages | 21.5 x 28.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869850391

Children's Books

Hey Taipei
Hey Taipei is a rhyming picture book about the bright colors and
beautiful sights of Taipei.
Tasting delicious fruit at the market! A sky-high gondola ride to
the tea mountains in Maokong! A dinner of soup dumplings and
hotpot! These are just some of the classic Taipei scenes captured
in this colorful book about a little girl’s very first trip to Taipei.

Author: Kathy Cheng
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
29 pages | 20.5 x 18.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869648998

Children's Books

Magic Tent
神奇帳篷
Magic Tent is a story about a little girl who with her imagination
transforms to different places and professions.
She can be a cook in a fancy restaurant, or chilling at the beach,
she can have an adventure in a forest, or be an astronaut in space.
The tent is also a place she goes to when she's sad, but is always
reminded her family is always going to be there for her.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
44 pages | 21.5 x 28.5 cm
ISBN: 9789869901536

Children's Books

My Book: Lunar New Year
自主玩學天書：認真過年
My Book: Chinese New Year is an activity book that works as a
journal, as children dive into the festive flavors of the Chinese New
Year.
They will record their experience, from preparations to celebrations,
and learn about traditional and fun fact of the most important
holiday in Chinese culture.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
64 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869648974

Children's Books

My Mom, My Baby
我的媽媽 我的寶貝
My Mom, My Baby is a special book that captures the daily yet
deep connection between a mother and her child.
The book is specially bind so the spread can be read separately
and together.
As readers travel through the mother's angle, then the child's
angle, then the entire scene in the same spread, they are taken
through different viewpoints, strengthen their understanding,
appreciation and love of each other.

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
40 pages | 40 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789869757072

Children's Books

Sheepy the Dog
大毛二毛三毛四毛小毛
Sheepy the Dog is a story about friendship and courage. As a
group of best friends stray dog are caught, their only hope is to be
adopted by kind future owners.
Sheppy is the youngest of the five dogs and is always the favorite
to be adopted, but his love and care for his friends lead him to be
last one in the shelter. Will he be adopted?

Author: Garlic Farmers
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
56 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869901543

Children's Books

The Courageous One
最勇敢的人
The Courageous One is a picture book by Che Yu Liu. He
is a famous backpacker and writer in Taiwan, and also has
several best-selling books.
This is his first book for children, and it follows the story
of a little boy who lost his courage so he goes on to a
wondrous adventure trying to find it.

Author: Ben Liu
Illustrator: Garlic Farmers
48 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869901505
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Exhibitors

Global Kids Books, a division of
Global Views – Commonwealth
Publishing Group

小天下／遠見天下文化出版股份有限公司

Global Views - Commonwealth Publishing Group is one of the top five trade
publishers in Taiwan, consists of two book imprints: Commonwealth Publishing
Company and Global Kids Books. We publish 200 titles per year, and have a
backlist of about 3,600 titles. About one third of our titles are bestsellers.

https://futureparenting.cwgv.
com.tw/kids
Contact: Angeia Kuo
angeiakuo@cwgv.com.tw
+886-2-2517-3688 #336

Children's Books

AQ Picturebook
AQ挫折復原力繪本
The AQ Picture Book series cultivate children's resilience! It enables children to have the courage
to be themselves, to maintain righteousness in adversity, and derive strength from firm beliefs.
Lifu has always been prone to tears, and cries non-stop every year at the school’s graduation
ceremony. This year he is going to present flowers to his favorite teacher. Will he be able to hold
back his tears this time? Youchen wants the toy red car very much, but gradually realizes that
there are things far more important than toy cars. Yidi lives in his own slow-paced world, but he
silently executes a mysterious project.

Author: Peng-Wei Tsen
Illustrator: Chia-Ying Lin, Ya-Ling Huang,
Yi-Wen Huang
32, 32, 36 pages | 20.5 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789865535841,
9789865535858, 9789865535865

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Big Discovery of Food
食物大發現
How is tofu made? Come explore the secrets behind making tofu
with Fox the Scientist, and taste how delicious tofu is!
Why do some persimmons taste astringent and others sweet?
Follow in the steps of the crab and the monkey and travel around
the globe to hear stories about persimmons from all over the world.
Why do pineapples sting? Follow the Pineapple Prince on a journey
back in time to the 15th century, which also happens to be the life
journey of the pineapple.
Can clams walk? Follow the connoisseur, the oystercatcher, and
get to know the physical structure of clams.

Author: Li-Ping Wu, Hui-Feng Lai,
Kariods Wu and Yu-Chwen Hsu, Ya-Lei
Huang
Illustrator: Jia-Dong Lin, Tai Pera,
Kariods Wu, Chia-Ying Lin
38 pages | 23 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789864798438,
9789864798445, 9789864798476,
9789864798483

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Good Character Volume
好品格童話
The little hippo asked the little alligator to help
watch over the house, and warned the little
alligator that he must not open the door to the
storage! The little alligator, however, became
more curious by the day and one day just
couldn’t help it anymore!
The big bad wolf had been starving for days
and was about to pass out, when it came upon
the delicious little sheep. But the little sheep
appeared not to be scared at all, and even
wanted to cook for him!

Author: Xiao-Zhen Lai
Illustrator: Momo Jeff, Yu-Nin Tsai
112 pages | 14.8 x 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9789864798070, 9789864798087

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Goodnight, Baby Earth
地球寶寶晚安
The author, Jimmy Liao, who has been creating picture books
for more than 20 years, has healed many people with his stories
and illustrations. This time, he’s created "Goodnight, Baby Earth,"
a bedtime picture book for young children. Writing from the
perspective of children and the guardianship of love, the story is
filled with happiness. Using repetition and rhyming sentences, the
book reads like a gentle lullaby, which is perfect for parents to read
along with their children. Let your child spend their story time with
Flying Dragon, Toot-toot Bird, Mimi Cat, and Baby Earth, and enter
into a sweet dream together.

Author: Jimmy Liao
Illustrator: Jimmy Liao
48 pages | 26 x 21.1 cm
ISBN: 9789865250508

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Jump, Little Bi!
跳吧！青蛙小畢
Little Bi the frog feels out of place when he’s with the other frogs.
One day, everyone was playing a game of long jump, but when
it was Little Bi’s turn, the other frogs criticized him for being slow,
not being able to dance well, not being able to climb mountains,
and just unable to do anything! Hearing the cold words of his
companions, Little Bi sadly leaves and comes upon another pond.
Will Little Bi fit into this new place? Will people start to notice his
talents? The author skillfully uses a frog's many transformations to
bring out the topic of diversity, implying tolerance and acceptance.

Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Illustrator: Chen-Kuo Liu
40 pages | 20.5 x 28.1 cm
ISBN: 9789864798339

Children's Books

Monkey Gualala
呱啦啦來了！
Gualala, the little monkey from the circus accidentally fell out of
the train. He meets the animals in the grassland and passionately
wants to join them. But he angers King Cow. The King Cow roars,
scaring all the other animals away, and drives Gualala into the
woods. How strange! Why are the animals so unhappy? Is it
because he is different from everyone else? Gualala is determined
to think of something. Will he be able to get along the King Cow
and the other animals?

Author: Wawa Liu
Illustrator: Wawa Liu
42 pages | 22 x 25.1 cm
ISBN: 9789864799428

Children's Books

Monster Mom
怪獸媽媽
Monster Mom loves her baby so much, she wants to give her
baby the best of everything in the world and protect her child
forever. But as soon as the baby is born, the Monster Mom begins
to worry. She’s worried that the baby will be washed away by the
river, worried that bacteria will make the baby sick... The world
seems to be full of dangers, and it’s safest for the baby to return
to her belly! This story expresses the strong maternal love and the
complicated emotions of letting go of one’s child as they become
more independent. This is the first book written and illustrated by
CATFISH, formerly selected for the Bologna Illustrators Exhibition.

Author: CATFISH
Illustrator: CATFISH
48 pages | 21 x 26.6 cm
ISBN: 9789865535971

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Peace of Mind School
安心國小
The Peace of Mind School series incorporates
the concept of Social and Emotional Learning.
Through stories that closely resemble children’s
everyday lives, the stories enhance social and
emotional abilities, allowing children to better
understand themselves and others, learn how
to get along both on their own and with others,
and to take responsibility for their own decisions.
Common scenarios such as transferring to a new
school and campus bullying can resonate deeply
with young readersĮ

Author: Peng-Wei Tsen
Illustrator: Ting-Yu Chang
128 pages | 17 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789865535476, 9789865535483

Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

The Croaking of Ah-Jo the Frog
青蛙阿啾的叫聲
Inspired by the pond frog, the Odorrana swinhoana, author Chienkuo Liu created this humorous yet interesting book on growing up
and finding oneself.

Author: Chen-Kuo Liu
Illustrator: Chen-Kuo Liu
44 pages | 20.5 x 28.1 cm
ISBN: 9789864798667

Children's Books

The Oviraptor
偷蛋龍
Watch out for the Oviraptor, the dinosaur that steals eggs and
oval things! If it smells wee, it will sniff out the boy who wet the
bed, and steal his balls. Didi hates wearing a nappy at night,
and is determined not to let that happen.
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Leo Tang
Illustrator: Leo Tang
40 pages | 25.5 x 21.6 cm
ISBN: 9789864799626
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Exhibitors

Green Bookstore

綠書店

Green Bookstore is a independent bookstore, locates in Yungho District, New
Taipei City , Taiwan. The Green bookstores aims to raise the identity of the societies
and the neighbourhood. Through the educational activities to the children in many
subjects, including natural science, humanity, art education etc., the bookstore
hope to push the progressment from the children to the elders.

Fiction

www.facebook.com/
greenbookstore
Contact: Tzung-Han Yang
greenbookstore.tw@gmail.
com
+886-2-8942-2896

Mud Monster
醜泥怪
A-ming meets Mud Monster in the small River called Wa-yao
stream, which locates in the city center. The stream is taken as a
dirty river full of wasted, almost being forgotten. But Mud Monster
takes A-ming into a fantasy journey, to see its history and natural
essence. A-ming realized everything is caused by human beings,
the really beauty is still there and in everyone's heart.

Author: Hsiu-Mei Hsu
Illustrator: Chien-Jung Chiu
62 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789860628609
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Exhibitors

Hebron Soft Ltd.

希伯崙股份有限公司

LiveABC was established in 1998 and has been focusing on developing digital
language teaching material since. Being the biggest local provider of such
materials, its product line contains books, textbooks, magazines, online platform,
app, AR/VR, etc. And provides teaching solutions for kids English, English test
preparation, business English, daily English and Mandarin. Both of LiveABC’s
physical and digital content are well-received all over the world and it has built
strategic alliance in Japan, Korea, Thailand, China, Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Latin
America.
Also popular is LiveABC’s Live Interactive English Center which targets primary to
secondary school students.

https://store.liveabc.com/
Contact: Sherry Lee
sherry_lee@liveabc.com

Children's Books

It's a Big World
This book includes blended AR technology and top tourism spots,
with elaborative drawing pictures to help children learn various
types of knowledge, such as literature, history, geography, and
famous person, etc.
By using AR Book, AR APP and poster, children can explore 10
countries with a total of 240 spots and 480 video clips. Then follow
the 3 learning steps of introductory video of spot, picture dictionary
and fun facts of spot to enrich their knowledge of the world.

Author: Mavis Yeh
Illustrator: Fichelle Lin
48 pages | 36 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789864412990

Rights Sold: English, Korean

Children's Books

KidsABC. Book1~6
This series consists of six volumes, and each volume has classbook, activity book, storybook.
With different themes (such as animals, food, family, school, cities, planets, etc.) as the main
axis, to help children achieve the most effective learning through multi learning media such as
seeing, hearing, handwork, and body movement. Each theme integrates interdisciplinary content:
language, mathematics, logic, arts, natural sciences, music and body rhythms, and other different
subjects, as well as character education: speaking good words, good behavior, loving each other,
building self-confidence, keeping clean and other character and virtues. The books are also
equipped with AR function which shows 3D images, and interesting interactive animation.

Author: Jo Hsiao
Illustrator: Ivy Wang
48 pages | 24 x 24 cm
ISBN: 9789864412662,
9789864413379, 9789864412945,
9789864413522, 9789864413140,
9789864413621

Rights Sold: English

Children's Books

Live Science. Book1~4
This series contains four volumes, covering life science, physics, and chemistry. Each unit will
follow the four major steps of "observation and prediction, experimental exploration, cooperative
problem solving, and thinking and expansion", combined with the five STEAM competencies:
technology, science, engineering, art, and mathematics. By doing experiments in each lesson to
combine "learning" and "life", to strengthen children's abstract concepts of science through their
five senses, to deepen children's impression of English vocabulary and scientific knowledge, and
inspire children to learn independently.
Rights Sold: English

Author: Keira Huang
Illustrator: Ivy Wang
48 pages | 21.5 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789864412921,
9789864413096, 9789864413249,
9789864414055
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Exhibitors

Hsiao Lu Publishing Co., Ltd.

小魯文化事業股份有限公司

Tien Wei / Hsiao Lu Publishing Company initially published a series of historical
books and books devoted to children’s literature from the whole world, under the
concept of “promoting talent through reading, and achieving wisdom through
history.” It has gradually extended to the publication of books of high quality. The
company has a solid reputation among its readership, including parents, teachers,
and children. In recent years, it has sponsored many reading activities, such as
reading clubs, speeches, and study groups, to promote the concept of “interaction
between society and good books” and put it into practice.

www.tienwei.com.tw
Contact: Grace Lin
singing@tienwei.com.tw
+886-2-2732-0708 #29

Children's Books

Water Ghost
水鬼
Can human be friends with ghost? What is the decision between
benefiting others and ourselves? This story is adapted from the
folktale of Chiayi, Taiwan, telling the strange but profound and
touching friendship between the kind-hearted fisherman and the
water ghost. Through brilliant dialogue and ink painting, the author
and illustrator bring readers to see this classic friendship story with
new eyes.

Author: Hon-Chor Lau
Illustrator: Mei-Yan Chen
40 pages | 22 x 24.7 cm
ISBN: 9789865513412

Children's Books

Twelve Little Guardians in New Year: The Year of the Ox
十二小守護過新年——牛轉乾坤福氣來
"The twelve little Zodiac guardians are ordered by the Jade
Emperor. On every New Year's Eve, they drive the golden ship
and give out New Year’s Blessing to people. This year, it’s little ox’s
turn. How can he give full play to his talents and subdue the Nian
monster?
Different from traditional Chinese folktales, this is a subversion
that combines fantasy elements and comic narratives about this
holiday, leading readers to understand the traditional Chinese
culture and customs and the personality and characteristics of
each zodiac."

Author: Chih-Hao Yen
Illustrator: Jhih-Min Huang
40 pages | 27.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865513016

Children's Books

The Tambalacoque Tree and The Dodo bird:
An Ecological Story of Mauritius Island
大卡樹與多多鳥：模里西斯島生態故事
Dodo birds are the first creature in human history record to be
extinct due to human activities. They are famous extinct animals
second only to dinosaurs. This book lead the readers to understand
the Tambalacoque Tree, the dodo bird, and the nature on Mauritius
Island, through the first-person description of the Tambalacoque
Tree. This is a true story of the Tambalacoque Tree and the dodo
birds, and it is also a fable of human being and the Earth.

Author: Hsin-Yu Sun
40 pages | 20.5 x 29 cm
ISBN: 9789865513436

Children's Books

Let’s Play with Mud together
大家一起玩泥巴
The author portrays the regeneration and innovation of Taiwan's
traditional pottery craftsmanship in the form of lithograph with
presensitized offset plate.
In the story, the grandfather and granddaughter family has
gone through fire, but they face the disaster optimistically with
the support of each other, and rebuild the snake kiln. This book
introduces the structure of the snake kiln and the ceramic art
process in details, fully demonstrates the style and aesthetics of
the ceramic industry.

Author: Hsiou-Yu Chang
40 pages | 19 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789865566067
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Exhibitors

Hsin Yi Publications

信誼基金出版社

Hsin Yi Foundation was founded by the founder of Yuen Foong Yu Group, Mr.
Chuan Ho and his two sons in 1971. The initial goals of the Foundation were aimed
to help the poor, disadvantaged people and granting scholarships.
In order to encourage local woks and nurturing local picture book artists, we
established Hsin Yi Children’s Picture Book Award, which is the first picture book
award in Taiwan. More than 30 titles of award books have been translated in to
English, Germany, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, etc.

https://www.hsinyishop.com/
Contact: Serena Huang
neige@hsin-yi.org.tw
+886-2-2321-1140 #2280

Children's Books

A Busy New Year’s Eve
好忙的除夕
It was Chinese New Year’s Eve. The girl and her brother found
everyone was so busy: Mom was busy preparing the food for the
reunion dinner grandpa was busy on cleaning the house dad was
busy on buying some New Year’s plants…. Finally here came the
reunion dinner the family got together to have the dinner and the
children received their red envelopes. The picture book captured
the scene of traditional Chinese New Year’s Eve.

Author: Yi-Shan Weng
Illustrator: Yi-Shan Weng
44 pages | 19 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789861615929

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Baby Is Not Sleeping
寶寶不想睡
Lying on her warm bed the baby is not sleeping. Who else is still
awake? Let’s tell a story sing a song and go to bed together!

Author: Chinlun Lee
Illustrator: Chinlun Lee
10 pages | 19 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789861616070

Children's Books

Baby Loves Eating
寶寶喜歡吃
Look animals are having meals! What does the baby love to eat?
There are milk vegetables fruits and so much more. Let’s enjoy the
journey of choosing food and eating them!

Author: Chinlun Lee
Illustrator: Chinlun Lee
10 pages | 19 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789861616063

Children's Books

Blacky
小黑與櫻花
A little black crow encountered a beautiful cherry blossom. They
were attracted by the beauty of each other and became friends.
But the spring was almost over and the cherry blossom was going
to fade. Suddenly there was a strong wind and the cherry blossom
was blown away. After that the crow never saw it….

Author: Shao Ni
Illustrator: Shao Ni
36 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789861615325

Children's Books

Dung Beetle’s Birthday Present
糞金龜的生日禮物
Here came dung beetle’s birthday party. His friends came and
brought gifts for him. Dung beetle also prepared a “dung meal” for
his friends but they were afraid of having it! Not knowing what to
do dung beetle could only suggest his friends have the gifts they
brought. His friends were so happy because these gifts were their
favorite food. After eating they one by one provided dung which
was the best birthday present for dung beetle.

Author: Wei Guo, Gong
Illustrator: Ju Xiang, Tao
36 pages | 21 x 23.5 cm
ISBN: 9789861615912

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Monkeys Scooping up the Moon
猴子撈月
Three monkeys hoped to find something to light up their dark cave.
They tried to grab the moon but it was too high to reach. Then they
tried to get the moon appearing on the surface of the lake. With a
gourd scoop they thought they successfully got the shining moon.
However when they accidentally dropped the scoop the water
spilled and the moon was gone.

Author: Junjie Zhang
Illustrator: Junjie Zhang
36 pages | 22 x 30.5 cm
ISBN: 9789861616131

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Penguins’ Concert
企鵝演奏會
A caretaker couldn’t get close to the penguins in Antarctica until
he started to play the melodica. The music attracted them so he
successfully examined and observed them. The penguins stole the
instrument, trying to make a sound but accidentally breaking it. At
last they lined up, just like black and white keys of the melodica,
and made sounds by patting their own bellies.

Author: Yen-Lin Chen
Illustrator: Yen-Lin Chen
48 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789861616360

Children's Books

The Little House-Wubi
小房子烏比
Wubi was an empty little house. One day a young couple moved
into it and started to build their family. They had many wonderful
moments in Wubi.
However day by day their only son grew up and left home. The
husband and wife also got old and left. Wubi was alone again. It
fell asleep for a long time until someone moved in.

Author: Yujie Wu
Illustrator: Yujie Wu
40 pages | 19 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789861615998

Children's Books

Whose Sock?
誰的襪子
A long sock dropped from upstairs to the ground floor of a condo
where many animals lived. A little cat went up to every floor trying
to find the owner of the sock but every animal he asked had a foot
shape which the sock did not fit. When getting to the top floor he
finally found the owner: a snake wearing a similar sock!
Rights Sold: Sipmlifed Chinese

Author: Jun Sun
Illustrator: Jun Sun
44 pages | 18 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789861616230
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Hyper Curation

超展開策畫

Hyper Curation is an experimental platform presented by a group of cultural editors
and professionals. It devotes to delivering diverse art projects including exhibitions,
publications, reinterpretation of cultural assets, etc.The platform also puts effort in
promoting emerging comic artists and creating marketing campaigns for arts and
culture events. Through the members’ network, they aim to present cultural events
beyond the framework.There are two major subdivisions on the platform. The
curation team focuses on museums, modern and contemporary art exhibitions, and
the publication of artists’ books, while the editorial team develops cultural projects
based on the content on social media.

https://www.facebook.com/
hypercurator/
Contact: Ya-Ting Po
hypercuration@cjk.tw
+886-958-593-913

Children's Books

After a Bird Fell down
鳥落地後
"A dead bird is gradually decomposing, and the seeds in its belly
slowly germinate at the same time."
Except for words and pictures, how can one tell such a short story?
From the point of view of picture books and artist’s books, After
a bird fell down focuses on the book's structural characteristics
and logic. By combining characteristics of hole books and pop-up
books, After a bird fell down adopts “volume of book pages” into
its narrative. While reading, readers would find out the hole bigger
and the sprout taller page by page.
Via increase and decrease of its volume, After a bird fell down
intends to make readers realize that time passing are not simply
about reduction and death. Increase and birth are also what time
passing brings.

Author: Suwei
Illustrator: Suwei
15 pages | 10.5 x 15 cm
ISBN: 9789869873819
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I'm Publishing Edu. Group

我識出版教育集團

“I’m Publishing Edu. Group” (former “I’m Publishing Group “) was formally
established on October 10, 2001. There are six major publishing brands in our
group: "I'm Publishing", "I'm Global Village", "iF Culture Publishing", "iS Culture
Publishing", "Language Publishing", and "Diy Publishing". We hope that every
reader can easily learn and read without burden. We are not only the most
professional publishing group of language learning books, but also dedicate our
passion on publishing books in the field of "Arts & Photography " , "Business &
Money ", "Parenting & Relationships " and "Self-Help ", in order to meet the needs of
all readers in a more diversified and comprehensive manners.

https://www.17buy.com.tw/
books/
Contact: Sirius Yuan
iam.sirius@17buy.com.tw

Non-fiction

10 Minutes English Before Bedtime! For Early Childhood
English Education[The Body]
躺著也能教出雙語寶貝：睡前10分鐘，超有趣的親子互動英文【認識寶貝的身體篇】
We all know that is difficult to speak and learn foreign language,
however, we could change the learning atmosphere or place,
just like you’re in a foreign country. In this way, people may get
used to the language naturally and that’s why we invited Leah
Zimmermann, an American teacher teaching in Taiwan, to be our
author of this book. We’ve edit a lot dialogues, which may really
happen in foreign.
The book has combine with our unique VRP function (Virtual
Reading Pen) of Youtor App. Readers could use the app to scan
the code on the page side and listen the mp3 immediately, which
letting parents and children could listen the dialogues and stories
more easily at any time, any places.
More about the function “virtual reading pen” (hereinafter called
“VRP”) : which is helping the readers to listen the mp3 in a
convenient way. People only need a smart phone with Youtor
App and the exclusive QRcode, the app will auto-download and
play the tracks by scanning the code. Also the audio will be autosaved in the cloud, which use the less storage of the phone. After
download the mp3 files, VRP also could be used in the off-line
at any time. Furthermore, VRP has obtained Taiwan Utility Model
Patent.

Author: Leah Zimmermann
Publisher: Language Publishing
168 pages | 20 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864071562

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction

10 Minutes English Every Day! For early Childhood English
Education[The Numbers]
每天10分鐘，親子互動英文【數字篇】：第一本全家一起玩、一起學的親子英文課本
How to educate the children focus on the language-learning? We
believe the Sensory Play is the most suitable one. Therefore, we
edit more pictures and the interactive games in this book. This
time, children would take an adventure together with the story
character “Amy” started to learn the “Numbers” from the daily life.
There’re 27 stories in English and Chinese, such as shopping,
travel, festivals…etc.
Children would learn the vocabulary, grammar and sentence
pattern from the stories, also the book has combine with our unique
VRP function (Virtual Reading Pen) of Youtor App. Readers could
use the app to scan the code on the page side and listen the mp3
immediately, which letting parents and children could listen the
dialogues and stories more easily at any time, any places.
More about the function “virtual reading pen” (hereinafter called
“VRP”) : which is helping the readers to listen the mp3 in a
convenient way. People only need a smart phone with Youtor
App and the exclusive QRcode, the app will auto-download and
play the tracks by scanning the code. Also the audio will be autosaved in the cloud, which use the less storage of the phone. After
download the mp3 files, VRP also could be used in the off-line
at any time. Furthermore, VRP has obtained Taiwan Utility Model
Patent.

Author: Zoe Huang
Publisher: Language Publishing
168 pages | 20 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864071463

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Non-fiction

5 Minutes English Before Bedtime! For Early Childhood English
Education
睡前5分鐘的超好玩親子互動英文：專為台灣家庭打造的英文學習書
There’re 5 ideas about this book:
1. Every unit started from a story and there’s 45 stories in this book.
2. Every unit has a little game or activity, which could let children
do it by themselves or together with parents.
3. We have design the drawing area to let children fill the color, that
show their creative.
4. This book has combine with our unique VRP function (Virtual
Reading Pen) of Youtor App. Readers could use the app to scan
the code on the page side and listen the mp3 immediately, which
letting parents and children could listen the dialogues and stories
more easily at any time, any places.
5. We also edit a guide book for parent which may be helpful for
parents to do English education.
More about the function “virtual reading pen” (hereinafter called
“VRP”) : which is helping the readers to listen the mp3 in a
convenient way. People only need a smart phone with Youtor
App and the exclusive QRcode, the app will auto-download and
play the tracks by scanning the code. Also the audio will be autosaved in the cloud, which use the less storage of the phone. After
download the mp3 files, VRP also could be used in the off-line
at any time. Furthermore, VRP has obtained Taiwan Utility Model
Patent.
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Jocelyn Jee
Publisher: Language Publishing
240 pages | 20 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864071180
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Exhibitors

Joy Education Group

佳音事業股份有限公司

Joy English has built a solid reputation for being an innovative publisher of quality
teaching and learning materials for English. We produce a progressive range
of materials for exam preparations, reference guides, and teacher training. Our
publishing division is backed by 40 years of English teaching experience and by
specialists.

http://www.joyedugroup.com/
Contact: Annie Chen
annie_chen@joy.com.tw
+886-2-2701-6769 #117

Children's Books

Awesome DIY for Kids 2
This book features traditional arts and crafts from around the world.
It guides children to make their own with clear instructions and
step-by-step photographs. It's fun and fosters creativity!

Author: Candy Tang
29 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574484737

Children's Books

Chinese for Little Learners Level 1: Thank You!
謝謝 不客氣
Learn basic Mandarin words and characters with Eddy the
Elephant and Mikey the Mouse. Each book in this series focuses
on everyday words and employs simple storylines and colorful
illustrations. This is a fun and easy way to get children started on
learning Mandarin.

Author: Lydia Chen
Illustrator: Wing Hsu
56 pages | 15 X 17 cm

Children's Books

Chinese for Little Learners Level 1: That's Scary
好可怕
Learn basic Mandarin words and characters with Eddy the
Elephant and Mikey the Mouse. Each book in this series focuses
on everyday words and employs simple storylines and colorful
illustrations. This is a fun and easy way to get children started on
learning Mandarin.

Author: Lydia Chen
Illustrator: Wing Hsu
50 pages | 15 X 17 cm

Children's Books

Easy-to-make Desserts from Around the World 1
Making dessert can be a piece of cake! Try these easy-to-make
recipes of popular dishes from around the world.

Author: Candy Tang
28 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574484744

Children's Books

Iconic Animals of the World 6
“Iconic Animals of the World“ introduces to animals from different
regions of the globe for young children. With photographs and
illustrations, it covers fun facts about animal habitats and habits.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Weily Chiang
30 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574484928

Children's Books

Iconic Plants of the World 1
Read ”Iconic Plants of the World“ to discovery fun facts about
fruits, plants, and flowers from around the world!

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Weily Chiang, Yu-Da Chen,
Li-Chin Liu, Chih-Hung Chen
33 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574484751

Children's Books

Joy to the World No. 240: Kaohsiung, Taiwan
“Joy to the world" is a monthly English-learning magazine that
celebrates the world. Each issue introduces the young readers to a
country and its fascinating history, culture, people, their everyday
life and does this in fun, interesting ways.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Wing Hsu, Willy Chiang, Bart
Chang, Jhan Po
40 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9771025076004

Children's Books

Joy to the World No. 245: Matsu, Taiwan
”Joy to the World" is a monthly English-learning magazine that
celebrates the world. Each issue introduces the young readers to a
country and its fascinating history, culture, people, their everyday
life and does this in fun, interesting ways.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Little Olive Studio, Willy
Chiang, Bart Chang, Yu-Ta Chen
40 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9771025076004

Children's Books

Tales Around the World 15
A collection of stories from around the world. It exposes kids to
countries and gives them insight into different cultures and values
of people.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Bart Chang
30 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574484959

Children's Books

The World's Amazing Places: Taiwan 1
This book introduces young readers to countries and places of
the world and teaches them about different landscapes, climates,
cultures, and more. With colorful photographs and comic strips,
this is a wonderful book for kids who are curious about the world.

Author: Candy Tang
Illustrator: Lulu Yang, Chia-Chen Lin,
Chia-Hui Chen, Weily Chiang, ShihHsien Hsu
30 pages | 21 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574485000
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Exhibitors

Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing
Group

康軒文教

Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing Group upholds the rigorous expectations of
educational textbooks, began publishing books in 2006, and have successfully
expanded its publications into a variety of top-quality extracurricular reading
materials, winning prizes along the way. Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing Group
categorizes publications based on age and topic, continuously incorporating new
authors and new themes in the hopes of expanding children’s reading experiences
to cultivate healthy reading habits!

https://www.knsh.com.tw/
Contact: Hsiaochun Liao
hsiaochun_liao@knsh.com.tw
+886-2-8665-1725

Children's Books

Counting Sheep
來數羊
It’s getting late at night! A little girl couldn't sleep, so she stared at
the ceiling and counted the sheep. 1 sheep, 2 sheep, 3 sheep….
When she counted to 238, that sheep wriggled through a hole in
the quilt. The little girl curiously followed the sheep and went on an
interesting adventure!

Author: Chih-Ying Huang
Illustrator: Chih-Ying Huang
32 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579502870

Children's Books

Gaga’s Flashlight
嘎嘎的光照書1：透視人體構造
Gaga is from planet Baton. She brings her flashlight to our Earth
and tries to study human body. Gaga discovers that people have
different hair types, body shapes and fingerprints. She also learns
that there is a red fluid can come out from human’s body.
Let us understand more about human’s body from Gaga’s
flashlight.

Author: Chiu Ya Fang
Illustrator: rabbit44
52 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789579502757

Children's Books

Giraffe’s Best Friend
愛的故事4-我最好的大象朋友
Why would a giraffe’s best friend an elephant? What happens to his
mother?
A baby giraffe, Kiko, lost his mother one week after his birth.
Zookeeper takes Kiko to stay with another elephant, who also lost
his mother. Two different spies are able to spend time and grow up
together in the zoo.
Let us learn about elephant orphanage and importance of
friendship.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Hsin Yi Fu
48 pages | 21 x 27.4 cm
ISBN: 9789579502955

Children's Books

Lightning Nick-a Bookish Fish
閃電魚尼克─一條愛讀書的魚
Deep in the sea, there was a tiny fish named "Lightning Nick". He
didn't want to be a little fish, he wanted to be a watermelon fish, an
onion fish, etc., but none of these seem to be what he liked. Finally,
he went on a trip and realized his lack of knowledge. Nick then
made up his mind to be a bookish fish.

Author: Su-Chen Fang
Illustrator: Su-Chen Fang, Shu-Ting
Chiang
44 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579502887

Children's Books

Little Monster Digging Holes
小怪獸挖地洞
Little black monsters like to dig holes. They live in white houses.
The more sweets they eat, the more strength they gain to dig
deeper and wider holes. These little monsters that live in the boy’s
teeth are actually bacteria that cause cavities.

Author: Wei-Hsin Hsiao
Illustrator: Hui-Ying Xue
32 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579502603

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Love Story 10 – My Clown Fish Classmate
愛的故事10-我的小丑魚同學
A group of clown fishes, raised by human, are sent to a school
close by ocean. Clown fishes are learning to live with sea
anemone. The students are also busy learning how to feed, clean
fish tank and maintain proper water temperature. After two weeks,
they escort clown fishes back to the ocean.
Let us learn about “Bringing Nemo Home Initiative“and understand
the relationship between clown fish, human and our environment.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Shih-Fen
48 pages | 21 x 27.4 cm
ISBN: 9789865546083

Children's Books

Love Story 8 – Hundred Thanks to You
愛的故事8-對你說一百次謝謝
Koala Happy is living in Australia’s forest. Suddenly, a bushfire
breaks out in the woods. Koalas and kangaroo are running for their
lives. After surviving the fire, Koala Happy wants to say thanks to
the people who give him water and all the firefighters who help
to put out the fire. Let us learn about the koala and their natural
habitat.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Yu Hsien Hsiung
48 pages | 21 x 27.4 cm
ISBN: 9789865546113

Children's Books

My Dad Can’t See
我的爸爸看不見
The blind father can’t see, but he can live like those with normal
vision. Through his senses, he feels life and the crowd around him.
The blind father manages to make a living on his own to nourish his
family, and to build an affectionate bond with his child.

Author: Guang-Fu Li
Illustrator: Ti-Erh Tsan
32 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579502610

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Slowpoke the Turtle Is Looking for a Job
烏龜慢慢找工作
Slowpoke the Turtle had three jobs but all fail because he was too
slow. Slowpoke gave up looking for jobs. Instead, he observed
the happenings in town and decided to record the stories. Finally,
Slowpoke got to use his strength. What is his new job?

Author: Wei-Hsin Hsiao
Illustrator: Tze Wei Yang
32 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865546106

Children's Books

We Save a Humpback Whale
愛的故事6-我們救了一頭大翅鯨
Why is there a humpback whale on the beach? How can we bring
it back to the ocean?
A baby humpback whale is found laying on a beach in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. Volunteers come together to keep it alive from
being dehydrated. Later, they successfully bring this baby whale
back to ocean by using many heavy machineries.
This mission includes approximately 300 volunteers, although they
did not know each other but they all share a common goal.
Let us learn about humpback whales and explore our ocean.

Author: Mei Hui Pan
Illustrator: Wei da Lin
48 pages | 21 x 27.4 cm
ISBN: 9789579502986
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Exhibitors

Kuan Culture Studio

大寬文化工作室

Kuan Culture Studio is dedicated to bringing diverse media and themes together
and discovering creators and content. We are a creative team offering #IP licensing
#brand strategy #creator management and representation #publishing services.

www.kuan-culture.com
Contact: Kuanyu Chen
kuan.culture@gmail.com
+886-963-122-329

Comics

Hidden on the Train
火車上的捉迷藏
“The situation at hand is like a game of hide and seek; everyone
is the seeker with covered eyes; everyone is also the hider, hiding
from others.”
Finn was a forced child laborer at a mine in the Kingdom of East
Eagle. He decided to escape from East Eagle on the Central Train,
the only connection to the Kingdom of West Deer. As the police
were closing in on him at the train station, a stranger came to his
rescue. His name was Robert, and he and Finn both made it onto
the train safely. Unbeknown to Finn, Robert was actually a spy.
He had stolen confidential information from East Eagle and was
ready to return to West Deer. However, the East Eagle government
discovered Robert’s misdeed and planted a secret police officer
on the train to retrieve the information. At the same time, West Deer
also sent a secret police officer to protect Robert. Finn thought he
could have seven quiet days on the train. He didn’t expect to get
pulled into this dangerous situation.
The Hidden on The Train pop-up book is a new creative work by
illustrator and paper artist Star Cheng. Starting from the train’s
departure, the book tells the story in a visual manner by combining
the structures of an accordion and a dollhouse, allowing readers
to be led through the scenes on the train and embarking on an
adventure.

Author: Star Cheng
Illustrator: Star Cheng
Publisher: Kuan Cultrue Studio
36 pages | 17 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789869851534

Comics

Illustrated Taiwan Keywords: A Hand-Drawn History of 19402020
手繪台灣關鍵字：畫說1940-2020
This is the first album of caricatures that records Taiwan’s not-sodistant past from 1940 to 2020,
completely bilingual with Chinese and English placed side by side.
It compiles a total of 184 caricatures of Taiwan’s history and 152
important keywords of Taiwan, divided by event and arranged in
chronological order. Like standing on a historical timeline, it guides
us to experience memories of the past and show us important
people and events from Taiwan since 1940.

Author: Hsien-Hsin Chiou
Illustrator: Hsien-Hsin Chiou
240 pages | 25 x 16 cm
ISBN: 9789869851527
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Exhibitors

Linking Publishing Company Ltd.

聯經出版事業公司

Founded in 1974, Linking Publishing is a general publisher. Over the past four
decades, Linking’s backlist includes thousands of titles, ranged from humanities,
social sciences, natural sciences and reference books to literature, business &
management, self-help & spiritual, travel and children’s books as well.

https://www.linkingbooks.com.
tw/
Contact: Whitney Hsu
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw
+886-2-2562-9008 #12

Non-fiction

123 Go Around Taiwan
123到台灣;123轉台灣
The first series of picture books to enhance children’s knowledge
of Taiwan with numbers and rhyme . 123 Come to Taiwan
represents vividly different aspects of Taiwan. 123 Go
around Taiwan takes children go around Taiwan on the
train to visit different places/cultures with introduction of
different trains and train station.

Author: Ying-Fan Chen
Illustrator: Ying-Fan Chen
40, 48 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789570845099, 9789570854909

Non-fiction

Build Yourself a Rocket to the Space with ARRC
動手做，跟ARRC一起打造火箭上太空
Rockets are currently the only means of transportation for human
beings in space. Why rockets can fly into space? What are the
manufacturing principles of rockets? What are the usual work of
professional rocket crews? This book cooperates with ARRC, the
most professional self-made rocket team in Taiwan, and includes all
the principles, structures, and launch procedures of rockets. And it
comes with an exquisite rocket model for readers to assemble, to
help readers have a deeper understanding of rocket technology.

Author: Shih-Sin Wei
Illustrator: Memes Creative Partnership
" Kuroro Team "
64 pages | 29 x 29 cm
ISBN: 9789570857917

Children's Books

Getting Cold? Here Comes the Rescue Team!;Rotavirus And His
Friends; Achoo!Itchy!; Be Careful of the Accident Monster!
感冒救援部隊；羅塔和他的朋友們；哈啾！癢癢！；啊！請小心意外小惡魔
The series of “Let’s Get Healthy” focuses on the knowledge of
children’s illness and health care. With simple and vivid description
and illustration, the series aim at letting children learn the
knowledge of basic health care, illness and germs. This series is
written by a professional pharmacist and proofread by doctors to
insure the knowledge in the books are correct and eligible. This
series contain 4 books; Getting Cold? Here Comes the Rescue
Team!, Rotavirus And His Friends, Achoo! Itchy!, Be Careful of the
Accident Monster!
Getting Cold? Here Comes the Rescue Team! introduces how
cold spreads among people, how to avoid getting cold, and the
medicine of treating cold.
Rotavirus And His Friends introduces the virus and germs that
cause diarrhea, how to prevent it, and the different symptoms when
infected by different germs or viruses.
Achoo! Itchy! introduces allergy, what are the symptoms caused by
allergy, what are the different possible allergen, and how to avoid
allergy from getting worse.
Be Careful of the Accident Monster! teaches children to avoid
accident from happening, such as preventing running too fast to
fall, avoid touching outlet of electricity, etc.

Author: Hsiu-Min Tsai
Illustrator: Chia-Ling Shih, Yi-Chien Wu,
Chun-chun Lin, Mei-bao Tsai
40 pages | 25.5 x 22.5 cm
ISBN: 9789570851496,
9789570851502, 9789570853834,
9789570853841

Rights Sold: “Getting Cold?”and "Here Comes the Rescue Team!"
have sold rights in Simplified Chinese

Fiction

Hurry! Hurry!
快點！快點！
Bologna Illustrators Exhibition & 3×3 illustration competition! “Hurry!
Hurry!” is a common phrase of a lot of parents. We often do a lot
of things hurriedly but we do not win extra time by doing so. This
book helps us to rethink why we do thing so hurry, and what we
miss when rushing all the time. And through rethinking, maybe we
can learn to slow down to breathe in the fragrance of flowers by the
road.

Author: Lian-an Lin
Illustrator: Lian-an Lin
48 pages | 28 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789570853247

Non-fiction

Looking into Longshan Temple; Lookig into Bao-an Temple
看見龍山寺; 永保安康
Looking Into Longshan Temple is a picture book which
displays the Temple from various perspectives. Through
the book, not only can the reader be overwhelmed by the
sublimity and beauty of the Temple, but he can also see
the trace of time and the piety of people.
Looking Into Bao-an Temple displays a magic trip of a boy
in Bao-an Temple, in which he plays with diety and sacred
animal sculptures. Through the book, we see that temple
is not only a sacred place, but a place full of imagination,
legends, and magic.

Author: Yu-Jung Hsu
Illustrator: Yu-Jung Hsu
40 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789570850635, 9789570852776

Non-fiction

Maps of Taiwan, Maps of Taiwan Sticker Book, Maps of National
Parks in Taiwan
台灣地圖, 台灣地圖貼紙書, 台灣最美的地方：國家公園地圖
Chen Yu-lin's illustration has been selected by Bologna Illustrators
Exhibition!
--It took Chen two years to complete “Maps of Taiwan”. In a way
similar to Maps by Aleksandra Mizieli´nska and Daniel Mizieli´nski,
this book shows the readers everything about Taiwan through 19
stunningly beautiful and detailed maps.
--Follow-up book to “Maps of Taiwan”. “Maps of Taiwan Sticker
Book” will impress you with incredible maps and 150 stickers of
Taiwanese culture and destinations to show you Taiwan in the most
interesting way.
--Take a look at the map of Taiwan and visit ten of the most
beautiful National Parks in Taiwan. “The Most Beautiful Places in
Taiwan: Maps of National Parks in Taiwan” takes the readers to the
most beautiful landscape in Taiwan: from geography to nature, from
culture to various wonderful creatures in National Parks in Taiwan.
Through the book, readers get to know more about the place they
live and am deeply thrilled by the rich natural resources and the
breathtaking beauty of this small island.

Author: Yu-Lin Chen
Illustrator: Yu-Lin Chen
44 pages | 28 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789570848748, 4711132387919,
9789570852516

Non-fiction

Nanmen Market; Nishiki Market
一家人的南門市場;錦小路的京市場
Nanmen Market: A family goes to Nanmen market to buy food
and grocery. The shopping trip brings out the various products as
well as the history of Nanmen market. Also the book display the
process of how the market runs and how the grocery comes to
the market. Nishiki Market:This picture book introduces the Nishiki
Market in Kyoto. The story is about a girl Xi who hangs out with
her grandmother all the time, goes to the market with grandma.
Through their shopping trip, the readers get to learn more about
the market as well as Japanese culture. The book also introduces
Ito Jakuchu, a renowned Japanese artist, who grew up in the
market, which also inspired him to paint paintings of chickens,
vegetables, and other themes related to the market.

Author: Yi-Ching Yeh, Shih-Ying Chuang
Illustrator: Chong-we Chang, Li-Ling
Yang
48 pages | 26 x 27.5 cm
ISBN: 9789570854091, 9789570855371

Non-fiction

Olympic Games
奧運
Chen Yu-lin's illustration has been selected by Bologna Illustrators
Exhibition! This picture book introduces the knowledge of Olympic
Games through vivid illustration and easy-to-read text. Olympic
Games are one of the most important sports event in the world.
The picture book starts with basic information about Olympic
Games and then introduces different categories of sport games.
In each category, the reader can have a clear idea of what its
subcategories are, when the sport game first held, which countries
are especially good at it, etc. The author Chen Yu-lin is very good
at displaying these information through arranging the images in
a very creative as well as wise way, which makes this book even
more unique and attractive to readers.

Author: Yu-Lin Chen
Illustrator: Yu-Lin Chen
48 pages | 28 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789570854442

Fiction

Story Collection from Sou Shen Ji
搜神故事集:穿越時空的送信人
"Soushen Ji" is the compilation of legends, short stories, and
hearsay concerning Chinese gods, ghosts and other supernatural
phenomena, many of which are familiar to us. Li Mingzu, a veteran
children writer, selected and rewrote 30 classic stories that are
faboulous, clever, with dialogue and animal elements from the 464
articles in "Soushen Ji".

Author: Ming-Tzu Lee
Illustrator: Hung-Yao LinL
228 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789570857146

Fiction

The Story in the Classic of Mountains and Seas: the Series of Mr. Nanshan
山海經裡的故事：南山先生系列
The story in the Classic of Mountains
and Seas: the series of Mr. Nanshan
is based on the story in the Chinese
classic---Mountains and seas. The
book tells the story of a boy named
Nan, who was sent to a doctor,
Mr. Nanshan as an apprentice. At
Nanshan’s place, there are so many
mysterious and magical herbs. People
come to Mr. Nanshan for many different reasons, including having nightmares every night,
being incapable of controlling their own behaviors, etc. Some also bring all kinds of mythical
creatures and ask Mr. Nanshan what they are. How exactly can Mr. Nanshan help them?
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: Dun-ling Zou
Illustrator: Fang-chun Lo
524 pages | 17 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789570853513
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Exhibitors

Little Bear Books

小熊出版

Little Bear Books, established in September 2010, is a new division of The Republic
Publishing Group in Taiwan. In order to enrich children's reading experience and
satisfy their natural-born curiosity and the urge to explore the world, we commit
ourselves to publish the most professional and diverse children's books, by means
of cultivating the creativity and expertise of authors and artists in local Taiwanese
community, as well as introducing the state-of-the-art publications from abroad.
The categories of our publishing plan include: Picture Books, Fairy Tales, Chapter
Books and Young-Adult Fictions.

www.bookrep.com.tw
Contact: Hsing I Tu
jennytu@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 #1395

Children's Books

A Little Black Monkey
經典傳奇故事：小黑猴（新版）
Monks of the temple meditated and chanted all day long, leading a
peaceful and tranquil life. However, some monkeys stole things and
made a lot of troubles. The monks couldn’t do anything about these
monkeys, until a monk from a distant place came with a marvelous
idea for driving away the monkeys.

Author: Hsieh Wu-Jang
Illustrator: Shih Li-Rong
32 pages | 20.8 x 25.7 cm
ISBN: 9789865863364

Children's Books

Bold Old Lady
大膽的老婆婆
The bold old lady was making domplings while a dragon sneak into
her kitchen. What can the bold lady do?

Author: Shih-Liu An
Illustrator: Ya-Chi Shiao
32 pages | 22 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789578640696

Children's Books

Don't Tell Anyone!
千萬不要告訴別人！
I have a secret, and I'm telling you, and you alone…
Can you keep my aecret?

Author: Tung Chia
Illustrator: Tung Chia
32 pages | 18.7 x 23 cm
ISBN: 97898695063-59

Children's Books

OMG Help Me:Grandpa Black Bear Fotgot Something
天神幫幫忙：黑熊爺爺忘記了
Do you have wishes? Will you pray to God? There are 9 different
stories about God's help in this book. For example, Grandpa Black
Bear died, but he tried to go home to fulfill his last wish. However,
he has a bad memory. He can’t even find the way home…

Author: Zi Yu
Illustrator: Hui-Yuan Chang
120 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789578640726

Children's Books

Part-time Superman——Catching the Monster Under the Water
業餘超人：捉拿大水怪
I am a part-time super hero. So what? Jack of all trades can still
have a charm!
A big monster is coming! At such an urgent moment, we could only
ask help from the super hero who guarded this city.

Author: Guan Jin-Fong
Illustrator: Tseng Rei-Lan
160 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869791663

Children's Books

The DoReMi Family: DoDo and the Magic Bubble Gum
小鱷魚家族：多多和神奇泡泡糖（中英雙語繪本＋雙語朗讀音檔＋雙語情境互
動劇場）
The DoReMi Family is a crocodile family. DoDo sales his cherry pie
in the market. An old lady used her magical bubble gum to buy
DoDo's pie. DoDo chews the gum , and he blew a big bubble. The
bubble brings he to the sky and comes to the giant's home.
So, the giant meets the DoReMi Family. What things will happen to
them?

Author: Miyah Chen
Illustrator: Michael K.K Smith
Publisher: Little Bear Books
56 pages | 20.2 x 23.5 cm
ISBN: 9789578640955
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Exhibitors

Little Newton Science Education
Company Ltd.

小牛頓科學教育有限公司

Little Newton is one of the leading children and science publishing company in
Taiwan. Began with publication of “Newton Magazine” in 1983, “Little Newton
Magazine” in 1984, and “Little Newton for Kids and Toddlers” in 1990. Till now, we
have created over 1,000 best seller publications.
In 2003, we released our titles in China Mainland via copyright licensing. They have
been loved by many children, parents and teachers. Little Newton is taken as an
important brand for children publication in China.
Now, we will extend from paper books and eBooks to on-line courses, and from
Chinese-speaking world to worldwide.

http://www.enewton.com.tw/
Contact: Yung-Hsin Kao
kaoaaaa@enewton.com.tw
+886-2-2911-6078

Non-fiction

How Animals Lives-How To Eat or Not To Be Eaten
動物生存高手: 就是要吃東西
Nature is wonderful, mysterious and dangerous. In order to survive,
wild animals have developed a variety of unique survival skills.
These amazing ways of survival make the competition between
animals exceptionally exciting. This book introduces various
hunting methods of animals, such as antlion larva digging trap
in the sand, anglerfish fishing with fake bait, and humpback
whale create bubble net. This book also introduces the strategies
adopted by many animals to avoid predation, such as poison
dart frog producing toxins and the mimicry of dead leaf butterfly.
Brilliant pictures in the book let readers immerse themselves.
Reading this book not only allows children to learn about many
interesting animal behaviors, but also inspires children to admire
the mysteries of nature and love life.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
56 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579250122

Non-fiction

How Animals Lives-How To Start a Family
動物生存高手: 就是要傳宗接代
Nature is wonderful, mysterious and dangerous. In order to survive,
wild animals have developed a variety of unique survival skills.
These amazing ways of survival make the competition between
animals exceptionally exciting. This book introduces how animals
try their best to win the favor of the opposite sex in order to breed.
For example, male kingfisher give gifts to female kingfisher, bluefooted booby perform exquisite dance to attract female bird’s
attention, satin bowerbird build house to wait for bride to move in,
kangaroo and rhinoceros beetle bring down competitors. Brilliant
pictures in the book let readers immerse themselves. Reading
this book not only allows children to learn about many interesting
animal behaviors, but also inspires children to admire the mysteries
of nature and love life.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
56 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579250139

Comics

Idioms Comic Book Animals Series 1-4
漫畫成語百科 動物篇1-4
"Idioms Comic Book Animals Series" selects
idioms that related to animals such as tigers,
lions, pigs, cows, and chickens that children
are familiar with. The animal species covers
mammals, birds, birds, insects, and other
categories, compiled into lively and interesting
cartoons, so that children can learn scientific
knowledge while reading idiom stories. The
third book also specially plans the "idiom
story" column to allow Children understand the
history behind the idioms, and move towards
omni-directional learning.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
112 pages | 23 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865539627, 9789865539634,
9789865539641, 9789865539658

Comics

Idioms Comic Book Science Series 1-4
漫畫成語百科 科學篇1-4
"Idioms Comic Book Science Series" covers
idioms related to astronomy, meteorology,
earth sciences, physics, chemistry, applied
sciences, human body, medicine, and life
sciences. Based on the background of the
idiom stories, they are compiled into vivid
and interesting comics, so that children
could have a deeper understanding and
experience of idioms. After each idiom comic,
anthropomorphic and funny comics are used
to arouse learning motivation, and then text
narratives and real pictures will be used to
explain the scientific principles that contained
in the idiom, so that children can read the
idiom story while also dabbling in science
knowledge.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
128 pages | 23 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865539580, 9789865539597,
9789865539603, 9789865539610

Comics

Idioms Comic Book Wisdom Series 1-6
漫畫成語百科 智慧篇 1-6
"Idioms Comic Book Wisdom Series" carefully
designed creative, humorous comic plots
to express idioms, allowing children to fully
grasp the essence of idioms in a relaxed
and humorous atmosphere. The brief "Words
of Wisdom" reminds the significance of the
ancient idioms in today's era. Specially
planned columns such as "Focus Figures",
"Classics and Authors" link idioms with
related historical figures and Chinese cultural
treasures, so that children can absorb the
wisdom of the traditional cultural in subtle
ways.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
112 pages | 23 x 17 cm
ISBN: 9789865539528,
9789865539535, 9789865539542,
9789865539559, 9789865539566,
9789865539573

Non-fiction

Play & Learn-Adventure in the Grassland Steppes
PLAY & LEARN: 草原冒險
The goal of this series is to enable children to play games at the
same time assimilating various knowledge of science; so that they
may have a more comprehensive intellectual development. The
fun games encompass the two main themes of the grassland and
rainforest, providing a rich collection of knowledge on different
subject matters. This book highlights the attributes of being a
game collection as well as science reading material. Therefore, in
addition to playing games, it can also be used as science reading
material that contains a rich amount of knowledge. The parent may
also choose to guide the child in reading the knowledge contents
first, before getting on with playing the games. In the instance of
children of younger age, mom and dad need not compel them to
study the knowledge contents; they may simply play the games
first, and then learn the knowledge at a later time. Moreover, in
order to help the child to complete the games in a relaxed frame
of mind, the parent is recommended to treat this book as “games”
rather than as “homework”. If the child gets into difficulties, mom
and dad need not feel too anxious, they may give hints to the child
or skip over the difficult part to come back and play it again later.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
48 pages | 20 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579250405

Non-fiction

Play & Learn-Adventure in the Rainforests
PLAY&LEARN: 雨林探險
The goal of this series is to enable children to play games at the
same time assimilating various knowledge of science; so that they
may have a more comprehensive intellectual development. The
fun games encompass the two main themes of the grassland and
rainforest, providing a rich collection of knowledge on different
subject matters. This book highlights the attributes of being a
game collection as well as science reading material. Therefore, in
addition to playing games, it can also be used as science reading
material that contains a rich amount of knowledge. The parent may
also choose to guide the child in reading the knowledge contents
first, before getting on with playing the games. In the instance of
children of younger age, mom and dad need not compel them to
study the knowledge contents; they may simply play the games
first, and then learn the knowledge at a later time. Moreover, in
order to help the child to complete the games in a relaxed frame
of mind, the parent is recommended to treat this book as “games”
rather than as “homework”. If the child gets into difficulties, mom
and dad need not feel too anxious, they may give hints to the child
or skip over the difficult part to come back and play it again later.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
48 pages | 20 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579250665

Non-fiction

The Science in Fable Tales
寓言中的科學
"Apart from rich imagination, what inspiration can fable tales bring
to children? If the child can be guided to explore the profound
mystery of science whilst reading, enriching his or her knowledge
and understanding, how wonderful that would be.
The children’s familiar fable tales are in fact encapsulating many
interesting scientific phenomena. Little Newton’s “The Science
in fable tales” makes use of lively children's fable tales as the
conduit to stimulate the child’s motivation for learning, bringing
demonstration of scientific principles into children's world as lively
and animated stories and characters, bridging the gap between
fantasy and reality, and conferring rich colours to the otherwise dull
and monotonous knowledge of science."

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
64 pages | 18.5 x 26.5 cm
ISBN: 9789579250566

Non-fiction

The Science in Fairy Tales 1-2
童話中的科學1-2
Apart from rich imagination, what
inspiration can fairy tales bring to
children? If the child can be guided to
explore the profound mystery of science
whilst reading, enriching his or her
knowledge and understanding, how
wonderful that would be.
The children’s familiar fairy tales are
in fact encapsulating many interesting
scientific phenomena. Little Newton’s
“The Science in fairy tales” makes use
of lively children's fairy tales as the
conduit to stimulate the child’s motivation
for learning, bringing demonstration
of scientific principles into children's
world as lively and animated stories and
characters, bridging the gap between
fantasy and reality, and conferring
rich colours to the otherwise dull and
monotonous knowledge of science.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
64 pages | 18.5 x 26.5 cm
ISBN: 9789579250498, 9789579250504

Non-fiction

The Science in Myths
神話傳說中的科學
Apart from rich imagination, what inspiration can myths bring
to children? If the child can be guided to explore the profound
mystery of science whilst reading, enriching his or her knowledge
and understanding, how wonderful that would be.
The children’s familiar myths are in fact encapsulating many
interesting scientific phenomena. Little Newton’s “The Science
in myths” makes use of lively children's myths as the conduit to
stimulate the child’s motivation for learning, bringing demonstration
of scientific principles into children's world as lively and animated
stories and characters, bridging the gap between fantasy and
reality, and conferring rich colours to the otherwise dull and
monotonous knowledge of science.

Author: Little Newton Team
Illustrator: Little Newton Team
64 pages | 18.5 x 26.5 cm
ISBN: 9789579250559
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Exhibitors

Little Soldier Publishing Company Ltd.

小兵出版社有限公司

Little Soldier Publishing Company was founded by a group of enthusiastic mothers
hoping to transform their loving attentions for their children into books that can be
touched, hold, and read. In the past 29 years, it has received more awards than the
number of books it has published!

https://www.pcstore.com.tw/
bing/
Contact: Ching-Nan Tsai
bintonnet@mail2000.com.tw,
brenda@kiss99.com
+886-2-7729-8580 #128

Children's Books

Go for a Ride with Mom
陪媽媽兜風
This picture book is initiated by the Taiwan Association for Victims
of Occupational Injuries. As we enjoy the daily convenience
of roads, metros, and electricity, have you ever thought of the
sacrifices in lives and health that make these conveniences
possible?
Accidental work injuries that tear families apart happen on a
daily basis. These incidents happen without warning, and have
a tremendous impact on lives. How can the remaining family
members go on with their lives?
This kind of life lesson described in this book, although initiated
by the Taiwan Association for Victims of Occupational Injuries, is
an inevitable lesson for everyone that is more common than you
think. Although dark clouds may never really vanish by themselves,
we can at least hold each other’s hands, and step by step, walk
towards places where the sun shines.

Author: Taiwan Association for Victims
of Occupational Injuries
Illustrator: Rachel Chen (Wan-Ting
Chen)
48 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579047555

Rights Sold: Korean

Children's Books

I Love New Clothes
我愛新衣服
Bei-Bei got the gifts she wanted for so long on her birthday. A pink
Pettiskirt and a pair of shiny shoes. She insisted on putting on her
new outfit to play in the park later on that day after the rain. What
will happen then?
Every child will relate to this is picture book while their parents
laugh into it. Because they all have this kind of silly persistence
from time to time. The author presented the warmth and wisdom
in parent-child conflict in a funny childlike innocence way. Hoping
this book can help our children learn not to be afraid of making
mistakes, and to make a choice wisely, decide smart, and develop
their problem-solving ability.

Author: Li-Jung-Shih
Illustrator: Li-Jung-Shih
48 pages | 21 x 19.6 cm
ISBN: 9789579047548

Children's Books

Riveting Popsicle Sticks
好玩的冰棒棍
No mater the weather is hot or cold, having a popsicle is always
joyful for every child.
“Riveting Popsicle Sticks” is a picture book with games for parentchild using popsicle sticks. The author showed us so many
interesting little games simply using popsicle sticks. Playing along
with this book will open your mind of having a popsicle, create
unlimited possibilities of such pure enjoyment. These games are
not only environmental protected, but also with numerous varieties,
and no extra cost, no venue restrictions. Once started, you will
soon find happiness in the simplest of things and stimulate your
imagination and creativity.
Let us use these simple popsicle sticks to create all these simple,
pure, plain, and electromagnetic waves free parent-child time to
magnify the joy of having a popsicle.

Author: Li-Jung-Shih
Illustrator: oodi (Wu-Ti Huang)
48 pages | 21 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789579047685
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Exhibitors

Liyan Books Ltd.

立言圖書有限公司

Business: book publishing / audio book publishing / literary & educational books
distribution
In recent years, we have projected and published series of “Reading Taiwan”
literary picture books, and honorably wined multiple awards at home and abroad.
To project inviting Taiwan painters and writers cooperatively create literary picture
books which adopt Taiwan native culture elements. With brilliant and interactive
illustration and writing, provide children to experience a very concrete art and
quality reading. Hope to raise the readers’ awareness of Taiwan native cultures,
therefore to achieve a better understanding of the love and respect of the land.

http://www.readingtaiwan.com.
tw
Contact: Shin Su
sushin@bkagency.com.tw
+886-2-6632-0088

Children's Books

The Shiny Medal of Honor
閃亮的勳章
The Shiny Medal of Honor
This picture book is like a sincere and affectionate documentary.
If the law of conservation of mass is established, then memory will
never disappear. It is only temporarily stored in a safe or an old
suitcase.
One spring Saturday night, Guo-en’s mother took an old suitcase
from above the wardrobe to the living room. It seemed to Guo-en
that his mother was behaving like a pirate in a storybook who had
just dug up a mysterious treasure box, so he followed her curiously.
Guo-en watched in excitement and anticipation as his mother
slowly opened the box.
Through the second-generation mother, the third-generation Guoen from the military kindred village has seen the grandfather of the
first generation in the military kindred village. The inter-generational
arrangement is full of strong expectations for cultural inheritance.
"Medal" is the carrier of the military's sense of honor, representing
dedication and sacrifice being seen by the country and affirmed
by the society; "Military dependents" are the most important
spiritual support for military personnel and give them incomparable
encouragement; "Military kindred villages” has settled down the
military dependents, so that the military go forward bravely without
worries.

Author: Hong-Wen Xie
Illustrator: Jui-Cheng Chen
Publisher: Taoyuan City Government
Department of Cultural Affairs
48 pages | 21 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789865463366

Children's Books

The Taste of Pineapple
鳳梨的滋味
The Taste of Pineapple
Pineapple is a very native fruit in Taiwan. Its unremarkable thick
skin is full of sweet and sour aroma.
A sack of pineapple carried from Pingtung to Hsinchu makes
the author see and taste this unforgettable and full of warmth
pineapple for the first time when she was three years old.
This is a story written in the first person about the military
kindred village in Taiwan. Through vivid and warm language, it
incorporates many important time and space scenes and historical
backgrounds. Let's relive the story of the characters in that war
era, and many profound elements of the military kindred village are
also presented one by one.
The title of this picture book, which is full of philosophical
implications, also presents the mixed and varied tastes of people
who were far away from their hometown of war, traveled across the
sea and took root in Taiwan, just like the taste of Taiwan pineapple
in their respective interpretations of their taste buds.

Author: China- Hua Li
Illustrator: Chin-Lang Hsieh
Publisher: Taoyuan City Government
Department of Cultural Affairs
48 pages | 21 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789865463359
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Exhibitors

Locus Publishing Company

大塊文化出版股份有限公司

A Taiwanese publisher focusing on business, true stories (including memoirs,
biographies, travelogues, etc.), self-help, illustrated books, fiction, young adult,
history, philosophy, health, as well as daily inspirations and light literature designed
for female readers.

www.locuspublishing.com
Contact: Vinelle Pan
vinelle@locuspublishing.com
+886-2-8712-3898 #35

Non-fiction

A Day of the Sea
大海的一天
Illustrator HOM captures how the sea in Lanyu, Keelung, and
Matsu change across the day, from morning to afternoon to dusk to
night, as well as daily life by the sea.

Author: HOM
Illustrator: HOM
136 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865406790

Fiction

AHO
阿河
This book is about Aho, a hippo who explores the city, and a
boy who hardly leaves his room. The two of them embark on an
adventure to the woods to search for treasure.
*Bologna Illustrators Exhibition 2018: the illustrators selected

Author: Ahn Zhe
Illustrator: Ahn Zhe
64 pages | 21.55 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789862139844

Others

Best of Luck
幸運遇見你
Good and bad luck are elusive, like a lover’s heart, unpredictable
and forever changing. Perhaps good fortune really can be
summoned; if there’s no luck today, changing one’s perspective to
call it again, might bring tomorrow the best of luck.

Author: Jimmy Liao
Illustrator: Jimmy Liao
120 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865549367

Non-fiction

Love Letter
情批
"Love Letter" is an illustrated poem with the Taiwanese-language.
The first three landscapes of the book actually connect to form a
panorama with forests, log ponds, railroad tracks for transporting
logs, paper mills, and old printing presses. The poem is what
completes this gentle love letter to the transformation of trees
into books. This Love Letter is a confession of love to the author’s
mother language, to trees, to books, to the entire process of bookmaking.

Author: Animo Chen
Illustrator: Animo Chen
60 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789865549169

*Special Mention of the 2021 BolognaRagazzi Award for the Poetry category

Fiction

Mou-Ji and the Sun
牟吉
Mou-ji was a boy with amazing powers. He defeated the god of the
wind and thunder, kept tracing the sun. The sun became exhausted
and weak. Then a monster emerged from the darkness, preparing
the swallow the world……

Author: Chiaos Tseng, Wendy Yeh
Illustrator: Chiaos Tseng
72 pages | 21 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789865549435

Comics

The Secret Whispers 1
秘密耳語1
The comic centers on an android boy named Secret, whose true
identity is a superweapon of the state in its fight against enemy
nations of monsters. He lives life undercover when he's not on
the battlefield, attending an ordinary elementary school where
he is bullied by his classmates and disliked by his teachers for
being different. Secret thinks that life will always be like this,
until a newcomer who is just as different as he is joins the class.
Secret thinks he finally has a friend, but the truth is much more
complicated…

Author: Fish Wang
Illustrator: Chimney Elves
168 pages | 19 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789865549282
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Exhibitors

Mandarin Daily News

財團法人國語日報社

Mandarin Daily News, which was founded in 1948, had been assembled by a
group of experts from different fields working together to distribute children’s
newspapers, and providing cultural and educational content for children.
Within a few years, Mandarin Daily News has developed different departments
prosperously, including Publishing Center which has been engaged in publication
and committed to bringing diverse books for children. We keep trying to broaden
our horizon into different fields such as literature, history, science and education.
So far, we have presented more than 1000 kinds of publications.

https://www.mdnkids.com/
ebook/
Contact: Ting-Wei Hsu
hsutingwei@mdnkids.com
+886-2-2392-1133 #1806

Children's Books

Classic Tang Dynasty Chuanqi (tales)
經典傳奇故事：每天十分鐘，換孩子讀給你聽
Magically illustrated by 2018 Excellent Screenplay Award art
director, Shang-Ru Tsai.
16 selected Chuanqi from ancient China, recorded plausible
strange events that involve oriental spirits, deities, ghosts and
witchcraft.
Some of the stories convey the perspective that one good turn
deserves another, still most of them just left people in helpless,
regrettable or sad circumstances in the end, which may create a
mysterious aftertaste for readers.
(Chuanqi is a special Chinese literary genre which can be traced
back to over a thousand years ago.)

Author: Jing-Xian Ma
Illustrator: Shang-Ru Tsai
240 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789577518460

Children's Books

Take a Walk with Grandpa: Me and the Shadows. Whisper from
the Nature. (2 stories)
和林良爺爺散步去：影子和我•大自然的悄悄話
A poetic call of every tiny thing in our daily life.
When walking to school, playing in the park, taking a walk in the
evening, and power failure, you can feel the changes and fun
brought by light and shadows.
Watching the clouds in the sky, the smell of the pond, the dew of
the spider web, and the low-flying swallows, you will find out that
nature had told you so many little secrets of the weather.
Try to walk slowly and discover the beauty of everything, both
children and adult could turn ordinary days to extraordinary.

Author: Liang Lin
Illustrator: Yiting Lee
96 pages | 17 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789577518385

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

The Secrets Behind the Food We Have Everyday
吃的東西，原來如此！
A colorful and comprehensive reference book of the food we have
every day.
Abundant detailed cartoon and flow chart to simplify complex
knowledge.
Have you ever thought about: What is the manufacturing process of
chocolate, chewing gum, gummy candy, ice cream and other kidsfavorite snacks? How do people make cheese, jam, tofu, sausage,
instant noodles and other processed food?
The reporters for children’s newspaper interviewed 27
manufacturers and suppliers, discovered the procedure for making
different food, which may satisfy readers’ curiosity.

Author: Ding-Hao Hu, Yu-Ting Zhao
Illustrator: Avocado Mori, Le-Yuan Ma,
Dearocat
144 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789577518316

Children's Books

The Secrets Behind the Objects We Use Everyday
用的東西，大有來頭！
A colorful and comprehensive reference book of the objects we
use every day.
Abundant detailed cartoon and flow chart to simplify complex
knowledge.
Have you ever thought about: What is the manufacturing process
of pencil, crayon, eraser, paper and other stationery that children
commonly use in the classroom? How do people make soap, lotion,
glasses, tissue, plastic bag, candle, pottery, cardigan and other
objects we have to use in everyday life?
The reporters for children’s newspaper interviewed 26 craftsmen
and professionals, discovered the procedure for making different
objects, which may satisfy readers’ curiosity.

Author: Ding-Hao Hu, Yu-Ting Zhao,
Xiao-Qi Ruan, Yun-Zhu Chen, ZhegYong Huang
Illustrator: Avocado Mori, Le-Yuan Ma,
Dearocat, Xiao-Du Huang, Jia-Yi Lin
144 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789577518330

Children's Books

Unlock Your Imagination: Cities Around the World
這座城市，超乎想像！
Drawing by highly anticipated artist Hsiao-Chi Chang, who had
been selected for 2021 Bologna Children’s Book Fair Illustrators
Exhibition.
Follow the steps of aliens, Captain Flower and her fellows, land
on the Earth and travel around the world. They visit 16 main cities
in 16 different countries, explore local culture, food, art pieces,
architectures, scenic spots and symbols that can represent the
cities, perfectly showing the charm of the world to young readers.

Author: Wen Gu
Illustrator: Hsiao-Chi Chang
176 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789577518484
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Exhibitors

Mi:Lu Publishing

捷克商麋鹿多媒體有限公司台灣分公司

Mi:Lu Publishing, established in 2017 by Czech artist Tomas Rizek publishes
books for kids in traditional Chinese language. Based in Czech and Taiwan, Mi:Lu
participates in activities supporting children´s education and international culture
exchange. Besides making beautiful picture books, Mi:Lu also works with several
famous local authors such us Liu Ka-shiang, Wu Ming-yi, Lo Ching to translate their
books into Czech language and published them in Czech. So far Mi:Lu have been
cooperating with Czech MOC as well as Taiwanese MOC and other Taiwanese
institutions, CCK-ISC at Charles University, National Museum of Taiwan Literature,
National Library of Public etc.

http://www.milupublishing.
com
Contact: Emily Jiang
Emily99974@gmail.com
+886-912-987-877

Children's Books

Forest Trip
森林之旅
Is the beauty in the detail or in the large scenery? Is the intimacy
in the speech or in the silent contact with the others? Can we get
lost in the forest? How do we feel when we finally find a path in
the forest? Come with us to observe the beautiful world around
us. Sure this book is about the searching friendship and about the
searching position in life. I try say to children what is important for
them. That thay can咨 to be worry. They need to be open to world.
And all important things comming soon.

Author: Pavlina Kramska
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
26 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9788088262046

Children's Books

Lukai Pearl
達羅巴令湖
It's about a love story between the Rukai Tribe&rsquo;s guardian,
a snake spirit and the Rukai Tribe leader&rsquo;s daughter. This
tale has the look of the eastern version of Beauty and the Beast.
On top of it, we added a theme of the sustainable development of
environment.

Author: Chialu Dargaw
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
28 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9788088262084

Children's Books

Monsters Howl Amis' Harvest Tale
美崙山上有怪物
Amis' Harvest tale was the most common one among Amis Tribe.
In the form of poetry, we show Taiwan aboriginals' natural sense of
beats and rhythms to the world.

Author: Chialu Dargaw
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
28 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9788088262091

Children's Books

Shoot the Sun
泰雅勇士大步向前
This book was selected by Taiwan Ministry of Culture into the 40th
Book for Youth. It's the story about shooting the sun, from Taiwan
aboriginal ancient tale.

Author: Chialu Dargaw
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
28 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9788088262077

Children's Books

The Little Bunny With a Spot
臉上有斑的小兔子
Have you ever felt out of place in a group because you are different
from others? Do you think you are the weird on? At the school
stage, we may feel inferior due to differences in body shape,
appearance, or sexuality from most people. The little bunny in the
story has a brown spot on his face, it makes the little bunny looks
different from his partner, he decides to leave the forest. On the
way, he meets a bear with a spot on his face. They start a trip of
searching their innermind……

Author: Stephanine Zhu
Illustrator: Stephanine Zhu
36 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869730747

Others

The Little Yellow Umbrella
小黃傘
This book is like a mirror of you, bringing some questions to you.
Readers compare thier experienes and situation, and they could
check some ways and responses with these texts and pictures.
To me, the little yellow umbrella is a symbol of "key point". On
our life journeys, we rely on these "key points", which come to us
at different stages, affect us, and shape us to become who we
are now. A key point comes to greet us then leaves, so we can
move on with our lives to look for the next small yellow umbrella.
Because of these small yellow umbrellas in life, I can carry on my
life journey... Looking for the yellow umbrella is a journey of selfseeking in life. Many years ago, I was lost in the remote countryside
in China. I tried hard to find any recognizable landmarks. In the
distance, a yellow umbrella, soaked in rain and moisture, moved
left and right on the foggy hillside. The bright yellow was my only
guidance. It moved from side to side along the winding mountain
road. Sometimes it went up then took a sharp turn and went down.
Finally, not too faraway, I saw it re-emerge. Then it passed me by
and waved a bit as if it was saying goodbye. In a blink of an eye,
this small yellow umbrella disappeared behind the cliff and was
nowhere to be seen.

Author: Tomas Rizek
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
32 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869730730

Children's Books

The Song of Mountains, Forest and Sea
山林與海之歌
With European's vision to Taiwan story, the collection includes three
most well known Taiwan aboriginal tales, Monsters Howl, Shoot the
Sun and Rukai's Pearl.
Rights Sold: Czech

Author: Chialu Dargaw
Illustrator: Tomas Rizek
84 pages | 23 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9788088262138

Children's Books

Where Is Momo's Halo?
莫莫的光圈不見了
There are countless partings in one's life. After graduation, we set
good friends apart; We move to bid farewell to familiar neighbors;
sometimes a live pass away without warning... Parting is an
inevitable event, and it is also a lesson for everyone to practice. Let
the picture book accompany the children to learn to say goodbye.
May we all cherish the time together before saying goodbye. The
bits and pieces and warm memories we have together will become
the motivation for us for the future.

Author: Pin Zhu
Illustrator: Pin Zhu
28 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869730754
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Exhibitors

Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd.

南一書局企業股份有限公司

As one of the top three textbook publishers in Taiwan, Nan I Book Enterprise Co.,
Ltd. has been working on Taiwan Education for over six decades. However, what
we do today is more than providing teaching materials. Aiming to be “Your Best
Learning Partner” in every phase of learning, we embarked on six core company
professions in 2013: K-12 Educational Publishing, Online Learning Innovations,
Evaluation Test Expertise, Cultural and Creative Talent Cultivation, Multi-Intelligence
Course Support, and Intellectual Property (IP) Licensing.

https://trans.nani.com.tw/
shopping/index.jsp
Contact: Mengying Hsieh
mengying@bardonchinese.
com
+886-2-2364-4995

Fiction

An Invitation
一封邀請函
Morris received an invitation for Uncle Cedric's party. He was
exciting! But as a mole he never wake up in the morning?
Unsurprisingly he overslept...He rushed to the train station and
there was a massively long queue already. What could Morris do?
Could he make it to the party?

Author: Yi-Ting Lee
Illustrator: Yi-Ting Lee
Publisher: Kido Family Time
40 pages | 21 x29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789574436378

Fiction

Bob's Adventure
巴布的探險
Bob the astronaut embarked the space travel he had been
expecting for so long yet his spaceship accidentally broke down.
That was how a series of exciting adventures began.

Author: Tsui-Yin Chen
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Chen
Publisher: Kido Family Time
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436408

Fiction

Good Morning Zoo
早安動物園
The sound of music for moning exercise came from the zoo's entry
plaza. Animals were gathering up quickly for the workout. “One two
three four ” “Two two three four.” Come join the morning exericese
in good spirits!

Author: Tsui-Yin Chen
Illustrator: Chi-Chi Huang
Publisher: Kido Family Time
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436552

Fiction

Hanging Out with Me
陪我玩
I want someone to play with me but everyone is busy on the farm.
They are on their way to school doing the laundry and delivering
milk. Oh who can play with me anyway?

Author: Tan-Ning Wu
Illustrator: Shu-Yu Yu
Publisher: Kido Family Time
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436828

Fiction

Little Oni Doesn't Like Rainy Days
不喜歡雨天的小雨蛙
Little Oni didn't like rainy days so he decided to visit Patchy the
gira?e at the sunny Meadow. What would happen during his trip?

Author: Tsui-Yin Chen
Illustrator: Kuan-Chen Tu
Publisher: Kido Family Time
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574435975

Fiction

Luca's Lantern
樂樂的小燈籠
Luca has a small lantern which shines brightly. One day Luca's
lantern breaks. He goes on a journey to the city wanting to find a
way to fix his lantern. Can he light it up again? People often think
that they need to pursue external things to prove their specialness
but we forget that we are all special in our own way. This is a story
that aims to bring light to people who are looking for strength.

Author: Min-I Yen
Illustrator: Min-I Yen
Publisher: Kido Family Time
48 pages | 27.5 x 21.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436811

Fiction

Teeny
小不點
It’s probably alright to play with colors...? Let’s think outside the box
and use our eyes to unfold the sceret of color. Follow Teeny now to
enjoy the fun of art!

Author: Tsui-Yin Chen
Illustrator: Jo-Shin Lee
Publisher: Kido Family Time
36 pages | 29.5 x 17.6 cm
ISBN: 9789574436866

Fiction

The Gift
禮物
Memories between a little girl and her granny evolved into heartfelt
love. While cherishing the love it also powered the girl to pursue
happiness.

Author: Tsui-Yin Chen
Illustrator: Fen-Niang Wu
Publisher: Kido Family Time
40 pages | 25.8 x 30.8 cm
ISBN: 9789574436873

Fiction

The Moon Today
今天的月亮
Trivial things trouble us and usually make our heads spin.
Fortunately there's always someone out there giving us a hand.
Everyone tries a little bit to help so the head stop spinning. What
troubles us is no longer a trouble.

Author: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Illustrator: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Publisher: Kido Family Time
24 pages | 20.5 x 20.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436675

Fiction

Who Lives in It?
是誰住在裡面呀？
There was a mysterious hole that could gulp down a whole bucket
of water on the vegetable farm. Who lived in the hole anyway?

Author: Tan-Ning Wu
Illustrator: CE Tsai
Publisher: Kido Family Time
28 pages | 24 x 25.5 cm
ISBN: 9789574436545
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Exhibitors

Pace Books, an imprint of Walkers
Cultural Enterprise Ltd.

遠足文化事業股份有限公司（步步出版）

Pace Books, an imprint from Book Republic, focuses on picture books and
children’s non-fiction reference books.Book Republic is a leading Taiwanese book
publishing company that owns more than twenty imprints and publishes in-depth
works from a diverse range of topics. For more than two decades, Book Republic
has established a reputation for providing groundbreaking and expansive content,
gaining a formidable presence in Taiwan’s publishing market.
At Pace Books, we specialize in publishing quality picture books, children’s fiction
and non-fiction books for children age 3 to 10. Our aim is to bring you intelligent
and imaginative children’s books that bewitch young hearts, enrich young minds as
well as nourish and encourage creativity.

https://www.bookrep.com.tw/?
md=gwindex&cl=index&at=ind
ex
Contact: Belle Huang
belle@bookrep.com.tw
+886-2-2218-1417 #1389

Children's Books

A Miles of Life
老船的最後一哩路
The ship, Bin, was once a lively ship, which always sail far away
from shore and brings back lots of fish. Captain likes Bin, and
fellow ships admire Bin. Years passed by, Bin had grown rusted.
Bin didn’t sail anymore, and he missed the ocean. Finally, Bin’s last
day had come.

Author: Ada Kang
Illustrator: Ada Kang
32 pages | 19.8 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789579380669

Children's Books

Beyond Dajia's Gate
出大甲城
From a young age, the children of Dajia hear stories about Mazu,
the goddess of the sea, whose birthday is celebrated each year
during the third month of the lunar calendar. Worshippers come
from near and far to join a great procession, filled with all sorts
of interesting vehicles and a parade of mythological characters.
Amidst the music, free food, and dancing, a mysterious bond forms
between the villagers and worshippers. After the children of Dajia
grow up, no matter where they live, they return each year to the
town, where Mazu remains the symbol of their home.

Author: Ballboss
Illustrator: Ballboss
48 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579380577

Children's Books

By the Sea
看海的地方
All kinds of stories are happening by the shore. There’s the painter
who stayed inside and draw all day when it’s rainy. There’s the
fishing man who listen to music while fishing. There’s the girl who
travels alone and enjoy wandering in the port. And there’s the
radio, reporting all kinds of story happening by the sea.

Author: HOM
Illustrator: HOM
32 pages | 19.8 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789579380676

Children's Books

Granny's Favourite Toy
喀噠喀達喀噠
Where did she get her favourite blouse and bag? She didn’t buy
them, Granny made them. Granny takes all kinds of requests.
Even a giant dinosaur bag. All because Granny has a wonderful,
magical toy. A toy that makes a ke-da ke-da ke-da sound. But then
one day, as Granny is helping her make a costume for a school
performance, the machine breaks! How will Granny be able to
complete such an important undertaking without her special toy?
Will she make it onto the stage in time? And what strange things
are about to happen to Granny’s broken toy?
Written from the perspective of a young girl, Granny’s Favourite
Toy isn’t just a story about a sewing machine, but a love across
the generations and the everyday tenderness that exists between
grandmother and granddaughter. Bei Lynn’s drawings are both
fresh and yet somehow also nostalgic, offering both a child’s eye
view and an adult reminisce on days gone past.

Author: Bei Lynn
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
44 pages | 22.5 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789579380744

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese, Korean, Japanese
*2019 Sankei Children's Book Award (Japan)

Children's Books

Three Little Moles: Amazing Talent
三隻小鼴鼠：了不起的本事
It was a sunny morning, two little moles followed Grandpa moles
into the forest. They saw ducklings and Mama duck hovering
around a hole in the earth: a duckling had fallen. Grandpa mole
said that all animals have their own talent, and now, with the mole’s
“talent,” they were about to rescue the fallen duckling for Mama
duck…

Author: Che-Ming Chang
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
36 pages | 19 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789579380607

Children's Books

Three Little Moles: Forest Adventure
三隻小鼴鼠：森林裡的奇遇
It was hiking day. Grandpa mole took little moles to the mountains.
It was foggy in the mountains. In the fog, little moles found a nest
of baby birds. But here came the owl! Little moles had to keep the
baby birds safe until Mama bird came home…

Author: Che-Ming Chang
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
36 pages | 19 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789579380614

Children's Books

Three Little Moles: Let's Bake Sweet Potato
三隻小鼴鼠：一起來烤番薯
Grandpa mole and little moles found some sweet potatoes. They
dug and dug, but there was someone also digging the same
potatoes: the chipmunks! The moles decided to share the food
with the chipmunks. Grandpa mole baked the sweet potatoes real
sweet, and everyone was having a good time.

Author: Che-Ming Chang
Illustrator: Che-Ming Chang
36 pages | 19 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789579380607

Children's Books

Welcome to the Paradise : The Story of Migratory Birds
哈囉！你好！：濕地裡的野鳥新樂園
Taiwanese illustrator Bo-Le, Liu specializes in observing the wildlife
animals and drawing them down with stunning painting works. In
this book, he set the scene in one of the wetlands in Chiayi City,
which had been abandoned by human but saved by the wild birds.
In his eyes, the birds gathered together chirping as if they’re saying
“Hello!” “How are you?” to each other. But there was one big black
bird, standing alone and didn’t care to speak to anyone. Was he
just like being alone, or there was something that he’s waiting for?

Author: Bo-Le Liu
Illustrator: Bo-Le Liu
48 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789579380553

Children's Books

Who's in the Hole
是誰在洞裡啊？
One day, when the Taiwanese Black Bear went out for some
honey, he found a hole that he’d never seen before. He couldn’t go
inside and see, so he smelt closely, turned out that it was a brand
new smell that he’d never smelt either! He began to dig in, while
accidentally damaging a termite nest, the mystery was solved. The
hole belonged to the pangolin!
For the trouble the Black Bear caused, the pangolin lost its food.
Could he help and make it up to the new friend?

Author: Chieh-Wen Cheng
Illustrator: Chieh-Wen Cheng
48 pages | 25.5 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789579380454

*2021 Bologna Children's Book Fair Illustrators Exhibition (Finalists List)
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Exhibitors

Rye Field Publications, a division of
Cité Publishing Ltd.

小麥田出版

Established in 2014, Rye Field Children is an imprint of Rye Field Publications.
Introducing two book lines: Story Hall (focus on children’s literature and youth-adult
fiction) and Knowledge Hall (focus on non-fiction), Rye Field Children aims to bring
the enjoyment of reading to young readers, and to connect the youth and adults by
sharing the pleasure of reading. Our mission is to spread the seed of reading that
growing into a blooming field for the next generation.

https://www.cmh.com.tw/sub_
cite.htm
Contact: Vicky Wu
vicky_wu@hmg.com.tw
+886-2-2500-7696 #2779

Children's Books

Mommy Is My Angel
媽媽是天使
Yi-Chin Huang began his career as the illustrator of picture books
in 1988, and was once entered into the Illustrator’s Exhibition of
the Bologna Children’s Book Fair. This is Huang’s anticipated latest
book.
To ease the grief and loss; to love and reminiscence:
The book overflows with the affection shared between the parents
and the children. Accompanied by the Angel Mother, the little
girl gains the strength to transform her memories of her beloved
one into a power that will help her get through—in the face of
bereavement.
A picture book that is profoundly enlightening:
This book serves as a sort of guidance that takes its young readers
onto an expedition in hope to find the ultimate meaning of life and
death, and to reconcile with the bereavement of losing the beloved
ones. A heartfelt journey full of love and tenderness.

Author: Yi-Chin Huang
Illustrator: Yi-Chin Huang
40 pages | 20.5 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789578544659
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Exhibitors

San Min Book Company

三民書局

San Min Book Co., Ltd., founded in 1953, is now a leading and well-known
publisher in Taiwan. With the purpose of propagating academic thoughts,
motivating culture development and providing high quality books for readers, over
10,000 different titles have been published so far, including books of dictionaries,
law, philosophy, religion, art, literature, economics, language learning, education,
and children literature. San Min’s publications are not only held in high repute but
also have won many awards.

https://www.sanmin.com.tw/
home/index#
Contact: Allie Hwang
editor@sanmin.com.tw
+886-2-2500-6600 #516

Children's Books

Animal Growth Party (6 titles)
小屁的動物成長派對 (共6冊)
Pipi Liu’s adorable art and fun writing gives life
to these educational stories, making the Animal
Party series a perfect marriage of scientific
knowledge and children’s books. Readers learn
about the wonders of nature and to embrace
moral character traits through this series based
on anthropomorphic animals in a way similar to
Aesop's Fables.
However, unlike Aesop, the Animal Party
series focuses on portraying animal traits in
a scientifically accurate way. Whether it’s the
symbiotic relationship between hermit crabs
and sea anemones or the engineering feats of
beavers, parents and children alike can learn
from reading these wonderful stories together!

Author: Pipi Liu
Illustrator: Pipi Liu
32 pages | 21.2 x 24.4 cm
ISBN：9789571465562,
4712780665930, 9789571466606,
9789571465579, 4712780664247,
9789571465616

Children's Books

Bebe and Friends
貝貝和好朋友
Picture books have evolved beyond 2D illustrations!
Through photographs of highly detailed, handcrafted
dolls and environments, children are able to fully
immerse themselves in Bebe's animal world. By
following along on adventures with Bebe and his
friends, children will learn simple mathematical
concepts that are relevant to their every day lives.
First, join Bebe's friends as they plan and prepare
a surprise birthday party for him! Everyone keeps
careful track of the time so that they'll be ready when
Bebe shows up at the party, and children can follow
along with the analogue clock printed on each page.
Then, children learn to recognize basic shapes and colors with
Bebe and his friends. Santa's reindeer catches a cold, so Bebe and
his friends come to the rescue by taking over the job and helping
Santa deliver the last few gifts on his list.

Author: Pipi Liu
Illustrator: Pipi Liu
40 pages | 21.5 x 26.0 cm
ISBN: 9789571469812, 9789571469829

Children's Books

Caterpillar Boy
毛毛蟲男孩
Due to the thick, caterpillar-like scar on his face, Yang-yang is too
self-conscious to talk to his classmates. He's sure that everyone
will be scared of him! However, he still wishes he had friends to
play with. How will his dreams ever come true?
This book by Ming-gong Chiang is a heartwarming story about
overcoming fears and developing confidence in oneself. It also
reminds children that visible scars are nothing to be afraid of and
to be accepting of those who may look different.

Author: Ming-gong Chiang
Illustrator: Ming-gong Chiang
32 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789571465951

Children's Books

Sailing to Whale Island
航向鯨奇島
A distinguished guest has come to visit the school—a little sperm
whale—and a strange connection forms between DaYu and the
whale. That night, he’s swept away to unfamiliar seas by the waves
that fill his room. Can Dayu find the “Whales” with the help of a
yacht, two mysterious items, and his marine friends? What is the
true identity of the “Whales”?
Based on his experience of rescuing a young sperm whale, the
author embarks on a fantasy ocean adventure, using the friendship
between the little boy and the whale to illustrate the importance of
ocean conservation.

Author: Mingshan Li
Illustrator: Zhipeng Yuan
168 pages | 17 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789571470337

Children's Books

Teeny Tiny: We Are Microbes
小不隆咚──我們是微生物！細菌、病毒與真菌小小世界裡的大知識
Fuzz is a microbe. He’s so tiny that the human eye can’t see him!
All around us are little things that are too tiny to see. They grow,
divide, mutate, and evolve without us even noticing. They may be
small, but they make a difference to all life on Earth!
Where do they come from? How did humans discover them? How
many different kinds are there? How are they relevant to our lives?
Let Fuzz introduce you to the world of microbes!

Author: Miki Lee
Illustrator: Fun Art Studio
48 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789571467474
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Exhibitors

Sharp Point Press/Cité Publishing
Limited

城邦文化股份有限公司 尖端出版

Sharp Point Media Group is a subsidiary of Cité Media Holding Group. It is
currently diversifying its business by engaging in a diverse array of business fields,
including digital media, original content intellectual property management, cultural
and creative industry brokerage, integrated marketing campaigns, online creation
platforms, and e-commerce

https://www.spp.com.tw/
Contact: Carol Huang
carol_huang@mail2.app.com.
tw
+886-2-2500-7600

Children's Books

Animal Village’s Festivals
動物村莊的節慶派對
Traditional festivals with 12 Chinese Zodiac animal representatives!
How fun is it to celebrate festivals, and how interesting would it
be to know about celebrations made in other places of this world!
Holidays are important and loved and worshipped by us, but do
we still remember where or how do these holidays appear?
Every culture has its own special festivals that celebrate different
purposes. This picture book combines 8 most representative
festivals in the Chinese culture with the 12 zodiac animals to share
with children why we celebrate these festivals. Besides sharing
with them the meanings of these special days, the book also talks
about some of the “must-dos” for these special occasions and how
to work with each other to complete these tasks.
Festivals mentioned:
Lunar New Year’s Eve, the Lunar New Year’s Greetings, the Lantern
Festival, the Tomb Sweeping Festival, the Dragon Boat Festival, the
Chinese Valentine’s Day, the Ghost Festival and the Mid-Autumn
Festival.

Author: Poca
Illustrator: Tai Pera
Publisher: Light Press
176 pages | 26 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789579077903

Children's Books

Bear with Me
我的守護熊
It's a new semester, I transferred to a new class, everyone already
has a partner, so teacher Sally found a special partner for me,
Bear.
At the beginning, I felt that the bear was very annoying. No matter
where I went or what I did, Bear always stayed with me. Until one
day, I got in trouble and found that silent companionship and
tolerance were actually the most sincere guardian of the Bear.

Author: Josef Lee
Illustrator: Josef Lee
Publisher: Light Press
56 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077897

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

Bunny the Secret Keeper
秘密小兔
How many times have we said in our life, “Do you want to hear a
secret? But promise me you won’t tell anyone!”, and how many
times have we told another person someone’s secret? Don’t worry,
you can tell your secret to Bunny the Secret Keeper as it never
shares the secret it received from its best friend Mei. Mei is not a
happy girl, and like most of us, she did some, “not so good” things
in her life as well. Like hiding away her friend’s toy, or accidently
messed up the library book. Mei told every secret to her best
friend Bunny. But because Bunny is the best secret keeper, its
backpack is overloaded with too many secrets. One day after Mei
told Bunny she now hates her parents the most, Bunny decided “this
is enough!” and not to listen any other secrets. His ears are full of
clips, and it worked! He can’t hear any other secrets now but that
day, Mei was heart-broken and chose to tell her secret to Bunny.
Bunny felt so bad that he had clips on his ears so he could not
hear about it anymore. Bunny couldn’t comfort Mei because he did
not know what happened, instead, it saw Mei wrote a letter and put
it into the drawer. Bunny knew the secrets he missed are sealed
in the letter, he must do something to help his best friend. Here
begins the journey of a loyal Bunny friend.

Author: Chang, Yo-Yu
Illustrator: cat fish
Publisher: Light Press
128 pages | 25.6 x 18 cm
ISBN: 9789865517519

Rights Sold: Korean

Children's Books

Kappa's Daily 1：My first day as a transfer
小河童的成長繪本 1 轉學的第一天
The little kappa from the southern island is a nervous and afraid
child. Because of his parents' jobs got changed , he has to move
to a northern village and transfer to Poca Primary School. Because
he is shy and worried, he's afraid of talking to other classmates,
which also caused other classmates misunderstand him and got
some problems on kappa's first day.

Author: Poca
Illustrator: Poca
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 19 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789579077774

Children's Books

Kappa's Daily 2：Give Me a Hand, Kappa!
小河童成長繪本 2 小河童幫幫我
Sympathy, Expression, Entering a New Environment
Kappa just moved from an island to a mountain with mommy
and has just started to go to a new local school. Kappa is shy,
nervous but works so hard to get used to this new environment
while missing everything back home. It’s the teacher, Mr. Jeffrey’s
birthday tomorrow and the class is getting ready for the birthday
party. However, everyone has their own small favors to ask for
Kappa’s help. There is less than one day for the preparation and
Kappa has to do his own work and help out everyone. Can Kappa
finish drawing the birthday card, cleaning the floor, run down the
mountains to get black tea and help everyone?

Author: Poca
Illustrator: Poca
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 19 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789579077774

Children's Books

Kappa's Daily 3：Tweety Who Misses an Ear.
小河童成長繪本 3 耳朵缺一角的啾啾
Frequently attacked, so the class and Kappa decides to make
him feel all comfy and welcomed in class. However, Tweety was
unwilling to play with the class, the class now thinks “That’s why
Tweety was kicked out by his friends! He is so weird!” Follow
Kappa and let’s help Tweety to blend in!
This picture book aims to guide our children to take a step back
and try to understand the reason behind someone’s action
instead of giving them a tag and decide to leave them alone. The
willingness to help out others and to communicate with new friends
is important for children when entering a new environment or
someone new comes in. It is a great selection also for the parents
to reflect on this topic and discuss on things we can do when
facing similar scenario with our kids.

Author: Poca
Illustrator: Poca
Publisher: Light Press
48 pages | 19 x 22 cm
ISBN: 9789579077774

Children's Books

My Two Mommies
我有兩個媽媽
Is it weird to have two mommies? Can you actually have two
mommies?
I-Lun has got two mommies, mommy Bao and mommy Ga Ga. I-Lun
has also got so many questions from her friends at school. “Why
do you have two mommies?” “Are your mommies married?” “Don’t
we all have a daddy and a mommy?” Is I-Lun really that special?
Taiwan’s first original picture book about homosexual marriage.
After legalizing same-sex marriage in May, 2019, the society
expects to have more children coming from a homosexual family
entering schools in the future. Peers are so important for children
and by reading this book with them, we hope to guide our kids
through the topic that love comes in different forms but they are
equal in another. It is especially important for children coming from
the same-sex family to understand that although the structure of
their family may be different from others, they are just as equally
loved by their mommies/daddies as their other friends who have a
mommy and a daddy.

Author: Liu, Yu-Hao
Illustrator: Liu, Tsung-Yu
Publisher: Light Press
56 pages | 21 x 29 cm
ISBN: 9789865517380

Children's Books

Peace, Will You Play with Me?
我們一起玩好嗎？
The first cooperation between Taiwan & Singapore’s famous picture
book authors! When the wall has been built, the sky and the earth
are marked with various inviolable boundaries. How could "peace"
be realized?
Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

Author: Josef Lee, Chi-hung Wu
Illustrator: Josef Lee
Publisher: Light Press
56 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789579077422

Children's Books

Welcome to Taiwan Wetlands restaurant
歡迎光臨溼地鳥餐廳
Taiwan has a very, very special "restaurant", a cafeteria with no
boss and no waiters. It turns out that this restaurant is the wetland,
and birds are frequent visitors here. Let's take a look around the
special restaurant with the birds!

Author: Yu-ling Huang
Illustrator: Yu-ling Huang
Publisher: Light Press
40 pages | 25.6 x 18 cm
ISBN: 9789579077323
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Exhibitors

Slowork Publishing

慢工文化事業有限公司

Focuses on publishing original graphic novels, with “diversity” at the core and
“exploring truth” as the creative starting point. Assembles creators from countries
across East Asia and South-East Asia to search for an illustrated narrative style that
belongs uniquely to Asia.

www.sloworkpublishing.com/
shop/
Contact: Pei-Shan Huang
peishan_
huang@sloworkpublishing.com
+886-905-568-534

Comics

A Trip of Asylum
瘋人院之旅
"A Trip to Asylum" is a fictional story based on Pam Pam's life
experiences.
Despite its vivid depiction of the serious challenges facing mental
health patients, the comic retain its dark humor in telling the story
of a young man who gradually uncovers his childhood trauma
in the basement of an asylum. The story, set in the early '90s in
Taiwan, plays with the trope of the entire world appearing as an
asylum to mental health patients.
She also highlights the controversies of recent years surrounding
mentally ill defendants in Taiwan's judicial system, forcing the
reader to gain a better understanding of psychological disorders
before they take sides. She gives dramatic treatment to the
idea that individuals with mental illness are often the product of
domestic and other forms of violence, guiding her audience to
appreciate that a broad set of factors undergird these issues.
Pam Pam offers a unique perspective on how individuals suffering
mental health issues go about their daily routine as well as fit into
mainstream society. She also wants to mention that: normal people
are not really NORMAL.

Author: Pam Pam Liu
Illustrator: Pam Pam Liu
336 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789574375844

*2020 TIBE Book Prize/ Fiction/ First Prize

Comics

Good Friend, Cancer
癌症好朋友
In February 2019, Pam Pam began publishing installments of
"Good Friend, Cancer" on her Facebook fan page, depicting in
single panels what happened after her mother was diagnosed
with cancer. The diagnosis not only revealed her mother’s health
problem, but also threw the family into turmoil. As her daughter,
Pam Pam naturally took up the responsibility to nurse her mother.
However, what lies behind this development, which seems perfectly
normal in Chinese culture, is a much deeper anxiety.

Author: Pam Pam Liu
Illustrator: Pam Pam Liu
186 pages | 15 x 15 cm
ISBN: 9789869509053

Comics

Mayfly Island
蜉蝣之島
A prophetic comic that combines Austronesian culture and
ecological catastrophe.
In a near future where the Earth’s ecology has fallen apart, “Mayfly”,
the only land that remains pure, is instead viewed as an ominous
symbol. In the face of a gloomy tomorrow, how will the people of
the future view the continuation of life?

Author: Li Shang-Chiao
Illustrator: Evergreen Yeh
144 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857307

Comics

Deeper Blue
藍色潮間帶
In the distant future, robots work on ecological restoration after
human leave the earth.
Day by day. Year by year.
This is a small science fiction comic on the encounter and
separation of two robots with no connection.
As a river mouth restoration robot, my works are nothing else
but coral farming, transplanting Kandelia, monitoring migratory
birds and some others.
Someday at the seashore, I found a beached robot whale in my
farmland, as an accident toward my tedious lives.
At the far vacant time and space, the two robots break into each
other’s lives. They talk, share, kill time, and lastly get back to
their own lives.
It’s like the people we meet in independent travels. Though
having much in common, we say them farewell in the morning
and continue our own trip. Maybe somehow like two tired office
workers sit at the same table in an izakaya. They pour out their
heart about the pressure of lives and separate without knowing
names.
This short encounter depicts greater boredom with lives. The
boredom exists in the here and now, in the past, or somewhere
in the distant mechanical future.

Author: Howard Yang
Illustrator: Yashin
24 pages | 14.8 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789574371402

*Selected by Bologna Illustration Exhibition, 3x3 International
Illustration Award, ASIAGRAPH CG Art Award

Comics

Lunatic is a Night
夜長夢多
What would become if one day even our dreams are under
surveillance? Would our bodies and souls are no longer under our
control in totalitarian rule in the near future? Has totalitarian rude
ever left us? With illustration and photography, six artists express
their concerns of lives in such deteriorated condition. Traveling
between virt ality and reality, what they present is the unawakable
nightmares or the approaching truth?

Author: Pao-Yen Ding, Yao-Ching Tseng,
A Ray, Croter, Chn Chen
Illustrator: Pao-Yen Ding, Yao-Ching
Tseng, A Ray, Croter, Chn Chen
Publisher: Slowork Publishing / Dark
Eyes Ltd.
176 pages | 18.4 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789866359798

Comics

OT Diary
OT相談室
A comic about professional occupational therapist
Understanding “disabilities” through fantastical thoughts
Living an extraordinary life with disabilities
Leading us to define our own “health”
An OT, short for occupational therapist, often works in a hospital’s
rehabilitation department. Their areas of practice include: physical
rehabilitation, mental health and pediatrics. Occupational therapy
is the use of specific activities to help patients regain their focus
in life. Even though the patients' physical function does not fully
recover, they can still find other ways to maintain their quality of life
and they don’t have to feel devastated after losing some of their
physical functions.
OT Diary documents the stories of nine of Elainee’s patients,
exploring not how to treat or prevent the disabilities, but the needs
deep inside the hearts of the patients and their caregivers while
pointing out the true meaning of occupational therapy from a
practitioner’s point of view. There are also segments about the
author’s reflective thoughts, such as her feeling of powerlessness
after working in the medical system and her frustration that a
foreign caregiver knows how to nurse her father better. Every
segment leads us to define our own “health”.
Elainee’s comic style is simple and unadorned. Yet she can always
pinpoint certain moments that challenge our perception of the
rigorous medical science with her wild and girlish fantasies.

Author: Elainee
Illustrator: Elainee
161 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869509077

Comics

Son of Formosa 1-3
來自清水的孩子1-3
*Like Persepolis, Son of Formosa explores Taiwan’s contemporary
history through the story of an ordinary person.
*The simple yet gracefully drawn lines depicts the protagonist’s joy
and sorrow. Different periods of his life are vividly represented in
various styles.
*The pleasant and lively plot is narrated elaborately with
tenderness.
*The tale reveals an ordinary person’s perseverance despite the
hardships he faces in turbulent times.
This is an autobiographical graphic novel that details the life of Tsai
Kun-lin, who was born in Qingshui, Taichung in 1930s Taiwan and
lived through the Japanese rule, Chinese Nationalist Party's retreat
to Taiwan, the White Terror period and the democratization process
after the lifting of martial law. The complete publication consists of
four volumes, each portraying a different period of the protagonist’s
life.
Rights Sold: Japanese, French
*2021 TIBE Book Prize/ Children's and Young Adult/ First Prize

Author: Pei-Yun Yu, Jian-Xin Zhou
Illustrator: Jian-Xin Zhou
162, 182, 176 pages | 17 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789869857307, 9789869857314,
9789869857338
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Tâi-gí Communication Enterprise Co.,
Ltd.

台語傳播企業有限公司

Publications of Taiwanese language audio books, music albums, language
teaching materials, textbooks for proficiency tests, dictionaries, novels, proses,
poems, picture books.

https://tgtpbooks.blogspot.com/
Contact: Hui-Min Cheng
tgtpbooks@gmail.com
+886-7-334-8080/+886-910-830690

Children's Books

Darkness in the Caves
暗mi-moo（增訂新版）
The picture book is about “darkness”. It tells the story of Amomos,
who have lived in the cave for a long long time. They have no idea
what “light” is. In their mind, the world outside of the cave could be
really scary and there are evil spirits everywhere. One day, when
Donmomo was on the way to a “mushroom finding” adventure,
Donmomo accidentally saw the Sun and brought the “brightness”
back to the cave. Most Amomos in the cave were curious about
the adventure, but some others just didn’t believe it. They said that
Donmomo was a liar! Donmomo, who finds something different, is
being considered as “different one” in the group.

Author: Yao-Hung Tung
Illustrator: Pei-Yin Shih
72 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869723725

The story tells about the darkness and trust. The author built up
the story with relatively colloquial Taiwanese lexicons and phrases.
The title of the book “ 暗 mi-moo” is a very common expression
of“darkness”in Taiwanese. Children learned this word in the very
young age, so the keyword help them to get into the story easier.
The colorful pictures make the book more attractive to read.
Parents and their children can take an adventure into the world of
darkness and brightness together.

Children's Books

Did You Have a Bite of My Radish Cake?
Tsiâ偷食菜頭粿？！（增訂新版）
A-tshiu received fresh radishes from her Dad. She couldn’t wait
to make a radish cake right away. She followed the steps learned
from home to make it. When the cake was ready to enjoy, she was
so excited to open the steamer. Surprisingly, someone already had
a bite of the cake. A-tshiu had no idea of what’s happening and
tried so hard to find “the suspect”. So she asked the dog, rabbit,
pig, squirrel, ants…. “Did you have a bite of my radish cake?”.
Sadly, no one admitted it. When A-tshiu was trying to find the
answer, she asked the same question again and again. Kids can
learn the sentence pattern easily in the repetition. When A-tshiu
was doing the “interrogation”, there so many expressions of “eating”
to learn. The difference of word choice shows different levels of
how the animals love to eat. There are so many ways to describe
the body language of the animals. “You’re licking your lips, and
you’re mouthwatering.” These are the evidence that make them a
potential suspect.

Author: Pei-Min Hsu
Illustrator: Shih-Han Kao
56 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869723749

Children's Books

February 28th in Kaohsiung
高雄二二八
The story began with people’s expectations and disappointments
of the government. People were clearly not satisfied with the quality
of their life. On February 27th, 1947, the officer had a conflict
with a cigarette vender. The vender got hurt badly, and the officer
even shoot people around him. Taiwanese people were so furious
about the lives sacrificed in this fight. They asked the government
to take the responsibilities and must something about it. Sadly,
the government dealt with the problem by a bloody suppress, it
caused a worse tragedy on the next day, February 27th, 1947.

Author: Chia-Ming Wu
Illustrator: I-Chih Li
66 pages | 26 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789869723787

Children's Books

Hermit Crab Needs a Home
小隱士想beh有一間厝
Who’s the hermit? Why he needs a home? There were stars in the
sky. Hermit crab that hidden in a yogurt drink bottle finally had a
chance to get out. He was singing and having fun…. Suddenly,
the sound of heavy footsteps was approaching. A girl walked to
the seashore and finally find a hermit crab. She said, “When I was
very little, my parents and I bought a hermit crab in a night market.
It was just for fun. On the next day, I even brought it to school
with me. My friends were so curious about my “toy”. Sadly, hermit
crab died within a few days. I feel really sorry about it. At that
point, I finally realized that I shouldn’t treat it that way” The story is
about how the environment being polluted and the importance of
teaching the children about treating all creatures kindly.

Author: Jung-Shu Lin
Illustrator: Shih-Han Kao
48 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869723763

Children's Books

Let's Find the Shelter from the Rain
來tshit-thô（增訂新版）
In the summer afternoon with heavy rain, the girl A-hông was going
home with her red umbrella. She met so many insects on her way
home. Everyone asked her “can you bring me home with you? I
feel so cold out here”. Similar sentence patterns repeatedly appear
here, so kids can catch them quickly. After the warm-hearted
A-hông took them home, she conducted interviews to know them
better. The insects told her about their living environment, how they
live and what they eat…. In the story, kids can learn the Taiwanese
names of cicadas, dragonflies, butterflies, scarabs, bees, and
unicorns. Kids also learn how to describe the feeling of “cold” in
Taiwanese. It can be freezing, chilling, shivering…. Besides the
knowledge of the language, after reading the story, they get to
know some facts of the nature.

Author: Su-Chen Liu
Illustrator: Shih-Han Kao
44 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869723732

Children's Books

Where's Mommy?
鳥仔囝揣媽媽
A baby rabbit found a fainted baby bird near the river. She took
baby bird home to her mommy and tried to take care of her. After
the baby bird was awake, the baby rabbit helped her to find her
parents. Baby rabbit asked baby bird, “Do you know your name?”
“My mom and dad called me baby”, baby bird said. Mommy rabbit
asked baby bird, “do you know what kind of bird you are?” “Well…
all I know is that my mom and dad have very beautiful dark blue
feathers”. The adventure of “finding parents” began. The baby
rabbit asked every neighbor “anyone in your family get lost?”, “Is
this your baby?” On the way of finding family, there are so many
different birds. Different names with distinguished colors. Kids get
to know the diversity of birds and colors in one story. The book also
has an appendix as an “illustrated book” to introduce the living
environment and habits of the birds.

Author: Yu-Wen Chung
Illustrator: Shih-Yang Lin
38 pages | 29.7 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789869723756
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Taipei Hakka Affairs Commission

臺北市客家事務委員會

Hakka Affairs Commission, Taipei City Government was established on June 17,
2002 as a World Hakka Exchange Center with the goal of promoting the Hakka
spirit and culture. Consolidate the will and aspiration of the Hakkas and propagate
the Hakka spirit. Also for Hakka Cultural and Historical Preservation, Promotion and
Hakka Culture Teaching.

https://hac.gov.taipei
Contact: Chih-Ying Lin
th-028@mail.taipei.gov.tw
+886-2-2702-6141 #225

Children's Books

Great Grandfather's Wishes
阿太个願望
The picture book was based on a novel titled Creative Divine Pig,
written by SHAO-CHENG LU, a retired primary school principal.
Focusing on the main core: Yimin Festival, one of the Hakka's
native cultures, the picture book bridged different generations
together by connecting the wishes of each family member. We also
added elements, such as AR and VR to capture children's wildest
imagination of transporting and present magical realism. Great
Grandfather's Wishes is a picture book that creates connection
towards different generations which fits our purpose of creating a
fun reading experience for both parents and children.

Author: Wei-Chung Chang, Mei-Fei Kuo
Illustrator: Chih-Chung Wang
61 pages | 26.5 x 19.7 cm
ISBN: 9789865464004

Children's Books

Happiness Memory
九層之家
What would you do when you just don't want to eat? Now, take
a bite of the magical nine-layer cake! One, two, three, four, five...
Just give it five seconds, and then... magic!
"There's a restaurant called Nine-layer Home," Mother said, "and
in that restaurant, there's a granny who is good at cooking. With
her magical nine-layer cake, for just a single bite, she'd know
immediately what to cook for her customers!"
Formosan black bear, grandpa wolf and little bird came far and
wide to the Nine-layer Home. Take a guess, what kind of wonderful
dish would the Nine-layer granny prepare for them?

Author: Wei-Chung Chang, Mei-Fei Kuo
Illustrator: Chih-Chung Wang
64 pages | 26.5 x 19.7 cm
ISBN: 9789865412272
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Taiwan Bar Inc.

臺灣吧

Taiwan Bar has talented creators bringing quality educational content with exquisite
visuals. Since 2014, we have created hundreds of videos including “Animated
Taiwanese History” and “Animated Taiwanese History II: See the world from
Taiwan.” We have over 60 million views and over 9.9 million subscribers on our
Youtube channel.
Experience: Golden Pin Design Award, Taipei 101 New Year’s Eve Fireworks
Display design, Best Animation nomination in the Golden Bell Awards and
Singapore Apollo Awards

https://taiwanbar.cc/
Contact: Gracw Wu
gracewu@taiwanbar.cc
+886-2-7751-5251

Children's Books

Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Hualien-Coming of Age
小黑啤玩臺灣：花蓮篇-迎成年
“Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Hualien-Coming of Age” is set against
the backdrop of the Kiwit Tribe in Ruisui Township in Hualien. As
you flip through the pages, you’ll know more about the community’s
“selal”—a military-esque system that divides males according to
age and the cultural context behind this tradition. Different duties
are assigned to each division and where top-down obedience
is absolute. The story emphasizes that growing up is not about
doing whatever you want, but is about fighting for your rights and
respecting others.

Author: Taiwan Bar Inc.
Illustrator: Kun-Sheng Chen, Zi-Ling Lai
68 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869983631

Children's Books

Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Keelung-Water Lantern Tradition
小黑啤玩臺灣：基隆篇-放水燈
“Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Keelung-Water Lantern Tradition” is
inspired by the Keelung Ghost Festival and the Water LanternLighting Tradition. BEERU KIDS traveled to the underworld and met
a little chick who lost his memories. The two becoming fast friends
symbolizes the importance of caring for others.

Author: Taiwan Bar Inc.
Illustrator: Kun-Sheng Chen, Zi-Ling Lai
68 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869983600

Children's Books

Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Pintung-Papercutting
小黑啤玩臺灣：屏東篇-來剪紙
“Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Pingtung-Papercutting” is inspired by
the Liudui Hakka Cultural Park. Set in an ancestral Hakka home,
it is a story of conflicts and reconciliation between Nan and her
foster mother. The tradition of paper-cutting in Hakka culture is a
metaphor for the mother-daughter relationship. It is to help children
know that family isn't defined by blood. Rather, family is having
people you can communicate with, understand and care for.

Author: Taiwan Bar Inc.
Illustrator: Kun-Sheng Chen, Zi-Ling Lai
68 pages | 21,0x29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869983617

Children's Books

Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Yunlin-Glove Puppetry
小黑啤玩臺灣：雲林篇-去看戲
“Beeru Kids Around Taiwan: Yunlin-Glove Puppetry” is inspired by
the Glove Puppetry culture in Yunlin. This story has two elements:
a fictional story regarding a “Chameleon Village” interwoven
with glove puppetry “role-playing.” The color of the body of the
chameleon is a metaphor for gender, thus symbolizing the need to
respecting diverse gender temperament.

Author: Taiwan Bar Inc.
Illustrator: Kun-Sheng Chen, Zi-Ling Lai
Publisher: Taiwan Bar Inc.
68 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869983617
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Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc.

玉山社出版事業股份有限公司

Taiwan Interminds Publishing, Inc. was founded in 1995, with primary goal of
creating and preserving dignity of Taiwan’s culture, by means of publishing books
related to people, cultures, history and natures about Taiwan, enhancing Taiwanese
to build up their self-confidence self-esteem and dignity. Furthermore, we have
also been devoted to be an expert publisher to cultivate local writers and make
Taiwanese culture known by our own people and foreign readers. In the year of
founding, we also started a division Star & Moon House, introducing picture books
for our children and teenagers from foreign countries, enabling them to share the
beautiful, touching different cultures and common experiences worldwidely.

http://www.tipi.com.tw/
Contact: Ashley, Cheng
editor03@tipi.com.tw
+886-2-2775-3736

Children's Books

Adventure in Taipei Railway Workshop
臺北機廠大冒險
The theme of this book is "From Taipei Machinery Factory to
National Railway Museum", and it is suitable for students over
six years old. Refining the past missions and future functions
of the field, interspersed with interesting and surprising "bean
knowledge", matched with retro and elegant tones of images, and
exquisite paper art organs (three methods of page turning, threedimensional, and folding). The overall reading is like discovering
hidden secrets one after another. People are looking forward to
seeing the Taipei Machinery Factory and experiencing the new
style of Industrial Heritage 2.0 after the official opening of the
National Railway Museum in the future.

Author: Chih-Chung, Teng
Illustrator: Jean, Chan
38 pages | 21 x 28cm
ISBN: 9789865321130

Children's Books

Aunt Tigress
虎姑婆
Aunt Tiger is a familiar folk tale. In the past, it was always used
to warn children not to believe in strangers. However, after the
author's Xing Jiahui's brushstrokes, not only the images of the
protagonists are more vivid, but the deeper connotations of the
story are also explored. Readers have a new perspective and
understand the handed down value of an ancient story-don't
blindly follow tradition, don't succumb to the authority of "adults";
only by cultivating children's ability to think independently can they
grow up safely.

Author: Chia-Hui, Hsing
Illustrator: Chia-Hsin, Pan
56 pages | 27 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789862942635

Children's Books

Chasing Treasures
寶藏大追擊
The suspenseful, tense and sometimes humorous plot of the book,
with clever and energetic images, is interspersed with wit and lively
puzzle-solving levels, leading readers to become the characters
in the book and experience a journey of exploration of national
treasures; more easily understood Passing on the content of the
film restoration work, edutainment and fun, let parent-child readers
have a deep understanding of the purpose and value of film
restoration, witness the rebirth of old movies, and let the past glory
and glory be passed on into the memory of generations.

Author: Jean, Chan
Illustrator: Jean, Chan
56 pages | 19 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789862942628

Children's Books

Fantastic Railway Museum
奇幻鐵道博物館
The theme of this book is "Our Fantastic Images and Expectations
for the National Railway Museum", and it is suitable for reading
ages over five years old. The storyline is based on a series of
surprising activities carried out by a group of children in each
workshop when they visited the National Railway Museum, and
unearthed the secrets of the protagonist's grandfather who worked
here in the past. In the image, Wu Xinzhi, who has repeatedly been
selected for the illustration awards, is invited to act as the lead,
giving vivid and interesting imaginary pictures and vitality to the
real life field.

Author: Tsung-Hsien, Cheng
Illustrator: Cindy, Wume
40 pages | 21 x 24 cm
ISBN: 9789865321109

Children's Books

Labortory of Taipei Railway Workshop
鏗鏗鏘鏘北廠實驗室
The theme of this book is "Science in Taipei Machinery Factory".
It is a science game picture book suitable for children over five
years of age. The content is divided into five units: first understand
the tasks and characteristics of each workshop. Through themed
paper games, you can get closer to the workshop. Further lead
the children to observe life phenomena and think about the
causes. Through the special machines/facilities in the workshop,
supplemented by easy-to-understand explanations of scientific
principles. Invite children to make a science toy/experiment
together.

Author: Chun-Liang, Lu
Illustrator: Pei-Che, Cheng
52 pages | 18 x 23 cm
ISBN: 9789865321123

Children's Books

One Day
小鐵的一天
Produced for the "Taipei Railway Workshop", an industrial heritage
with a history of nearly 100 years. The theme of this book is "Taipei
Machine Factory Workers' Life." The daily work and rest of the
workers in the Taipei Machinery Factory before the relocation
are transformed into children’s stories. The rich image content
complements the details that are not described in the text, and
extends the children’s years of reading this book. And choose the
anthropomorphic display of the animal "dog" that children feel kind
to, and show the warm atmosphere of the workshop of repairing
machinery by scratching and matching warm colors. It can also
show the power of heavy machinery work and be close to the
actual environment. The state of black oil everywhere. "

Author: Nai-Wen, Kuo
Illustrator: Chien-Hsin, Chou
48 pages | 23 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789865321116

Children's Books

Pupil
瞳
Twenty-seven poems written by grandpa to grandchildren,
depicting the clarity and innocence of children, and the warm
moments of snuggling with grandparents. The book uses
approachable verses to smoothly express the happiness of the
family. It also reveals the poet's reflection on half a hundred lives
and the thinking of the real world. With the warm and stable image
of the painter DaDa L.Ch, it makes people feel the innocence and
vitality in the poem. , Re-experiencing the hope of life.

Author: Hsuan-Che, Yeh
Illustrator: Dada L. Ch
64 pages | 27 x 19 cm
ISBN: 9789862942581

Children's Books

Raptors in the Wind
風中有鷹
Ho, Hua-Jen has been creating art works with birds for more
than forty years. He masters in woodcut prints, watercolors and
wood carvings, etc. Through his excellent works, we can not only
appreciate the unique appearance of birds, but also get to know
more about the characteristics and habits of the birds.
This time, the fiercest birds, known as "eagles", fly with their sharp
eyes and colorful feathers, changing into a cute rounded looks,
that makes the all stories much more lovely.
Page after page, we will see one after another domineering
and elegant birds, sometimes hunting vigorously on paper, and
sometimes resting leisurely on the stakes. By the quiet and tranquil
background color and the poetic text with a sense of flow, we
slowly become part of the air flow, flying with the eagle in different
seasons and experience the fresh morning light and the quiet
winter plain.
Open "Eagle in the Wind", we will encounter the handsome birds,
and feel free and wild while reading in the wind.
Book features:
1. The most popular bird watching painter Ho, Hua-Jen 's latest
masterpiece in 2020, which interprets the heroic looks of the eagles
in the wind.
2. With poetic words and vibrant paintings, it gently tells the eagles’
life from spring to winter, from early morning to dark evening.
Letting us experience the joy of wild bird watching.
3. Learning about the differences between eagles, hawks, eagles,
buzzards, kites, harriers, and falcons in interesting and literary
ways.

Author: Hua-Jen, Ho
Illustrator: Hua-Jen, Ho
48 pages | 22 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789862942604

Children's Books

Singing with Train
跟著火車一起唱
This can be said to be the first hard-page baby book in Taiwan with
the theme of "Taiwan Train History". The core content is "Important
Knowledge of Taiwan Railway Vehicles". It combines the principles
of reading for infants and young children and brings out the "Taipei
Machinery Factory" The relationship with Taiwan's railway vehicles.
In the text, the lyrics of the familiar nursery rhyme "Dudiu Tongzi"
is transformed into an understandable and repetitive storyline
for infants and young children; the adverbial words in the lyrics
become the dialogue between the trains, which adds to the fun of
reading together.

Author: I-Chen, Su
Illustrator: Pei-Chi, Wu
14 pages | 17.5 x 15.9 cm
ISBN: 9789865321093

Children's Books

The Old Suitcase Narrative: Life of Military Villages
老皮箱歲歲念：眷村拾光
Through the form of picture books, this book leads children and
young readers to understand the soil of the birth of military village
literature—the era background of the formation of military villages
and the evolution of life in the military villages. It also embodies
excerpts from the literature in the military villages between the
pictures and texts. Reflecting; I hope that through this picture book,
I can understand the meaning of the village’s literature and the
diverse values behind it, and be able to further read related literary
works.

Author: Jo-Hsun, Cheng
Illustrator: Hsin-Yu, Sun
56 pages | 16.3 x 17.5 cm
ISBN: 9789865322359
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The Eastern Publishing Co., Ltd.

台灣東方

The Eastern Publishing Co., Ltd was established in 1945. It is the first one here
set up with the sole aim of publishing children’s books. For these scores of years,
“publishing good books for the children” has always been the fundamental policy
of the company. We have published about 55~60 books for children and teens per
year, composed of acclaimed and best-selling books for picture books, chapter
books, fictions, biographies and classic literature works from all over the world,
including local works.

www.1945.com.tw
Contact: Yueh-Ying Chang
ying@1945.com.tw
+886-2-2558-1117

Children's Books

Knock, Knock, Knock! Can I Come In?
叩叩叩！我可以進來嗎？
Combining theater-style performance and classic fairy tales, using
repeated dialogues make the story easier to read and understand
by young kids. This story describes the relationship of people, with
fewer boundaries and fewer circles, we will be happier and our
world will be wider!

Author: Wang-Fan Nien
Illustrator: Hsin-Yu Sun
32 pages | 21 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789863383680

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

When I Was Waiting for My Mom
等媽媽來的時候
A blue elephant who is waiting for his mom to pick him up after
school, when he is waiting, the imagination is a superpower to
transfer the waiting time to wonderful time. He helped the delivery
guy send a package along the most dangerous Alligator Boulevard;
He climbed trees with the cat and he got 6 fish…until he learned
how to be a silent mountain, finally, his mom is here!

Author: Hsiao-Chi Chang
Illustrator: Hsiao-Chi Chang
24 pages | 20 x 20 cm
ISBN: 9789863383079

Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Fiction

Precious Gifts for Graduates
神祕臭禮物
There are lots of unforgettable memories between a group of
children and a caring teacher during six years elementary school
life in Penghu. Penghu is a pearl placed by God in the middle of
the Taiwan Strait, readers can explore and experience the beauty
of Penghu through this wonderful story.

Author: Chia-Hsiu Chen
Illustrator: Chia-Ying Lin
184 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863382577

Non-fiction

Science Encyclopedia with Comics for Young Kids Series
漫畫科學生活百科套書
This series are including 12 titles about sparking your
curiosity with these knowledge and creative projects to learn
early concepts in Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Math.
Rights Sold: Simplified Chinese

Author: The Eastern Editors
Illustrator: Wei-Ching Chen, Jianzhi Liu,
Liting Yu, Chia-Ling Zheng, Ducheng
Liao, Youfu Yu, An-Zheng Wang
128, 136, 144 pages | 21.5 x 26.8 cm
ISBN: 9789863383963

Fiction

There is a Stingy Weirdo in Our Classroom
教室裡有鬼-我才不是小氣鬼
Is there any Stingy Weirdo in your class who doesn't share
anything? But maybe it’s not what you think it is!

Author: Guang-Fu Li
Illustrator: Chiu-Hsiang Wang
88 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863383581

Fiction

There’s a bold Chicken in Our Class
教室裡有鬼--大膽的膽小鬼
Pei-Ju is a bloomer girl, she liked to mimick teacher, even she fed
a cockroach in her pencilbox. However, when teacher call her
to read aloud, she was so scary. Everyone has advantages and
disadvantages, even the dreadnaught is also fear of something.

Author: Guang-Fu Li
Illustrator: Chiu-Hsiang Wang
80 pages | 15 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789863382737
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Exhibitors

Viking International Co., Ltd.

維京國際出版社

Viking International was established in 1991. We concentrate on publishing high
quality books, including children picture book, teen fiction, traveling guide, modern
trend. Not only we have the latest information from the globe, also we have local
artists' opinion in our product line. We concentrate on developing work from local
writers and illustrators as well as preservation of local literature.

http://www.tmac.com.tw/home.
asp
Contact: Roswitha Shih
int@tmac.com.tw
+886-2-8797-1168 #707

Children's Books

The Chimney
煙囪的故事
Through the fable story, the author wants to bring up attention for
the environmental protection subject. The chimney represents the
power plant and the factories. Some people abuses the resources,
ignoring the damage to the natural environment. The result is that
nature fights back and impact all human being. The story is to
remind us that we only have one earth, and should treasure more
of our environment.

Author: Hsukung Liu
Illustrator: Hsukung Liu
56 pages | 29.5 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864402717

Rights Sold: Korean, Simplified Chinese

Children's Books

The Glowing Tree
發光的樹
“I am a tree that glows. One day, you may also be glowing on my
branches. At that time, what day would you like to stay on? Could it
be – every day?”
Life is made of countless perfect and imperfect moments. We can’t
decide people we may encounter and things that may happen, but
we may decide what kind of mood to face the highs and lows of
life. It is always yourself to decides whether you are happy or not.
Selected in Bologna Illustrators Exhibition, Meng-Yun Chiang
chooses to use bright color to tell readers about this story about a
tree and about every one of us. We are hoping that the story may
help readers accept the sorrows and happiness of life, and seize
the time of life, to explore moments that worth celebrating and
memorizing.

Author: Higo Wu
Illustrator: Meng-Yun Chiang
48 pages | 21.7 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789864403929

Children's Books

The Song of the Little Stone
小石頭的歌
Monkey Grandpa stopped on the halfway to the mountain and took
a nap, and was awaken by the teardrop of the little bird. The little
bird told him about his sorrow of being laughed because of his
voice. However, the voice of the little bird turned to be the strength
and power for Monkey Grandpa to face the life and the new
journey….
The illustration and text of this book is beautifully illustrated like a
song, which want to give the readers the feeling of a singing a song
and bring the melody of the memory to the mind. It is a picture
book that people will remember.

Author: Higo Wu
Illustrator: Kiko Yang
40 pages | 20 x 28 cm
ISBN: 9789864403172

Children's Books

Who’s Hopping?
是誰在跳呢？
Magical Moments when Insects and Animals are hopping!
People may feel like to jump up when playing games or feeling
excited. Do you know when locusts, tree frogs, or hares…etc.
would hop? How do they hop? Would they feel tired? Why do they
hop?
Flip the pages of each spreads and you will see the motions of a
locust’s legs, the secrets of how tree frog hops, and why orcas are
jumping in water.
An interesting title to read and play with children, and to explore
the fun facts and gestures of insects and animals hopping!

Author: Chemg-lin Lee
Illustrator: Chemg-lin Lee
12 pages | 18 x 22 x 3.5 cm
ISBN: 9789864403479
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Exhibitors

Wu-Nan Book Inc.

五南圖書出版股份有限公司

Wu-Nan Book Inc., founded in 1968, is one of the most prestigious educational
publishers in Taiwan. For more than 50 years, Wu-Nan Book Inc. has served
over 4000 high quality textbooks to the major colleges and universities around
the nation. By the respect and support of academics, business leaders, and the
general public, Wu-Nan continues growing. Now, our publication covers not only
textbooks, but also children’s books, trade books in literature, social sciences and
applied sciences

https://www.wunan.com.tw/
Contact: Winnie Shen
chiefedm@wunan.com.tw
+886-2-2705-4182

Children's Books

Mr. Hedgehog's Hug
刺蝟先生的擁抱
"Hug", do you like hugs? When will you want a hug?
Sometimes, when the feeling in your heart cannot be understood,
how do you face such a dilemma? The seemingly ordinary actions
actually imply the warmest emotional exchanges.
In real life, you can't hug as you like to express your inner feelings,
but the sincere and eager heart always exists.
A kind-hearted Mr. Hedgehog, but he has no friends and never
knows the feeling of a hug. He heard that the residents of "Hug the
Town" would give each other a big hug, so he decided to take a
look. In the small town, he saw mother mouse hugging little mouse,
father sheep hugging mother sheep, and lady black cat hugging
lady cat. He began to believe that he could realize his wish by
hugging the town...will the animals give him a hug?

Author: Siang Ting Fong
Illustrator: Jia Jyun Guo
32 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789865224196

Non-fiction

Primary School Art (Taiwan)
小學生藝術走讀
There are twelve chapters in this book, spanning the north, middle,
and south east of Taiwan. Reading this book, children taste culture
and art through words, and at the same time plant the method and
future to move towards culture and art.
Teachers and students read this book together, looking for treasure
in the environment. Squat down our posture, hold the children's
hand, read the land with them, and go to the world; learn with the
children, you will discover what the innocent eyes see. It turns out
that children have more brilliant imaginations about reading the
world than we do.

Author: Mei-zhi Zhang
192 pages | 25 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789865223168
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Exhibitors

Yes Creative Agency / Papa Publishing
House

也是文創／巴巴文化

Yes Creative Agency (Papa Publishing House) publishes illustrated books, fairy
tales and fictions for kids. Each of them is originally created by Taiwanese writers
and illustrators. By producing more Taiwanese based stories with local elements as
well as common emotions shared worldwide, we hope to give children the chances
to read more about their own culture and life, and evoke their interest of reading.

https://goo.gl/jFdiqn
Contact: Rhea Lin
rhea.babayes@gmail.com
+886-2-2931-6891

Children's Books

Don't Cut My Hair!
我才不要剪頭髮
"Oh, no! I don't want to cut my hair." The little boy runs out from the
barbershop. Trees in the park, pet dogs, a herd of sheep waiting
for hair cutting, even the ribbon for opening ceremony joins the
escape team…

Author: Ching-Lien Hsiao
Illustrator: Deer Jan
40 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743730

Children's Books

Dr. Red Nose
紅鼻子
The Rednose doctors come! They break the silence of Children's
sickroom. They play the music, waring a big rednose. They take
away the cellphanes from the children, and play with them. In the
beautiful melody, Children burst into the laugher. Let's join the
joyful march!

Author: Ching-Yen Liu
Illustrator: Mori Chiang
48 pages | 21.5 x 36.5 cm
ISBN: 9789860609738

Children's Books

Fred and Ginger
阿福與阿金
Fred likes neat and tidy while Ginger always make a mess, but
they live together. Fortunately, they share the same interest–Dance!
They dance together happily, Oops, they hit each other again…

Author: Ting-Yu Chang
Illustrator: Ting-Yu Chang
40 pages | 20 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869880336

Children's Books

Home
The sun goes up. The city wakes up. This is our home
where we live in.There are mountains, seas and bridges that
connect the cities and the villages. There are stories goes on one
by one in the city. Some stories that you might know, some might
be new that you've never expected and experienced.The stories
are on quietly and noisily in the city every day.

Author: Lian-En Lin
Illustrator: Lian-En Lin
48 pages | 23 x 26 cm
ISBN: 9789869743709

*2021 TIBE Book Prize: Children's &YA
*Winner of the 2021 BolognaRagazzi Award for the Fiction category

Children's Books

Meow Meow
喵喵
The beginning of the book starts in a very deep night, a fantasy
midnight show begins…
Ping! Pop! Ping! Pop!
Who is the main character on the stage?
Let’s enjoy the Night Rhapsody performance by three naughty
cats.
The beginning of the book starts in a very deep night, a fantasy
midnight show begins…
Ping! Pop! Ping! Pop!
Who is the main character on the stage?
Let’s enjoy the Night Rhapsody performance by three naughty
cats.

Author: Wenya Kuei
Illustrator: Heidi Huang
40 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869880381

Children's Books

Mother Is a Cloud
媽媽是一朵雲
The class is over! The little frog used to be the first one to run and
get rid of school. But today, he is the last one. He slowly walks to
the top of the hill and throws back to the old times. He remembers
his family always had a running race in the rainy days. At that time,
Mom always won the first place. But now, Mom has left forever, and
the little frog feels like he could not remember how Mom looked
like...

Author: Higo Wu
Illustrator: Bei Lynn
40 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743754

Children's Books

Muddy the Hippo Has a Big Mouth
河馬河馬大嘴巴
Muddy the hippo has a big mouth. When Muddy sneezes, the little
rabbit and the giraffe all can't help but fly to the sky, and hurting
their butts when falling own. Being scolded by other animals,
Muddy feels very sad. At the same time, he finds out there is a
crocodile secretly gets close to the little ducks. What should Muddy
do?

Author: Szu-Yuan Liu
Illustrator: Aling Chen
48 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743716

Children's Books

One Million Times of Kiss
一百萬個親親
This story shows the lovely moments from a new life begin. Kiss by
kiss, the parents pay much attention and caring on their boy, enjoy
his growth, though sometimes feel worry about him. The using
of soft sentences and the warm color make this story even more
moving.

Author: Shu-Ting Chen
Illustrator: Deer Jan
40 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869880374

Children's Books

Sleepwalking
夢遊
In the deep night, there's always something mysterious happened.
The little boy still closes his eyes, but his adventure has already
started. He walks on the wires, playing the balancing game. He
walks into the zoo, passing by the fierce lion. He keeps waliking,
waliking, walking... until he arrives that beautiful hill...

Author: Chih-Hao Yen
Illustrator: Hui-Yin Hsueh
60 pages | 21 x 25 cm
ISBN: 9789869743785

*Bologna Award 2021, 2020 Books from Taiwan:TAICCA select

Children's Books

The Cat in the Military Village
勝利貓日子
I noticed the tortoiseshell cat since I moved in the military village.
I call it“hua-hua”;the lady of the restaurant at the corner calls it
“fah-fah”; and the owner of the bookstore calls it “feh-feh.” Some
tourism call it “meow-meow,” and try to get closer to it. It combines
everyone’s heart from this military village, everyone loves her.

Author: Han-Chen Guo, Zhen-Xia Weng
Illustrator: Chi-Chia Huang
40 pages | 21 x 29.7 cm
ISBN: 9789869880367
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Exhibitors

Youth Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd.

幼獅文化事業股份有限公司

Youth Cultural Enterprise Co., Ltd. established on Oct. 10, 1958, has a great
reputation in publishing good books for children, teenagers, parents and teachers.
We always hold " to publish the best books for the youth and children " as our
motto. Our team publish many kinds books, including fairy tales, Children's poem
books, biographies, fictions, novels, picture books, activity books, educational
reference books and encyclopedia, which are the fields of literature, history,
science, psychology and philosophy. In addition, we also publish textbooks for
junior high school students, high school students as well as university students.

http://www.youth.com.tw/book/
index.php
Contact: Shi-Yuan Liu
youth242@youth.com.tw
+886-2-2311-2832 #242

Fiction

Adolescence is a Music of tude
青春是一首練習曲
Relatonship, family, school life, exam and study, emotion
Six school life story combine the most beatiful adolescence to sing
our teenager song.

Author: Su-Yi Chen
Illustrator: Yi-Zhen Li
256 pages | 14.9 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864492206

Children's Books

Ben Makes Rice Balls
小班做飯糰
Ben and his family live in the farm which is on the northeast region
of Taiwan. Ben will use local organic rice and natural ingredients to
make rice balls. The delicious rice balls spread fragrance to attract
a lot of animals and insects, who actively to be Ben’s helper.
This book bring the concept of ecological agriculture to reader.
When you enjoy the story, you can know a lot of Taiwan Endemic
species. The book also teach reader how to make flavor rice balls
that can be make good time for parents and your children.

Author: Zeng-Qiao Xu
Illustrator: Zeng-Qiao Xu
40 pages | 21 x 27 cm
ISBN: 9789864492046

Fiction

Martin, Martha, and Granny Xia
馬丁、瑪莎，還有夏婆婆
Martin and Martha are brother and sister. They form the close
lasting friendship with their neighbor Granny Xia, who is the solitary
elders.
Granny Xia always feel lonely until she meets Martin and Martha,
who bring the light to her life. Martin, Martha and Granny Xia make
ten wonderful living memory together. It’s the book that reveal the
generational gap could be overcome and friendship also would
be made in any situation if we can open ours hearts and abandon
stereotypes.

Author: Shu-Fen Wang
Illustrator: Pei-Jing Xu
128 pages | 14.9 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864491780

Children's Books

Pea Princess and Jack
豌豆小公主與傑克
The kingdom of pea’s princess, who named Waya, is very smart,
special and active. Her parent, the king and queen, worry that
no one to get marry with their daughter, because Waya is too
unusual. Someday, Waya raises the idea that is called “ test of
pea kingdom”. Anyone can pass this test, who can get marry with
Waya.
A lot of boys attend this test and they are confident. Finally, who
can gain the love of Waya and overcome this difficult test?
It’s a special adventure story which adapts classical fairy tale,
describing the independent spirit of girls. When you read the story,
you can learn many kinds idioms which can improve the children’s
ability about reading and writing.

Author: Wu-Qiao Huang
Illustrator: Zhi-Min Huang
44 pages | 21 x 29.6 cm
ISBN: 9789864491759

Fiction

Secret of Sorcery
魔法的祕密
What secret in the circus? What trainings that the animals must
be face? The book let reader understanding the severe situation
of wild animals and lead children to think what can we do about
improving the animals life and preventing their habits from humans
destroy.
Johnny is a magician who lives in the small town. He always
believe that the real Sorcery exist in the world. One day, a circus
come to his town to perform magic, Johnny hear the team who
own the power of sorcery which is so exciting, Johnny is curious
so he decide to sneak the backstage of circus. What amazing truth
waiting for him?

Author: Jia-Ru Hong
Illustrator: Jia-Qi Wang
144 pages | 14.9 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864491698

Children's Books

Star Is Coming
星星出來了
The author change hard science knowledge to childlike poems
which let children and teenagers to be curious about nature’s
mystery.
Animals, plants, flowers, trees, insect, stars, human boy and
climate are the subject of poems that you can find in the book.

Author: Wen-Xiong Wu
Illustrator: Yvonne Wu
176 pages | 14.9 x 21 cm
ISBN: 9789864491933

Children's Books

Who Remembers My Birthday?
誰記得我生日?
Today is Bonnie’s birthday so she look forward to receiving blessing
of every family member. However, everybody seems to forget this
special day; therefore, they don’t prepare to hold birthday party to
Bonnie. Our Bonnie is very disappoint but it is true?
1. Children can listen story from QR code which hide in the book.
2. Reader can use party game cards to play game with friends,
3. The book can be a DIY handbook which include the recipe
about how to make Pumpkin Pudding.

Author: Ming-Zu Li
Illustrator: Meijer Lin
34 pages | 24.4 x 25.4 cm
ISBN: 9789864491995

